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Louis Glunz Beer Inc. is the leader in 
supplying quality imported ales and 
lagers to the Chicago area. Our 
catalog provides a variety of styles 
from around the globe. These beers 
were innovations in their day and 
have been re�ned to perfection. 
Impor ts were the inspiration for 
today’s craft beer revolution and 
are the standard by which other 
beers are judged. These beers are 
unique to the region where they are 
brewed, with local water sources, 
ingredients, yeast and bacteria 
providing nuanced flavors that are 
difficult to replicate elsewhere. 
Treat yourself to a timeless classic 
or rediscover a forgotten style.
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Dear Valued Partner,
We invite you to browse our vast 
selection of import brands that span 
the globe. These breweries represent 
the forefathers of brewing that date 
back to kings and queens and times 
of old. Their individual stories span 
generations within the art of brewing 
and often played a major role in their 
country’s history. We are proud to 
carry on their tradition in the United 
States by offering you their fine 
products. 

Thank you for choosing Louis Glunz 
Beer, Inc. to service your business 
with our fine products. We are proud 
to provide you with distinctive 
choices in Chicagoland.

Jack Glunz, CEO

independent • craf t • tradition

7100 N. CAPITOL DR. • LINCOLNWOOD, IL 60712 • P: 847.675.9500 • F: 847.675.5678 • www.glunzbeers.com
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24/12 oz Btl. #25026TUSKER
Lager 4.2% abv
Tusker Lager is loved by its Kenyan consumers and is 
part and parcel of the National fabric. This lager beer is 
made with Bima equatorial barley and the pure waters 
of Mizuma Springs in Kenya.

East Africa Breweries was 
formally registered on December 
8, 1922, by George And Charles 

Hurst. Their first beer was brewed in small copper vessels heated by 
Kuni fires. George Hurst was killed in 1923 by a charging bull elephant. In 
memory of his tragic death, the famous lager that he had created was named 
TUSKER. Today, TUSKER "The beer from the shadow of Kilimanjaro" is known 
throughout the world. On the label of every bottle of Tusker Lager are the 
words: “Bia Y Angu Nchi Yangu”. That is Swahili for "My beer, my country."    
www.eabl.com

AFRICA East Africa Breweries/Makana Meadery

Makana Meadery in South Africa has its beginnings 
in a Rhodes University based research project to 
develop state of the art fermentation technology  
for producing iQhilika, an African mead.    www.iqhilika.co.za

IQHILIKA AFRICAN  
HERBAL BLOSSOM MEAD
Spiced Mead 12% abv
Based on a recipe of the traditional beverage of the 
Xhosa peoples, this mead uses apple, hibiscus, rose 
hip, and cinnamon.  Gold medal winner for Spiced 
Meads at the 2007 International Mead Festival. 
Matured in South African red wind barrels.

6/750 mL Btl. #36606

6/750 mL Btl. #36605IQHILIKA AFRICAN CHILI MEAD
Spiced Mead 12% abv
This mead has been aged over indigenous African Chili 
Peppers for a unique spicy hot, yet quite tolerable, 
sensation.  Matured in South African red wine barrels. 
Silver medal winner for Specialty Meads at the 2007 
International Mead Festival.

PRODUCT OF

SOUTH AFRICA

Matured inSouth African
wine barrelsduring itsjourney tothe U.S.A.

 IQHILIKA
HONEY SUN

African Herbal Blossom

12% Alc./Vol.750 mL

PURE & RICH AFRICAN MEAD WITH SPICES ADDED

With subtle hints of cinnamon,
apple, rosehip & hibiscus flowers.

Makana 
Meadery

East Africa 
Breweries
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Say Quilmes in Argentina, 
and you mean “beer.”  The 

name has been synonymous to the beverage, 
and this could be traced way back to 1888 when the Quilmes 
brewery was founded by Otto Bemberg with the cooperation of the 
Quilmes province of Buenos Aires.  It has since then contributed to the 
development of what is known as the Quilmes zone in Buenos Aires.  
Quilmes, an ancient Indian name, was actually first brewed in 1890. It 
started as a family business with strict focus on quality, distribution and 
the communication with clients and customers.   www.quilmes.com.au 

4/6/11.5 oz Btl. #22020QUILMES
Pale Lager 4.9% abv
Quilmes has been a common staple in Argentinean 
gatherings where people chat about controversial 
topics, such as soccer, politics and women. The 
national beer of Argentina - a fairly light, multi-grain 
lager, clean and crisp.

Quilmes

ARGENTINA Quilmes

6/750 mL Btl. #36604

6/750 mL Btl. #36603

6/750 mL Btl. #36607

IQHILIKA CAPE FIG MEAD
Spiced Mead 12% abv
The leaves of the Cape Fig were chosen to blend with 
the Sweet Mead from the Makana Meadery to create 
a metheglin (spiced mead) that tastes like honeyed 
fruit.  iQhilika Cape Fig Mead tempers the sweetness 
of the honey with the delicious fruit notes of the fig to 
provide a versatile drink suitable both for before and 
after dinner consumption. Matured in South African 
red wine barrels.

IQHILIKA DRY MEAD
Dry Mead 12% abv
This delicate beverage uses just honey & water as 
ingredients, but presents a great depth of flavors. Try 
serving with light fish or chicken dishes. Matured in 
South African red wine barrels.

IQHILIKA COFFEE MEAD
Spiced Mead 12% abv
An exclusive coffee is blended with the Makana 
Meadery’s Sweet mead to produce a robust beverage 
ideal for accompanying after-dinner treats.  A bit of 
caramelized honey has been added to the recipe to 
integrate the flavors of African wildflowers with the 
roast expressions of the coffee. Matured in South 
African red wine barrels.

20 L Keg #23159

20 L Keg #23444
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AUSTRALIA Coopers

To say we're 'born to brew' may 
seem like a bold statement, but 

after dedicating over 150 years to the art of 
brewing, we believe it's true. Coopers is a brewing family. Its 
in our blood. For six generations we've been custodians of a proud 
legacy that began in 1862 when Thomas Cooper brewed his first batch 
of ale. Our passion for brewing has kept us together and helped us 
through economic recessions, wars, government imposts, changing 
tastes, and the occasional hostile takeover bid. Today, our unique brand 
of naturally conditioned ales and stouts are enjoyed around the world 
and we're still making these beers using the same traditional brewing 
methods that Thomas did.   www.coopers.com.au

Coopers

4/6/12.7 oz Btl. #12310

4/6/12.7 oz Btl. #12315

4/6/12.7 oz Btl. #12305SPARKLING ALE
Sparkling Ale 5.8% abv
Coopers Sparkling Ale is brewed using quality raw 
materials and century old brewing techniques, which 
produce a complex flavor that is smooth enough 
to be very enjoyable with intense fruity and floral 
characters and displays a crisp bitterness and a full 
malt character.

ORIGINAL PALE ALE
Pale Ale 4.5% abv
Coopers Original Pale Ale is brewed using the finest 
raw materials and traditional ale brewing technique, 
which produce a clean, well balanced and compelling 
flavor with fruity and floral characters, a crisp 
bitterness and a noticeable malt character.

BEST EXTRA STOUT
Stout 6.3% abv
Coopers Best Extra Stout is brewed using the choicest 
raw materials and classic brewing techniques, which 
produce a beer with punch. It is a beacon for lovers 
of a hearty brew, with a robust yet complex flavor, it’s 
everything a champion stout should be.
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AUSTRALIA Nomad Brewing Co.

"Nomad" a member of a 
community of people who 
from one place to another. 

A fitting name for a brewery formed by a number of partners 
who are nomads in the beer community. Located on Sydney's 
Northern beaches and under the guidance of Leonardo de Vincenzo of 
Birra Del Borgo, and in partnership with the team behind Experienceit 
Beverages. The culmination of a shared passion to deliver the finest 
quality beers to the Australian craft beer drinker. Beers brewed for 
adventurers, for people with a passion to seek out new experiences ... 
www.nomadbrewingco.com.au

Nomad 
Brewing Co.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23785

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23784

FRESHIE SALT & PEPPER
Gose 4.5% abv 15 ibu
This beer is the brain child of Leonardo and Brooks, 
after a few.... staring at the beautiful Ocean in 
Freshwater, on Sydney’s Northern Beaches, the ocean 
mist and its fantastic smell had to be somehow put 
into a beer.... Why not add sea water directly to the 
beer and hey isn't salt what they add to traditional 
Gose in Germany??!! A few months later here we are at 
Nomad adding two buckets of salt water straight from 
Freshie to a Gose with a Nomad twist and adding our 
new favorite pepper variety from Tasmania.

LONG TRIP SAISON
Saison 6.6% abv 39 ibu
This is our Trip! Combination of pale and wheat malts, 
with the addition into the mash of a special variety 
of coffee beans from our friends at Background 
Coffee roasters. European and American hops then 
get combined with some fantastic unique Aussie 
ingredients like wattle seeds and organic Tasmanian 
pepper added at the end of the boil. The result is a 
dry, clean and very sessionable Saison, with hints of 
coffee, citrus and spice.
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Brauerei Hofstetten was first 
mentioned in 1449, and has 
been family owned since 1847.  

The specialize in brewing beers using very traditional methods, 
particularly bock beers.  The family’s great-great-grandfather, a cattle 
trade, took over the brewery when its former owner couldn’t pay his debts.  
It has been in his family since -- over 160 years.  In 1998 Peter Krammer 
inherited the company from his father. He now brews with his team of 9 
employees around 5,550 hl of mostly unique interpretations of the classic 
Bock Bier Style. www.hofstetten-brewery.com

Brauerei 
Hofstetten 

AUSTRIA Brauerei Hofstetten 

GRANIT BOCK
Steinbier 7.5% abv 
Brewed according to the historic "Stone Beer". The 
Granit Bock is brewed in large granite open troughs. 
The granite stones are then heated to be white hot 
and added to the wort. This causes the sugars in the 
malt to caramelize around the stones and gives the 
beer lovely caramel and roasted flavors. It also gives 
the Granit Bock a unique smoked flavor. 

20/16.9 oz Btl. #77666

20/11.2 oz Btl. #77672GRANIT EISBOCK
Eisbock 11.5% abv
Granit Eisbock is produced by freezing Granitbock for 
several weeks. Water freezes before the alcohol does, 
and the subsequent ice is removed. The product left is 
concentrated beer flavors & alcohol!

20/16.9 oz Btl. #77746

20/16.9 oz Btl. #23548

KUEBELBIER
Zwickelbier 5.3% abv
The Zwickelbier style is an unfiltered lager beer. The 
beer pours a cloudy orange-yellowish color with a nice 
white head. The unique attributes of the style come 
through on the palate as the flavors imparted by the 
yeast compliment the hop character and carbonation in 
the beer to create a uniquely robust yet refreshing beer. 

HELLERBOCK SAPHIR
Bock Beer 7.4% abv
The top-fermenting Koelsch yeast, uncommon to bock 
beers, has done a marvelous job in creating its distinct 
subtle fruity esters in this barley wine style while at the 
same time very successfully fighting its way through all 
the complex malt sugars thrown at it. Bock beer dry-
hopped with Saphir hop flowers for eight weeks.

20/16.9 oz Btl. #77649ORIGINAL HOCHZEITSBIER OF 1810
Märzen 6.3% abv
Our “Original Hochzeitsbier von 1810” goes back 
to the Original “Maerzen-style beer” that was 
served in 1810. Relative to today’s “adjusted” 
Octoberfestbiers it is much darker in color, much 
stronger in alc/vol, and much more full-bodied. Just 
the way beers were brewed around that time!
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50 L Keg #11240
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11228

PRIVAT PILS
Austrian Pils 5.2% abv
This special beer is brewed in accordance with an 
ancient Bohemian recipe.  The soft mountain spring 
water from the water conservation area surrounding  
the brewery and the choicest of ingredients 
characterize the Privat Pils’ unique taste.

50 L Keg #11235

50 L Keg #11336

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11227
MORCHL
Austrian Dark Lager 5% abv
Platinum Medal Winner in the Amber Lager category 
for the World Beer Championships, this beer is 
not solely unique as a brand, but is also created 
completely different to other dark beers. It is 
brewed with dark malts, hops and caramel malt. It 
therefore, presents itself to the connoisseur and is 
characterized through a malt accentuated, rather dry 
“first taste” and a convenient, dry sweet finish.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11229
RADLER  
Herbal Radler 2.5% abv
A blend of award winning Hirter Lager and refreshing 
Herbal lemonade made with Alpine Herbs: gentian, 
vermouth, sage leaves, and local elderberry 
flowers. Herbal Radler is brewed using the naturally 
softened mountain spring water from the Hanslbauer 
spring located directly opposite the brewery. The full-
bodied, tart and fruity flavors of the finest herbs 
make the Hirter Herbal Radler so distinctive and a 
100% natural delicacy.

With over 730 years of 
brewing tradition, the 

Brauerei Hirt is certainly one of the oldest breweries  
in Austria.  It originally opened as a tavern that refreshed 
knights and merchants who passed along the ancient Vienna-Venice 
Route.  As in those days, the continued success of the brewery is built on 
a number of fundamental factors: the crystal clear Alpine Spring Water, 
the highest grade of ingredients, the double filtration method, the quality 
controls and the fact that the beer is still brewed to the same old  
Bohemian recipe.  www.hirterbier.at

AUSTRIA Brauerei Hirt

Brauerei Hirt
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Die Hochland Imker, “The Highland Beekeepers”, 
strives to offer outstanding products by adhering to 
organic principles in the care of their bees. The 
meadery is committed to preserving the character of this unique 
Austrian agricultural region; simplicity and honesty are the very essences 
of these granite uplands, and the Hochland Beekeepers are dedicated to 
making it possible to enjoy these qualities in both traditional and in more 
innovative products.    www.diehochlandimker.at

Die Hochland 
Imker

SINGLE VARIETAL  
LIMETREE BLOSSOM MEAD 
Mead 13.5% abv
This new single variety lime tree blossoms mead 
exudes the delicate scent of blossoms harvested 
from the ancient lime trees and benefits from a 
subtle playful dryness. Its full bodied and fragrant 
character goes equally well with light deserts or 
cheeses or as an accompaniment to asparagus 
served with hollandaise sauce.  Austrian dry mead 
produced from honey of the linden blossom tree. 

6/500 mL Btl. #36602

6/500 mL Btl. #36608

6/500 mL Btl. #36618

6/750 mL Btl. #36601DIE HOCHLAND IMKER
Sparkling Mead 13.2% abv
The base honey wine is made from honey 
collected exclusively from the Falkenstein region 
and it's fragrant summer flowers. The second 
fermentation and maturation takes place according 
to the champagne method. The result is a honey 
"Champagne" with a surprisingly fragrant touch.

SINGLE VARIETAL CHESTNUT MEAD
Mead 12.7% abv
Chestnut honey is a rare specialty in Austria. The 
European sweet chestnut only grows in the warm 
climate of the hilly areas in the south of Austria. 
Two thousand years ago the Romans brought sweet 
chestnut trees to Norcium, the Latin name for this 
part of Austria at the time of the Roman Empire. 

SINGLE VARIETAL HONEYDEW MEAD
Mead 12.7% abv
Austrian mead produced of honey from the highly 
regarded 'forest honey'.

AUSTRIA Die Hochland Imker
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6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36032EGGENBERG  URBOCK 23°
Doppelbock 9.6% abv
The Urbock 23° is kept 9 months in their locked 
cellars, until it is matured darkly and strongly. The 
Urbock 23° received highest acknowledgment and 
honors with international exhibitions and world 
evaluations. Also brewed exclusively with natural raw 
materials after the purity requirement of 1516. 
Available in Draft as “Special Order”.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37100EGGENBERG DOPPELBOCK
Doppelbock 8% abv
The newest selection from Eggenberg, Austria. 
This dark doppelbock is rich and malty sweet with 
hints of chocolate. It is 8% ABV but it drinks much 
easier than the alcohol stated. It starts with a heavy 
amount of Munich malt at 19 degrees plato and 
roasted to perfection.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #20014
20 L Keg #40680

12/750 mL Btl.    #20015

3 L Btl.    #20012

SAMICHLAUS BIER
Doppelbock 14% abv
Brewed only once a year on the 6th of December, the 
day of St. Nicholas, this beer is aged for ten months 
before bottling.  Samichlaus can mature many years 
in the bottle as older vintages become more complex.  
A brilliant deep amber, complex dry toasted malt nose 
and huge intensely sweet palate.  It compliments 
heavy meals and desserts, particularly chocolate. 
Available in Draft as “Special Order”.

Schloss Eggenberg has 
been possessed by the 
Forstinger-Stöhr family for 

over 200 years. It was mentioned for the first time approximately 
1000 years ago, and since the 14th century, beer has been brewed in 
Schloss Eggenberg. The “liquid bread” was brewed exclusively for the 
inhabitants of the area at that time. Since 1681, beer specialties have been 
commercially produced at Schloss Eggenberg. Approximately 200 years 
ago, the brewery was acquired by the ancestors of today’s owners, and 
since then constantly developed and modernized.   
www.schlosseggenberg.at

Schloss 
Eggenberg

AUSTRIA Schloss Eggenberg
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6/750 mL Btl. # 37122IMPERIAL NESSIE
Wee Heavy 8.7% abv
A dark amber, fully fermented Scotch Ale. Brewed 
with 6 malts, Nessie is warming, with a rich malty 
sweetness. The finish is long and smoky, balanced 
with a slight hop bitterness. Brewed and bottled by 
Brauerei Hofstetten in cooperation with Eggenberger 
International.

SAMICHLAUS SCHWARZES 
Schwarzbier 14% abv
The newest edition to the Samichlaus line up is a 
Schwarzbier. Also brewed on December 6th, and 
aged for 10 months, Schwarzbier means "black beer" 
in German. It has flavors of spicy rye, dark oak and 
subtle smoke that balances quite nicely with more 
bittering and aroma hops than in prior versions of 
Samichlasus. Bittersweet and complexity is what this 
new amazing recipe is all about.

SAMICHLAUS HELLES
Doppelbock 14% abv
From its forceful aroma of the fruity essences of 
pears, apples and grapes to a character hinting at 
anise, pepper, vanilla and fruits gilded in a powdered 
sugary glaze. Brewed only once a year on December 
6, Helles is aged for a full ten months before bottling.  

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #20013

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #20017

30 L Keg #11958
12/750 mL Btl.    #20018

25 L Keg #11960

AUSTRIA Schloss Eggenberg
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The Stiegl Brauerei is the largest 
private brewery and the second 

largest brewing company in Austria. The history 
of the brewery goes back to the famous year of 1492. The name 
“Stiegl” itself means “steps” because the brewery was founded as the 
“Prew bey der Stiegen” meaning “Brewery by the staircase”. Originally 
located in the city center next to the small river, the brewers had to go 
down to the river over a few steps (Stiege in German) to get the water for 
the brewing process. Today, Stiegl is one of Salzburg’s top attractions and 
uses the latest brewing technology to create a large selection of outstanding 
beers brewed in compliance with the Purity Law of 1516 using only the 
finest ingredients comprised of water, hops and malt.    www.stiegl.at/en    

50 L Keg #11278
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11291 6/4/16.9 oz Can #11272

GOLDBRÄU 
Marzen 4.9% abv
Commonly referred to as Marzenbier – meaning 
“March”, when the beer was brewed and laid down 
in caves before the summer weather rendered 
brewing impossible. Stocks would be drawn upon 
during the summer months. Mildly hopped, golden 
in color, a great head and with a superb finish. 
Stiegl-Goldbräu is considered to be the world’s 
finest beer by many beer connoisseurs. 

50 L Keg #11287
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11275 6/4/16.9 oz Can #11283

PILS
Pilsner 4.7% abv
Stiegl-Pils is a noble, hoppy pils with a clean, crisp 
aroma, color and taste. As all other Stiegl-Beers 
brewed strictly in compliance with the purity law of 
1516 using just water, hops, malt and 500 years of 
brewing tradition to complete the finest ingredients 
in this aristocrat amongst pils beers.

50 L Keg #11269
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11302 6/4/16.9 oz Can #11313

GRAPEFRUIT RADLER
Radler 2% abv
Stiegl Goldbrau is blended with soda made with 
real fruit juice giving it a distinct tart aroma and 
natural cloudiness.  Low in calories (118.8/11.2oz) 
and with a low alcohol content makes it an ideal 
thirst quencher. 

AUSTRIA Stiegl

Stiegl
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50 L Keg #11347
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11354   6/4/16.9 oz Can #11346

ZITRONE LEMON RADLER
Radler 2% abv
This refreshing thirst quencher with real lemon 
juice satisfies your senses with its sparkling and 
invigorating taste. Straw glow, naturally cloudy, 
reminiscent of citrus, revitalizing sparkle, invigorating 
taste of real lemons, refreshing thirst quencher.

FERDINAND
Barrel Aged Imperial Alt 10% abv
Impressions of rum aromas accompany this copper-
colored gem of a beer from the first sip to the follow-
through. A thick texture with a subtle foam, packed 
with toffee, coconut, vanilla and caramel. The beer 
creates an exhilarating taste sensation marked by 
inebriating honey tones. 

6/25.4 oz Btl. #11284

PARACELSUS ZWICKL
Zwickl 5.0% abv
Paracelsus Zwickl was named for the 15th Century 
physician, Dr. Paracelsus, from Salzburg who was 
a forward thinker and visionary who said that beer 
had healing powers. This unique natural beer is not 
pasteurized and unfiltered, therefore leaving a slight 
bitterness and natural cloudiness from the yeast,    
minerals and trace elements. This is an organic beer 
strictly certified by the “Austrio-Bi-Guarranty”.

25 L Keg #11270

AUSTRIA Stiegl

SONNENKÖNIG
Barrel Aged  
Imperial Doppelbock 10% abv
Beautiful copper-colored beer with a deep red tint, 
delicate opalescence and cream-colored foam. The 
impressive bouquet unfolds caramel, mocha and 
vanilla flavor, accompanied by a hint of dried plums 
on the nose. A fine mousse and a creamy structure 
develop in the mouth. The gentle bitterness harmonizes 
well with a delicate sweetness. 

6/25.4 oz Btl. #11318
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Trappist Stift Engelszell was established in 1293 
as a Cistercian monastery by Bernhard of 
Prambach, Bishop of Passau. Dissolved in 1786 
during a period of radical social and political upheaval in 
Europe.  Refugee monks expelled from their own Abbey in 
Oelenberg, Alsace, France during World War I re-established the 
monastery in 1925. In 1930, it was elevated to Abbey under the Order 
of Cistercians of the Strict Observance.  St.Engelszell as the currently 
sole Trappist Monastery in the country of Austria is situated in Upper 
Austria alongside the river Danube which has carved its way deep into 
the rocky hills of this sparsely populated area.  St.Engelszell is Member 
of the International Trappist Association.   www.bunitedint.com

AUSTRIA Stift Engelszell

Trappist  
Stift Engelszell

30 L Keg   #23177
20/11.2 oz Btl. #23401

STIFT ENGELSZELL BENNO
Trappist Farmhouse Style 7.2% abv
Named after Abbot Benno Stumpf who arrived at St. 
Engelszell after being expelled from Abbey Mariastern 
during World War II. Under his leadership, Stift 
Engelszell renovated it’s buildings and church which 
was built in the mid 18th century in a Rococo style. 

30 L Keg   #23170
20/11.2 oz Btl. #23400

STIFT ENGELSZELL GREGORIOUS
Trappist Strong Dark Ale 9.7% abv
Abbot Gregorius led the Trappist Monastery for over 
25 years. It’s special recipe incorporates organic 
honey from local beehives around St. Engelszell as 
well as the unique use of an “Alsacian wine yeast”.
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12/25.4 oz Btl. #28225
20 L Keg #28226VAL-DIEU BLOND

Belgian Abbey Blond Ale 6% abv
A blonde ale from the Cistercian Abbey du Val-Dieu, 
crisp and clean, with an interplay of creamy, nutty 
maltiness. Hoppy bitterness, and lemony finish. 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28011
20 L Keg #28217

12/25.4 oz Btl. #28034
VAL-DIEU TRIPLE
Belgian Abbey Triple Ale  9% abv
Originally inspired by a monastic recipe from the 
abbey of the same name.  Its full bodied taste is 
progressive but never excessive. A slightly sugared 
flavor in the middle of the mouth– it’s a perfect 
combination of alcohol, bitterness, and sweetness.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28232 12/25.4 oz Btl. #28230
VAL-DIEU GRAND CRU
Belgian Abbey Quad Ale 10.5% abv
The latest addition from Cistercian abbey of Val-Dieu, 
has a deep dark color, is quite oily and spicy, with 
aroma of roasted malt, chocolate and port wine; 
finishes slightly dry. Dark Ale with chocolate and  
Port Wine overtones. 

The only non-Trappist 
brewing abbey in Belgium 
is a Cistercian Abbaye  

du Val-Dieu (Valley of God) which dates from 1216. This 
monastery is near village of Aubel, in the region known for Herve 
cheese, between the Belgian city of Liege, the Dutch city of Maastricht 
and the German city of Aachen. The brewery is located on the abbey 
ground and offers four main product based on the original recipe 
perfected centuries ago by the abbey monks.   www.val-dieu.com

BELGIUM Abbaye du Val-Dieu

Abbaye du 
Val-Dieu

20 L Keg #27041
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20 L Keg #36317 

20 L Keg #28258 

12/25.4 oz Btl. #36316 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28256 12/25.4 oz Btl. #28257 

VAL-DIEU WINTER
Belgian Amber Ale  7% abv
Winter Ale (abv 7%) is a warm amber yellow color with 
a fine white foam. Taste the haunting sweetness of 
selected spices and port wine and a highly pronounced 
aroma of yeast and malt. Just perfect for any long 
snowy evening snuggled up with someone special!

VAL-DIEU CUVEE 800
Belgian Blonde Ale  6% abv
The historic 800th anniversary event is being marked 
with the special release of Cuvée 800. Brewed in the 
Cistercian Abbaye du Val-Dieu, Cuvée 800 is a special 
blond ale rich in authentic taste, roundness and 
complexity and also offers a subtle touch of hops.

BELGIUM Abbaye du Val-Dieu

VAL DIEU GIFT PACK
Gift Set w/2 Glasses
Gift pack with Val-Dieu Ales from Brasserie Abbaye du 
Val-Dieu containing two of the 750mL bottles of Val-
Dieu Grand Cru, Val-Dieu Triple and two glasses. 

4/2/750mL Btl. #28224

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28012 12/25.4 oz Btl. #28009VAL-DIEU BROWN
Belgian Abbey Brown Ale 8% abv
This beer is a highly fermented monastery beer slightly 
filtered but undergoing a second fermentation in the 
bottle. Its aroma can remind you of coffee or mocha, 
but the mocha taste disappears leaving only a slight 
coffee flavor with almost no bitterness. Piquant like  
the pale ale. 
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Bottle-conditioned Dubbel 
and Tripel Trappist Ales 
brewed by the Abbey of 

Westmalle, one of only eleven Trappist breweries in the 
world. The monastery is located in the village of West Malle, 
Province of Antwerp, Belgium, and was founded in 1794. Both 
the Dubbel and the Tripel are considered by many tasters as the 
benchmarks for the style. Westmalle Dubbel was first brewed for 
consumption within the Abbey around 1836; Westmalle Tripel was 
introduced in 1934.    www.trappistwestmalle.be

Abbey of 
Westmalle

BELGIUM Abbey of Westmalle 

12/11.2 oz Btl. #35630 6/25.4 oz Btl.    #35631

12/11.2 oz Btl. #35625 6/25.4 oz Btl.    #35620

WESTMALLE DUBBEL
Trappist Dubbel Ale 7% abv 24 ibu
Brown-amber color, subtle dark-malt aroma balanced 
by Belgian yeast character. Deeply malty, with a 
subtle and dry finish that hints at tropical fruit. 
After dinner with espresso, paired with sweeter soft 
cheeses, or with beef remoulade and rich sauces.

WESTMALLE TRIPEL
Trappist Tripel Ale 9.5% abv 37 ibu 
Glowing orange-gold color, herbal aroma, and complex 
flavors that meld rich malt sweetness, warmth, hops, 
and powerful drinkability.  Serve as an aperitif with 
cheese or assorted hors d' oeuvres.  
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Chimay is brewed by Trappist 
monks in the Abbey of Scourment, 
in Belgium. Today the monks 

continue to use the same natural ingredients and methods that 
were used when Chimay was first brewed in 1862. Chimay has three 
highly distinctive beers, each made with a different strength, ranging from 
deep amber to ruby red. Each beer is brewed with the natural fresh water 
from their land and a natural process involving top-fermentation followed by 
refermentation in the bottle. Today, the brewery has developed into an example 
of the art of modern brewing, where technology respects the precious brewing 
know-how of the monks. Chimay is an authentic Trappist beer brewed within 
a Trappist monastery under the control and responsibility of the monastic 
community.   www.chimay.com 

CHIMAY RED / PREMIÈRE
Trappist Dubbel 7% abv
The first beer to be brewed by the Trappist monks of 
Chimay. It is noted for its coppery, attractive color.  
Topped with a creamy head, it gives off a light, 
fruity apricot aroma produced by the fermentation.  
Its taste imparts a silky sensation to the tongue; 
refreshing with a light touch of bitterness.  

12/750 mL Btl. #150106/4/11.2 oz Btl. #15006
20 L Keg   #15001

12/750 mL Btl. #150406/4/11.2 oz Btl. #15036
20 L Keg   #15000CHIMAY TRIPLE / CINQ CENTS

Trappist Tripel 8% abv
With a typical golden color, Chimay Tripel has a slightly 
hazy appearance and a fine head. Its aroma is the 
result of a pleasing combination of fresh hops and 
yeast.  The beer’s flavor offers fruity notes of Muscat 
and raisins, which gives it a particularly attractive 
aroma, complementing the touch of bitterness. 

12/750 mL Btl. #150206/4/11.2 oz Btl. #15016
20 L Keg #15004

3/101 oz Btl. #150306/50.8 oz Btl. #15025

12/750 mL Btl. #15032
Vintage 2012

CHIMAY BLUE / GRANDE RÉSERVE
Trappist Strong Dark 9% abv
First launched as a Christmas beer, this strong-character 
beer has a fragrance of fresh yeast and a pleasantly 
light, flowery rosy touch. Its relatively dry flavor uncovers 
a fine caramelized note resulting in a perfect balance 
between fullness and a slightly bitter aftertaste. The 
flavor improves with age if stored properly (upright in a 
cool, dark area).

BELGIUM Bière de Chimay

Bière de 
Chimay
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BELGIUM Bière de Chimay

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #15003 12/750 mL Btl. #15051 
20 L Keg   #15002CHIMAY GOLD / DOREE

Belgian Pale Ale 4.8% abv
The monks at Chimay set about to brew in small 
quantities an easily digestible beer light in alcohol 
whose gustatory palette placed it within the style of 
its predecessors. Despite its lower alcohol content, 
it is still a highly fermented Trappist beer whose 
touch of hops and spicy aromas never fails to 
delight all who taste it.

CHIMAY SAMPLER PACK  
WITH COLLECTOR GOBLETS
Gift Set w/2 Glasses
The four varieties of Chimay Trappist beers 
are presented in an elegant collection box 
containing.
4 33cl bottles. 1 Chimay Red, 1 Chimay Triple, 1 
Chimay Blue and 1 Chimay Dorée accompanied
by 2 classic glasses 33cl.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #15049 
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BELGIUM Brasserie de Silly

6/750 mL Btl. #368486/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37258SCOTCH DE SILLY
Scotch Ale 8% abv
A top-fermenting hearty Scotch Ale with a smooth, 
really velvety taste and a hoppy bitterness. It is brewed 
with pure malt, English hops and some sugars. The 
Scotch de Silly is red-brown, not too dark, and offers 
an unusual flavor, typical for this style of beer. There is 
a long tradition to brew Scottish Style Ales in Belgium.

Brasserie de Silly is found in Silly, 
a very small farmer’s village that 
got its name from the little stream, 

the Sille, flowing through the center of the village. You can find it along 
the highway between Brussels and Lille (France) on about 25 miles South-West 
of Brussels.  When the World War I started, the brewer painted the copper 
tuns to hide them from the Germans, who could use this material in their war 
machine.  But, after a while and some negotiations, the brewery was chosen by the 
Germans to remain the only brewery of the area during the war. This explains the 
disappearance of the other breweries in the village.  In 1973 the brewery changes 
it name into “Brasserie de Silly,” but keeps the logo of St. Michael, the angel who 
fights dragons. www.silly-beer.com/en

Brasserie  
de Silly

SILLY SOUR
Sour Ale  5.5% abv
87% soured ale blended with 13% fresh saison. The 
delicate malt notes manage to break through the 
striking green apple sourness upfront and then give 
way to a finishing jolt of lactic sourness.

30 L Keg #30948
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36858

STUPID SILLY SOUR
Sour Ale  5.5% abv
The brewers thought it would be funny to see the 
faces of a group of Americans after sampling their 
pure sour ale. They were shocked when the guests 
lit up with excitement. Formally used solely for the 
purpose of blending into their Saison and Silly Sour, 
Stupid Silly Sour has extreme green apple sour notes 
and subtle hints of brown sugar and biscuit malt. 
Where most Belgian brewers would show restraint, 
Brasserie De Silly is dedicated to giving America 
what it wants… even if its a little Stupid.

6/750 mL Btl. #37261
30 L Keg #30987
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SCOTCH SILLY COGNAC BARREL AGED
Scotch Ale 9% abv
Each year Brasserie de Silly takes their famous 
Scotch Silly brand and ages it in a different style 
barrel. 2014 features Cognac Barrel Aged Scotch Silly. 
This deep dark colored scotch ale is a perfect blend of 
caramelized malt and candied sugar from the mother 
beer with the dry favor coming from the Cognac barrel 
to produce a brew that explodes with flavor. 

LIMITED RELEASE.

6/25.4 oz Btl. #37255

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36918
20 L Keg #37259SILLY SAISON

Saison 5.2% abv
Silly is one of the few saison brewers that still stores 
a first batch of the top fermenting beer for about a 
year, and then blends the old beer with a fresh brewed 
batch. From this batch part is again stored away for a 
year. This saison balances sweetness, bitterness and 
sourness into a fabulous copper brown colored beer. 
The Saison has a good aging capability: several years 
when stored properly. 

BRASSERIE DES ROCS (formerly 
known as Brasserie de l'Abbaye des 
Rocs) The brewery was founded in 

1979 in a small village Montignies-sur-Rocs in Hainaut province, between 
Mons, Belgium and Valenciennes, France. The brewery is located only a few 
hundred yards from the ruins of 12th century abbey farm that gave their original 
name (Abbaye des Rocs). The beers are exported to France, Italy, Switzerland, Poland, 
England, Japan and North America. All ales are double fermented without added 
sugars, chemical additives or preservatives and finally bottle conditioned, unfiltered 
and unpasteurized.   www.specialtybeer.com

BRUNE
Belgian Abbey Brown Ale 9% abv
Des Rocs Brune from Brasserie Des Rocs is a pure malt 
beer with no sugar added, 7 types of malt are used 
and 3 different kind of hops. It has a rich, complex fruit 
aroma full of subtleness. The taste has an impressive 
depth with oily development throughout the mouth. It  
is a deep, mystic and extremely mature beer.

GRAND CRU
Belgian Abbey Brown Ale 9.5% abv 
Des Rocs Grand Cru from Brasserie Des Rocs has a 
rich, complex fruit aroma of cherries, golden raisins, 
peaches, and assorted dried fruits, laced with honey and 
caramel. The taste is smooth with rich flavors reminiscent 
of cherries dipped in caramel, finishing with notes of 
chocolate, roasted almonds, and a hint of molasses.

Brasserie 
Des Rocs

12/750 mL Btl. #360396/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27882

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #40727

20 L Keg   #40722

20 L Keg   #40724

BELGIUM Brasserie Des Rocs
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6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #25011 12/750 mL Btl. #28033CARACOLE AMBREE 
Belgian Amber Ale 8% abv 
A quite complex artisanal Wallonian ale with amber/
orange color, and thick white rocky head with a good 
lace. Suggestions of a floral wheatiness in the mouth 
with spicy, sweet aromas gives a refreshing cool feel. 
Chalky yeast bitterness rounds it off in the finish.

CARACOLE NOSTRADAMUS
Belgian Brown Ale 9.5% abv
A very complex artisanal Wallonian brown ale, rich, 
warming, little piquant in the mouth with licorice, 
mocha flavors, pear and toasted bread background 
notes, perfect after-dinner drink or night cap.  
Available in Draft as “Special Order”.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28237 12/750 mL Btl. #28037

CARACOLE SAXO
Belgian Blond Ale 8% abv
A very complex artisanal Wallonian blond ale with an 
unusual hoppiness, bitterness and a touch of spice. 
Bizzare grainy punch of taste preceding hops and 
waves of flavors whizzing over the tongue. 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28216
20 L Keg #28231

12/750 mL Btl. #28016

CARACOLE TROUBLETTE
Belgian White Ale 5% abv 
An artisanal Wallonian white ale. Lightly spiced 
wheat beer of great complexity, starts off with 
aroma of mangoes, apples, citric fruit, wheat,  
yeast and finishes with slight sourness.

24/11.2 oz Btl. #25010 12/750 mL Btl. #28022

Truly artisanal Brasserie La 
Caracole is located in a small 
village Falmignoul, Province 

of Namur, Wallonia in southern Belgium, close to the French border.  
All styles are bottle conditioned (second fermentation with yeast in the bottle), 
unfiltered and un-pasteurized. The recurring theme on each label is that of spiral 
snail shell from which the brewery takes its name. Apparently the snail is the 
emblem of Namur and the word for a snail in local Namurois dialect is "Caracole". 
www.specialtybeer.com

Brasserie  
La Caracole

BELGIUM Brasserie La Caracole

20 L Keg #28250
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GRIMBERGEN BLONDE
Blonde Ale 6.7% abv 22 ibu
The Blonde is an ochre-colored abbey beer, light 
fruit, good balance between sweet and bitter and 
a full, rounded flavor. The use of Gatinais barley 
combined with carefully selected hops creates a 
perfectly balanced, relatively light tasting beer with 
a fruity malty taste.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #24975

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #24976
30 L Keg #24978GRIMBERGEN DOUBLE AMBRÉE

Dubbel 6.5% abv 22 ibu
A dark burgundy, top-fermented Abbey Beer with 
a full body.  The mixture of different malts and the 
use of dark candy sugar combine to produce a 
delicious sweet toffee taste with a brandy-like finish. 
The name Double refers to the fact that it has been 
fermented twice: once in the barrel, then again in 
the maturation cellars. 

Grimbergen is an 
authentic Belgian Abbey 
Beer. The brand’s origins 

can be traced to 1128 when St. Norbert founded the Abbey of 
Grimbergen in the village of Grimbergen near Brussels in Belgium. The 
area surrounding the Abbey produced hops and barley of the highest 
quality and over a number of years the monks perfected a range of 
Grimbergen recipes that were eagerly drunk by patrons of the inn attached 
to the Abbey. The Grimbergen abbey was destroyed three times in its 
history, and after each wave of destruction, it was rebuilt. Fittingly, the 
Father of Grimbergen took for their emblem the Phoenix, symbolizing the 
perpetual rebirth of their abbey. www.grimbergenbeer.com/gl/en/

Brasseries 
Alken-Maes

BELGIUM Brasseries Alken-Maes
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BELGIUM Brewery De Glazen Toren

JAN DE LICHTE IMPERIAL WITBIER
Imperial White Ale  7% abv 
Jan De Lichte was the leader of an infamous gang of 
robbers in the region of Aalst, and was executed in 
there at the age of 25. This witbier uses four grains:  
barley, wheat, oats, and buckwheat. Individually 
wrapped bottles.

ONDINEKE TRIPLE
Belgian Triple 8.5% abv
A classic triple, one brewed with no spices added.  
Its name is from the main character of the most 
famous novel of the renowned author of Aalst, Louis 
Paul Boon. In fact, a statue of Odineke can be found 
at the entrance to City Hall in Aalst! Double-hopped, 
creamy and golden.  Individually wrapped bottles. 

6/25.4 oz Btl. #77690DE GLAZEN TOREN CANASTER  
Winter Scotch Ale 9.5% abv
The winter seasonal from De Glazen Toren, this ale 
is rich in chocolate and roasted flavors. Full-bodied 
and dark.  A perfect winter warmer. Individually-
wrapped bottles make for great gifts.  

6/25.4 oz Btl. #36815

6/25.4 oz Btl. #36850

In 1988 Jef Van den Steen and 
Dirk De Pauw met at the town 
hall of Erpe-Mere. Jef was an 

alderman there, Dirk the newly appointed town clerk. They soon 
discovered they had a common passion : BEER! Together the hobby brewers 
started experimenting in a small kettle of 50 litres, but they soon realized that 
more know-how was needed. And indeed, after a three-year training course at 
the Brewery School CTL in Gent they started dreaming aloud of a brewery of 
their own.  Finally, the basis of the installation was found in Galmaarden where 
brewery Meesters had just closed its doors. It was decided to start the brewery at 
the Glazentorenweg in Erpe-Mere (hence the name of the brewery), where Jef  
had a new building constructed next to his house.  www.glazentoren.be

Brewery De 
Glazen Toren

SAISON D’ERPE-MERE
Saison 6.9% abv
This beer is brewed exclusively by Brouwerij de Glazen 
Toren with natural ingredients: artesian water, barley 
and wheat malts, liquid sugar, hops and yeast. The 
result is a dry, hoppy, fruity and slightly veiled beer.  
Saison is a blonde beer brewed according to the 
ancient tradition of the province of Hainaut.  
Individually wrapped bottles. 

6/25.4 oz Btl. #36688
30 L Keg #36781
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CUVEE ANGELIQUE
Dubbel Speciale Belge 8.5% abv
The “Speciale Belge” beer style was created in 
1904 for a brewing contest that was organized by 
the Universities of Belgium to improve the quality of 
Belgian Beer. Recreating this style, this beer is a red 
amber, almost copper in color with a caramel aroma 
with quite a bit of hops. The finish is very long with a 
lovely bitterness.  

6/25.4 oz Btl. #36780

Alvinne’s house yeast “Morpheus” was cultured 
from nature in Auvergne, France. The yeast 
was selected, isolated, and cultivated by monks 
until they were able to obtain the desired yeast culture. The 
brewery has become famous for this yeast strain. www.alvinne.be

Brouwerij 
Alvinne

BELGIUM Brouwerij Alvinne

WILD WEST
Sour Ale 6% abv
Belgian sour ale matured in French Pomerol  
wine barrels.

WILD UNDRESSED
Sour Red Ale 5% abv
This sour red ale uses the house yeast “Morpheus” 
as well as lactobacillus for fermentation.

CUVEE DE MORTAGNE
Sour Red Ale  13.5% abv
Aged for eight months in Pomerol wine barrels from 
Bordeaux, France.

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23061

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23801

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23095
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The De Brabandere 
brewery can look 
back on a rich 

history, but looks to the future with equal confidence. The 
dream that the founder Adolphe De Brabandere cherished at the end 
of the nineteenth century when he laid the foundations of his brewery 
in Bavikhove has become a reality in the successful company of today. 
With a rich assortment of beers that are enjoyed by connoisseurs far 
beyond our borders. Brewing was, is, and will continue to be an art 
at De Brabandere. Consider our numerous characterful beers with 
confidence as a heritage: made with traditional craftsmanship, with 
authentic ingredients and... much love. The creation of a unique taste 
sensation to share with friends, this drives De Brabandere day in and 
day out, with no compromises.   www.brouwerijdebrabandere.be

Brouwerij De 
Brabandere

BELGIUM Brouwerij De Brabandere

30 L Keg #30953
6/750 mL Btl. #309516/4/11.2oz #30952

PETRUS AGED RED
Red/Brown Ale 8.5% abv
Created from a base of the Double Brown Ale, 15% of 
the Petrus Aged Ale is added to provide a dry character 
to the brew and give it a slight sour essence. The brewer 
adds cherries which is evident in the rich thick head. 
This is a perfect blend of sweet and sour with a cherry 
undertone which makes this brew remarkably drinkable.

30 L Keg #37273 
6/750 mL Btl. #37270 

PETRUS SOUR QUAD 
Quadrupel 10.5% abv
The Petrus Sour Quad is a limited edition blend of 
quadruple and 30% Petrus Aged Pale. The quadruple 
is a complex, dark, malty beer made from 5 different 
malts. Adding Petrus Aged Pale, pure foeder beer, to 
the full bodied strong quadruple creates a refreshing 
and complex taste. 

LIMITED RELEASE.

30 L Keg #36924
6/750 mL Btl. #368826/4/11.2oz #36926

PETRUS OUD BRUIN 
Oud Bruin 5.5% abv
Top-fermented beer with a deep dark red color. This 
beer ripens for 24 months in oak barrels. This gives 
Petrus Original (in Flanders called “Oud Bruin”) its 
vinous, noble taste and slightly sour in character.  
The mild alcohol content makes this beer the 
perfect thirst-quencher

6/750 mL Btl. #368846/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36959
PETRUS AGED PALE
Belgian Barrel Aged Ale 7.3% abv
This beer is made only with pale malts, and is 
unblended. It has 24-30 months in wood, and 
emerges with an oaky aroma; hints of sherry and 
fruit, among a depth of flavors; the classic sourness 
in the finish; and an intentionally low carbonation.

30L BBL #36932
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BELGIUM Brouwerij De Brabandere

6/750 mL Btl. #30980PETRUS 1894
Special Ale 8% abv
Petrus 1894 is brewed with 30% Barrel Aged Petrus 
Aged Pale and with hops from the 3 great hops 
growing beer cultures in Europe. Golding from the 
UK, Saaz from Czech and Tettnang Tettnanger from 
Germany The hops are pitched 4 times and the beer 
is then dry hopped. The flavor is dry and fresh, much 
like Champagne or Sparkling wine. 

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36942SOUR POWER
Variety Pack
4 Petrus Brands to blend or enjoy. Each six pack 
includes: 3 Aged Pale, 1 Aged Red, 1 50/50, and  
1 Oud Bruin.

PETRUS SAMPLER PACK 
Variety Pack
This easy carrying case provides you with the 
heavenly assortment of PETRUS beers to sample 
including: Dubbel Bruin Ale, Gouden Triple, Blond 
Ale, Speciale Amber Ale, Oud Bruin, Aged Red.  

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36967

4/6/11.2 oz Can #369574/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36958
50 L Keg #22058BAVIK SUPER PILS 

Pilsner 5% abv
A true Belgian Pilsner, crafted by Brewery De 
Brabandere in Bavikhove, Belgium. This pilsner is 
uncompromised, brewed as it was in 1894. 100% 
MALT - No dilution assures the quality of the Pilsner.  
All ingredients are added during the brew process. 
100% NOBLE BITTERNESS - By using only Aroma 
Hops there is a smooth bitterness with character 
leaving you with a soft and round aftertaste.  
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BELGIUM Brouwerij De Brabandere

WITTEKERKE FRAMBOISE
Wit 4.3% abv
Wittekerke Framboise uses Wittekerke Wit as its 
base and the brewer adds fresh raspberries and 
all natural sweeteners to the liquid to produce this 
refreshing brew. The beer has a nice pink tint and is 
perfect for a hot summer day.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36948
30 L Keg #37155

WITTEKERKE WILD
Sour Wit 5% abv
The refinement and refreshment of Wittekerke Wit 
united with the harvested and unleashed wild yeast 
and bacteria, results in a unique balance of wit beer 
and sour aromas. This ultra-flavored and refreshing 
session beer is easily accessible for everyone… and 
demands for more than one!

50 L Keg #37160

WITTEKERKE
Wit 5% abv
Charms you with its own character, smooth taste 
and a unique delicious aroma. A very pleasant drink, 
light in alcohol with a crisp and refreshing flavor. 
WITTEKERKE is always served cold, but in taking 
your time to enjoy it, you will find more flowery and 
spring flavors towards the end of your glass. 

4/6/11.2 oz Can #369524/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36953
50 L Keg #36954

6/750 mL Btl. #30972
30 L Keg #30973WITTEKERKE WINTER WHITE ALE

Double Wit 7.5% abv
Uses the Famous Wittekerke Wit beer as its base. 
This Double Wit is 7.5% ABV, seasoned with coriander, 
lemon zest  and a blend of two additional spices to 
make this a true holiday delight. 

6/4/16.9 oz Can #30988
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The Halve Maan 
Brewery has been a 
family brewery since 

1856 with six generations of ownership that have strived to offer 
superior beer both in quality and taste while respecting the traditional 
art of brewing. In 1564, the town register first mentions the existence of 
the brewery, “Die Maene” (The Moon).  In 1856, Leon Manes, also known as 
Henri I purchases the property.  He embraced traditional brewing methods 
of the time and the product produced was turbid and sourish with a high 
fermentation and had limited durability.   www.halvemaan.be

Brouwerij  
De Halve Maan

BELGIUM Brouwerij De Halve Maan

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37237
20 L Keg #37242

12/750 mL Btl.    #37238
STRAFFE HENDRIK QUADRUPPEL
Quadrupel 11% abv
Straffe Hendrik Quadruppel is a rich and intense 
dark Belgian ale. It is brewed with a subtle blend 
of specialty malts, which give the ale an extremely 
dark color and a chewy, malty complex character. 
This quadruppel combines a clean dryness with a 
warm full bodied mouth feel and essences of fruit. 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37235
20 L Keg #37241

12/750 mL Btl.    #37236
STRAFFE HENDRIK TRIPEL
Tripel 9% abv
Bruges Tripels are fuller bodied tripels with an amber 
color from the darker, roasted malts used during the 
brewing process. Also, adding to the fuller body is 
a longer boiling period for this beer and the use of 
more hops than traditional Belgian Triples. These 
unique characteristics were an immediate success 
with the people of Bruges. 

20 L Keg #40665
1/750 mL Btl.    #37140 6/750 mL Btl.    #37239

STRAFFE HENDRIK HERITAGE 
Quadrupel 11% abv
This Straffe Hendrik Heritage is a special version of 
the well-known Straffe Hendrik Quadruple. The dark 
and heavy beer is allowed to mature for more than a 
year in oak casks. Straffe Hendrik Heritage is a beer 
that can be kept for several years, during which time 
the taste will further evolve in the bottle.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37231STRAFFE HENDRIK WILD 
Tripel 9% abv
This Straffe Hendrik Wild is quite similar to the other 
Straffe Hendrik beer with its strong character and 
blond color. The use of another yeast, results in a 
very typical and refreshing flavor.
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BELGIUM Brouwerij Girardin

50 L Keg #40663
6/4/11.2 oz Btl.    #36843

BRUGSE ZOT ALE
Belgian Blonde Ale 6% abv
The only beer that is actually brewed and lagered in 
Brugge (Bruges), the fierce medieval town in Flanders, 
the Venice of the North, one of the three most beautiful 
cities in Western Europe.  The blond pale ale has 
crowned with a white head that blooms with a fruity 
pronounced aroma with hints of lemon. It hits the 
palate with a refreshing dryness, embellished by hints 
of spices and orange. It’s balanced by an underlying 
faint malty sweetness. The beer finishes with a short, 
fruity taste that somewhat sticks to the palate.

The largest of the authentic 
lambic brewers and gueuze 
blenders are left in the Senne 

Valley. The Brouwerij Girardin is a farm brewery, on what was once 
an aristocrat's estate, at St. Ulriks-Kapelle. The brewery began in 1845, as 
part of the aristocrat's estate. The Girardins have owned it since 1882, through 
four generations. They grow their own wheat, brew lambic in winter and 
produce Pils in summer. The Girardins use 40 percent wheat in lambic, and still 
have a mill that grinds the grain between stones. They produce clean, gentle, 
bitterish lambics with a slight lemon-grapefruit tang.   www.specialtybeer.com

Brouwerij 
Girardin

GUEUZE GIRARDIN
Belgian Lambic 5% abv
A lambic of exceptional excellence, the epitome of 
traditional gueuze, bombarding the palate with slightly 
lemon-grapefruit tang. Considered by many to be the 
finest lambic of all. 

12/12.7 oz Btl. #28007
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Brouwerij Haacht is Belgium’s 
third largest brewery. In this 
country of magnificent 

brewing tradition, the Haacht Brewery is the largest family and 
independently owned brewery in Belgium, an identity they are very 
proud of. Haacht is rich in Belgian brewing tradition, the brewery first 
opened in 1898 when Eugene De Ro brewed his first top-fermented beer. 
Today, his family still owns and actively operates the Brewery at the same 
location. They epitomize true Belgian craftsmanship. That is the Haacht 
Brewery.   www.haacht.com/en

Brouwerij 
Haacht

PRIMUS
Pilsner 5.2% abv
Headstrong by nature. Every sip releases its 
characteristic taste in your mouth. It lives its own 
life, the way it wants to, and stays true to itself.

TONGERLO BLOND
Blonde Ale 6% abv
A copper colored beer with the aroma of honey. It has 
a full and smooth flavor and a soft, flowing aftertaste. 
The age-old tradition of the White Canons of Tongerlo 
lives on in this officially recognized Belgian abbey ale.

BELGIUM Brouwerij Haacht

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11620

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #11625

50 L Keg #11622

20 L Keg #11627

6/4/16.9 oz Can #11621

6/25.4 oz Btl. #11626
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The Huyghe-Melle Brewery is 
a family owned, independent 
Belgian brewery.  Brouwerij 

Huyghe Melle is the only active brewery situated close to the 
city of Ghent and has been in existence since 1654. They brew 
Delirium Tremens which was voted "Best Beer in the World" by 
specialists in 1997.  The brewery was called Brouwerij Mouterij den 
Appel when it was opened in 1654. Leon Huyghe bought the brewery 
in 1906.  In 1938, "Apell" became the private limited company "Brewery 
Leon Huyghe".  The new brew house which is still the pride of the 
brewery, was installed one year later.  In 1985 the local family-owned 
brewery evolved into a modern high-fermentation brewery with an  
eye for export beginning with France.   www.delirium.be

BELGIUM Brouwerij Huyghe

Brouwerij 
Huyghe

DELIRIUM TREMENS
Belgian Golden Ale 8.5% abv
“The name Delirium Tremens speaks for itself. The 
color is golden and the head is creamy and light. The 
aftertaste is fruity, almost cherry.  It has a big body, 
a rich mouth feel, and a long, sweet aftertaste” – 
Stuart Kallen, The 50 Greatest Beers in the World.

20 L Keg #36056 1/2 bbl #40679
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37050 12/750 mL Btl.    #37051

20 L Keg #36057
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37052 12/750 mL Btl.    #37053

DELIRIUM NOCTURNUM
Belgian Dark Ale 8.5% abv
Another great brew produced by the Huyghe-Melle 
Brewery, the body of Delirium Nocturnum is bursting 
of raisins, bitter sweet chocolate, and aniseed. The 
finish is long and develops into a hoppy aftertaste.  
It is a triple fermentation ale using three different 
yeast strains and five different malts. Incredibly well-
balanced for an ale this high in alcohol. 

30 L Keg #37113
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37108 12/750 mL Btl.    #37109

DELIRIUM RED    
Belgium Fruit Beer 8.5% abv
Deep dark red color with a light pink, compact and 
lacy head. The fruity aroma contains hints of almond 
and mild cherries. The sweetness of this beer makes 
it an excellent desert beer.

6/4/16.9 oz Can #37121
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BELGIUM Brouwerij Huyghe

20 L Keg #37064
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36051 12/750 mL Btl.    #37049

20 L Keg #37116
12/750 mL Btl.    #37114

DELIRIA
Strong Blonde Ale 8.5% abv
Brewed by women once a year once a year on the 
occasion of International Women’s Day. This beer 
has a pale blond color and fine, white creamy and 
lacing foam. The aroma is very balanced, with a fruity 
and flowery background and a first impression of 
chardonnay, that further evolves to a spicy, mild hop 
aroma. 

DELIRIUM NOËL                                                       
Spiced Christmas  
Belgian Dark Ale 10.5% abv
A Belgian Strong Dark Ale brewed seasonally by the 
Brouwerij Huyghe of Melle Belgium, established in 
1654. This very complex beer has an earthy, spicy 
aroma with hint of hops which become more  
evident as it warms.

30 L Keg #37098
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37096

FLORIS APPLE
Belgian Wit w/Apple Juice 3.5% abv
A Belgian White Ale with 30% Apple Juice added to 
the brew. The flavor is reminiscent of Granny Smith 
Apples. This is a light refreshing drink.  A cloudy  
haze is evident when pouring.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37095FLORIS FRAMBOISE
Belgian Wit  
w/Raspberry Juice 3.5% abv
The reviving flavor of this acidic, medium-bodied 
drink is accented by a strong tingle of invigorating 
carbonation. Complimenting the natural sugar that 
mingles with the smooth role of malt in this beer's 
brewing is a very tart, distinctly raspberry flavor.

20 L Keg #37247
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37246 12/750 mL Btl.    #37245

LA GUILLOTINE
Belgian Strong Pale Ale 8.5% abv
A complex smell, with a citrus aroma, followed 
by hop aromas such as Saaz, Brewers Gold, and 
Amarillo. Initially rather sweet, because of the 
alcohol. The intense taste and roundness mask  
the presence of high bitterness.
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Brouwerij Oud Beersel 
is sometimes known as 
Vandervelden brewery 

after Henri Vandervelden, the owner. At present time one  
of the smallest lambic breweries in Belgium. It is producing an 
uncompromisingly traditional lambic, geuze, kriek and framboise. 
Located in Beersel, just south of Brussels, at the heart of lambic 
country. Dating from 1882, but is still effectively a one-man affair.   
www.oudbeersel.com/en

Brouwerij 
Oud Beersel

BELGIUM Brouwerij Oud Beersel

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37117 12/750 mL Btl.    #37118BERSALIS TRIPEL
Tripel 9.5% abv 
Bersalis Triple is a blond triple with firm character. 
The full body taste of wheat malt evolves during 
drinking from a fruity-bitter flavor to a round sweet 
taste. Its spices leave a nice feeling in the mouth. 
Made with water, and wheat malt, hops, spices, and 
yeast, Bersalis Tripel has a citrus and malty scent.

12/12.7 oz Btl. #40661OUD BEERSEL FRAMBOISE
Fruit Lambic Ale 5% abv
Created by adding whole fresh raspberries to young 
lambic, which provides both seasoning and sparks 
another fermentation resulting in a product of great 
complexity. It has the acidity of champagne, the 
bouquet and delicate flavor of raspberries, and 
balance of almondy dryness. 
Available in Draft as “Special Order”.

12/12.7 oz Btl. #28004OUD BEERSEL GUEZE
Gueze Lambic 6% abv
A classic among Belgian beers. Following 
spontaneous fermentation in wooden barrels (no 
yeast or sugar added), young and old lambic are 
blended; which results in a dry, tart and fruity wine 
like taste. Oud Beersel Oude Geuze is the white 
sparkling wine of the beer world. 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #40681 
20 L Keg #40682BERSALIS SOURBLEND

Blond Sour Ale  6.5% abv
Bersalis Sourblend is a refreshing sour blonde ale with the 
malty character of a Belgian blonde ale and the complex 
aromas of traditional Lambic. The lactic fermentation of 
the Lambic adds a gently sour touch to the beer, making 
the beer very refreshing while still having the main body of 
a top fermented beer. The Brettanomyces originating from 
the Lambic contribute further to the profoundness of this 
mixed fermented sour ale.
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12/12.7 oz Btl. #28003OUD BEERSEL KRIEK
Traditional Fruit Lambic  6.5% abv
Created by adding whole fresh cherries to geuze (a 
blend of young and old lambic), which provides both 
seasoning and sparks another fermentation resulting 
in a product of astonishing complexity. It has the 
acidity of champagne, the bouquet and delicate flavor 
of cherries, and balance of almondy dryness. 

OUD BEERSEL LAMBIC DRAUGHT
Lambic 6% abv
This beer is only brewed during the colder months of 
the year and ferments spontaneously thanks to the 
specific micro-flora and continues maturing in wooden 
barrels for up to 3 years. Brettanomyces, provide the 
typical Lambic aroma of horse blanket, barnyard and 
sulfur. This Lambic is blessed with fruity flavors of 
green apples and pink grapefruit. This yellow blond 
nectar is both thirst quenching and complex.

20 L Keg #40678

12/750 mL Btl. #27982

1/6 L Btl. #27976

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27990

4/1.5 L Btl. #27028 4/1.5 L Btl. #27029 4/1.5 L Btl. #27036
2012 2013 2014 2016

4/1.5 L Btl. #36312

20 L Keg #27025ST. BERNARDUS ABT 12
Quadrupel 10% abv
St. Bernardus Abt 12 from Brouwerij St. Bernard is 
a traditional abbey ale brewed in the classic style of 
Belgium’s Trappist Monks. It is almost ebony in color, 
smooth, creamy and full bodied with big richness of 
texture that is almost oily and very assertive, like a 
warming coconut brandy.

LIMITED EDITION COLLECTORS' MAGNUMS
New label art each year

In the most remote corner of West 
Flanders, in the middle of “Le Plat 
Pays”, in the heart of the hop area 

in West Flanders, a beer is made that fancies most beer lovers. In this 
poetry village, called Watou, time is apparently passing by slower than in the 
rest of the country. Life over there is different, quieter; where people live in 
accordance with nature, where tradition and values are honored as if they stand 
the tooth of ages. This is the case of the Brouwerij St. Bernard. Water, pumped up 
from a depth of 150 meter is the basis of all St. Bernardus beers. This water is not 
only the purest but has also a historical background. Scientists have proved that the 
water that is pumped up now, is originating from rainfall from the time of Jeanne 
d’Arc.   www.sintbernardus.be/

Brouwerij 
St. Bernard

BELGIUM Brouwerij St. Bernard
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6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #40701
20 L Keg #40702ST. BERNARDUS PATER 6

Dubbel 6.7% abv 
From Brouwerii St. Bernard in Belgium, this is a 
traditional abbey style dubbel, chestnut in color, 
very fruity with notes of melon and very fresh 
banana, finishing with slight bitterness.  
Delightfully easy to drink.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27030
20 L Keg #27031ST. BERNARDUS EXTRA 4

Belgian Pale Ale 4.8% abv
Extra 4 is a classic Belgian “Single” style, light golden 
in color, full of flavor and character and brewed with 
more hops and bitterness in comparison to the other 
well known St. Bernardus abbey ales. Extra 4 is a 
unique, tasty and refreshing spring and summer 
quencher with a lower alcohol content.

12/750 mL Btl. #279806/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27992
20 L Keg #27975ST. BERNARDUS PRIOR 8

Dubbel 8% abv
A traditional abbey ale brewed in the classic 
“Dubbel” style of Belgium’s Trappist Monks. It has 
a ruby to purple color, smooth, creamy richness of 
texture that is almost oily, and a malt-fruit  
complexity reminiscent of coconut. 

12/750 mL Btl. #279816/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27991
20 L Keg #27035ST. BERNARDUS TRIPEL 

Tripel 8% abv
A traditional abbey ale in the classic “Triple” style 
of Belgium’s Trappist Monks. It has a pale amber 
color with a wonderful head, slightly sweet aroma of 
rosewater, and the orangey-grassy flavors of Styrian 
hops in finish. 

BELGIUM Brouwerij St. Bernard

ST. BERNARDUS WITBIER 
Witbier 5.5% abv
This traditional Witbier (Wheat beer) has been 
developed in cooperation with Master Brewer Pierre 
Celis, the Godfather of Hoegaarden and Celis White. 
This beer as well has a second fermentation in the 
bottle, giving this beer its specific taste. 

6/4/11.2 oz Can #28061

12/750 mL Btl. #27988

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27989
20 L Keg #27987
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6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27984

CHRISTMAS ALE 
Spiced Ale 10% abv
The youngest descendant in the illustrious family of 
delicious Abbey Ales brewed by brewery St. Bernard 
since 1946. It is a seasonal ale, brewed annually for 
the holiday season. 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28238 12/750 mL Btl. #27979
20 L Keg #27978

ST. BERNARDUS GIFT BOX  
Gift Set w/Glass
Holiday gift box with a selection of St. 
Bernardus Ales - from Brewery St. Bernard in 
Belgium. This package contains a 11.2 fl. oz 
of the Pater 6, Tripel, Prior 8, ABT 12 and a 
beautiful glass for toasting. 

POPERINGS HOMMEL FRESH HARVEST
Special Ale 7.5% abv
The 4 hops used to brew this fresh cone Hommel are 
from Poperinge, Saphir, Magnum, Challenger, and 
Kent-Golding. After a 3 week resting period, this ale is 
dry hopped again with Saphir cones. The ale is bottled 
exclusively in 750mL bottles with extra yeast and 
sugar added so it can referment for 3 weeks. 

30 L Keg #37159

30 L Keg #36961

12/750 mL Btl. #37153

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36962
POPERINGS HOMMEL ALE
Golden Ale 7.5% abv
What makes this beer special is of course the yeast, 
and what makes it unique is the higher amounts of 
hops used. This beer has about twice the bitterness 
of other Belgian beers. We can not expect less, since 
this beer has been brewed for centuries in the heart of 
the Belgian hops region, Poperinge. Indeed, the small 
village of Watou is today part of the city of Poperinge. 

This independent family 
brewery traces its origins 
back to 1629 when, for the 

first time, a document mentioned the local castle was adjacent to a 
brewery. Indeed, at that time, the noble family living in the castle secured 
the right to call themselves the "Earls of Watou". During the French Revolution 
the plundering French troops burned the castle and the brewery. The noble 
family escaped the guillotine by running off to England. Only the brewery 
was rebuilt by a local farmer in the same year of the destruction, under the 
slogan "Revolt all you want, but we still need beer here." www.globalbeer.com

Brouwerij  
Van Eecke

BELGIUM Brouwerij Van Eecke
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Tradition, quality, and 
know-how.  These are 
the three key words 

behind the success of Van Honsebrouck’s beers.  For three 
generations they have been brewing top quality top-fermented beers. 
Modern brewery techniques and the strict observance of traditional recipes 
enable to brew products that taste like they used to, and conform to quality 
standards of today.   www.vanhonsebrouck.be

BELGIUM Brouwerij Van Honsebrouck

Brouwerij Van 
Honsebrouck

KASTEEL ROUGE
Fruit Beer 8% abv
This beer is created by blending Kasteel Donker with 
the liquor of cherries used for specialty chocolate and 
confectionery in Belgium. The union of these two excellent 
products creates a beer that can be best described as a 
chocolate-covered cherry. The yeast esters lend a spicy 
character which pulls the entire brew together.

20 L Keg #37112 30 L Keg #36007
6/4/16.9 oz Can #37282    

6/750 mL Btl. #36134 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36017

KASTEEL DONKER
Quad 11% abv
This wintry, warm and 11% strong Donker pours a 
deep and rich ruby with a tan head that is quick to 
part, but leaves a joyfully intricate lacing in its stead. 
Its toffee aroma quickly reveals robust roasted malt, 
burnt sugar tastes and rich port wine-esque fruits 
like, apricot and cherry. 

30 L Keg #36026
12/750 mL Btl. #360376/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36023

KASTEEL TRIPEL
Tripel Ale 11% abv
A strong and robust beer encased in light creamy 
flavors. Kasteel hides the alcohol within artfully with 
the perfect combination of malt, hops and nutty 
verdure freshness. Vinous aromas of bready malts, 
exotic fruits and banana esters lead to a flavor that 
is a spicy light citrus and bitter orange hop flavor.

30 L Keg #36022
6/750 mL Btl. #361376/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36024

KASTEEL CUVEE DU CHATEAU
Quad 11% abv
Van Honsebrouck cellars select bottles from their 
production. Notes of toffee, chicory, anise and burnt 
sugars marry perfectly with the port-wine-like qualities 
that developed during aging. A pitch-black color and a 
silky body make this beer a refined and luxurious drinking 
experience that you don’t have to wait 10 years for.

12/750 mL Btl. #371336/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37132
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BELGIUM Brouwerij Van Honsebrouck

BARISTA CHOCOLATE QUAD
Quadrupel 11% abv
Kasteel Barista Chocolate Quad stands alone as one of 
the most decadent and elegant quadruples of Belgium. 
This beer pours a chestnut brown with an off-white 
head. A warming aroma of chocolate and coffee are 
countered by nuanced flavors of toffee and dried fruits. 
The mouthfeel is rich and silky like melted chocolate 
which truly rounds out the entire drinking experience. 

30 L Keg #36009
12/750 mL Btl. #372516/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37252

ST. LOUIS PREMIUM FRAMBOISE 
LAMBIC
Fruit Lambic 2.8% abv
This framboise has a simple and straightforward 
character - not unlike the humble summer fruit with 
which it is flavored. Erring not on the side of cloying 
sweetness of sugary saccharined tutti-frutti candies, 
this brew sticks to something more vital - the market-
fresh taste and sweetness of ripened ruby raspberries, 
with a characteristic lambic funk midway.

ST. LOUIS PREMIUM KRIEK LAMBIC
Fruit Lambic 3.2% abv
This is a cherry beer made from traditional Gueuze 
Lambic, to which 25% of fresh black cherry juice 
and natural sugar is added. A clear, golden beer is 
obtained with a pink head. 

12/12.7 oz Btl. #37225

12/750 mL Btl. #37081

12/750 mL Btl. #37082

12/12.7 oz Btl. #37226
20 L Keg #37111 30 L Keg #37088

ST. LOUIS PREMIUM PÊCHE LAMBIC
Fruit Lambic 2.7% abv
This Peach Beer is made from traditional Gueuze 
Lambic, to which 25% of fresh black peach juice 
and natural sugar is added.  A clear, dark red beer is 
obtained with a white head.  

12/12.7 oz Btl. #37227
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BELGIUM Brouwerij Van Honsebrouck

UNFILTERED
BELGIAN ALE

ST. LOUIS FOND TRADITION GUEUZE
Gueuze Lambic 3.2% abv
Golden-blond, unfiltered, unsweetened. An extremely 
pure beer with a long history. A humble nose with a lot 
of fruit, dominated by young sour apples. An extremely 
dry aftertaste, which immediately demands another 
sip. A delicious thirst-quencher that reminds you of  
its history with every sip.

30 L Keg #37228
12/12.7oz Btl. #36014

ST. LOUIS FOND TRADITION KRIEK
Fruit Lambic 3.2% abv
This cherry bomb of a beer pours out its lightly 
acidulous, slightly prickly body in a purple hazy color 
accompanied by a frothy light pink head. Though 
its character is mainly that of lightly tart cherry 
cordials and fresh bing cherry juice - upon further 
contemplation even a rookie beer connoisseur will 
note something more complex. A beer that spent 6 
months aging on Lambic and that is certainly worth 
the wait!

12/12.7oz Btl. #37248

BACCHUS OUD BRUIN
Oud Bruin  4.5% abv
Bacchus Oud Bruin has surprisingly fruity and 
flowery aromas and the taste is reminiscent of wine. 
Its sourness, with a hint of balsamic vinegar, is less 
pronounced than that of other Flemish red-brown 
beers. It’s very refreshing with a pleasant aftertaste. 
This beer impresses through both its sourness and 
the slight touch of caramel brought by the use of 
roast malt.

12/12.7 oz Btl. #37131
30 L Keg #37130

BRIGAND
Golden Ale  9% abv
This rebellious Brigand is a dry bitter, blonde beer 
that re-ferments in the bottle. It used to be amber 
in color; now it is pale blonde thanks to the use of 
pale malts and pils malt as well as unmalted wheat. 
Brigand tastes full in the mouth with a slightly 
malty aroma. It also has a slightly malty taste with 
accents of spices and hops. The hop bitterness 
comes through in the finish.

12/750 mL Btl. #36035
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6/4/11.2oz #36969BORNEM DOUBLE
Abbey Double  8% abv
This typical double with its warm dark brown color 
and bordeaux red undertones has a fruity flavor that 
immediately makes you think of grains. You'll also find 
a hoppy aftertaste in this velvety soft beer. Its creamy, 
rich and robust head crowns this jewel of a beer. 

6/4/11.2oz #36970BORNEM TRIPEL
Abbey Triple 9% abv
Abbey triples are usually blond or light amber in color, 
which is a centuries-old tradition. The Bornem Tripel is 
a party beer, hoppy and full of flavor, soft in the mouth, 
with an outstanding sweet-bitter balance, a pleasant 
aroma and a good head. And finally, it leaves a long 
aftertaste to enjoy to the fullest. 

Like many others 
of its kind, the Van 
Steenberge Brewery 

originated from a ploughland farm, that was also engaged 
in brewing beer for its own consumption. The first time this 
brewery was mentioned on paper was in 1784 under the name of 
“Brouwerij De Peer”. It is very likely however, that there had been a 
brewery long before that time. The farmer, John Baptist De Bruin, did 
not leave any written documents behind until that point in time.  
www.vansteenberge.com

Brouwerij  
Van Steenberge 

BELGIUM Brouwerij Van Steenberge 

MONK’S CAFÉ
Flemish Sour Ale  5.5% abv
Owner, Tom Peters of Monk’s Café in Philadelphia 
convinced the Van Steenberge brewery to bottle its 
famous ‘BIOS - Vlaamse Bourgogne’ under private 
label for him. The Flemish Burgundy of the Van 
Steenberge brewery is an old brown in style, aged 
in oak, and is one of the oldest brews made by the 
brewery, at least brewed for over 300 years.  

MONK’S CAFÉ GRAND CRU
Flemish Sour Ale  5.5% abv
Monk's Cafe Grand Cru is a blend of 3 year old 
aged and freshly brewed tripel ales. This blend is 
then aged for 6 months in Oak Casks. It is here that 
Monk's Cage Grand Cru acquires its unique sour 
profile. Just before bottling, a high fermented lager 
is blended to reach an approachable ABV of 5.5%.

6/750 mL Btl. #36839

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36852

6/1/750 mL Btl. #37141  

6/4/11.2 oz Can #37126
20 L Keg #37260

30 L Keg #37142  
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20 L Keg #37154
6/750 mL Btl. #371586/4/11.2oz Btl. #37157

PIRAAT TRIPLE HOP
Belgian Pale Ale 5.5% abv
Using Piraat as the base offers the brew a full 
bodied sweet based from the caramelized malt 
blended with dry characteristics derived from the 
high levels of alcohol. The hops pitched are Saaz, 
Tetra and Aurora twice in the brewhouse and then 
Cascade is used to dry hop. 

PIRAAT ALE
Belgian Pale Ale  10.8% abv
Fruity, spicy, complex aroma and flavor. A sweet 
palate is followed by low hop bitterness, evident 
coriander-like spiciness and a titillating alcoholic 
blast reminiscent of Flemish fantasies.

ANNO

1784

T
30 L Keg #36893

6/750 mL Btl. #36895

1.5 L Btl. #36891 9 L Btl.  #36894

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36890

BELGIUM Brouwerij Van Steenberge 

PIRAAT & PIRAAT TRIPLE HOP  
Gift Box w/Glass
1 Piraat, 1 Piraat Triple Hop, and 1 branded glass.

6/2/11.2oz Btl. #30956

GULDEN DRAAK 
Tripel Ale 10.5% abv
A dark brown Triple Ale, which makes it an exception 
among the Belgian Triples. The second fermentation 
offers the nice creamy head and the full body of 
the centuries old brewers yeast. It is a beer that 
you can actually nimble to adventure the complex 
taste.  Gulden Draak balances a natural malt toffee-
like sweetness with a mellow happiness and some 
hoppy accents. The aroma is round and sweet.

30 L Keg #36906
6/750 mL Btl. #36905

6/1.5 L Btl.  #36903

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36900

1.5 L Btl. #36902
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BELGIUM Brouwerij Van Steenberge 

GULDEN DRAAK 9000 QUAD
Quad 10.7% abv
An exceptional, complex taste sensation with a 
deep, amber color.  An ode to the city of Ghent — the 
golden dragon standing guard atop the belfry.  It has 
an extremely rich and complex taste sensation with 
a rich, luxurious beer head.  A special wine yeast is 
used for the second fermentation, which contributes 
to the grandiose taste.

30 L Keg #30947
6/750 mL Btl. #309466/4/11.2 oz Btl. #30945

6/750 mL Btl. #30949
GULDEN DRAAK BREWMASTERS EDITION  
Special Ale 10.5% abv
The famous Gulden Draak dark triple aged  
in whiskey barrels for six months.

6/11.2 oz Btl. #30957GULDEN DRAAK GIFT BOX 
Gift Box w/Glass
3 Gulden Draak, 3 Gulden Draak 
9000 Quad and a branded glass. 

6/1.5 L Btl. #36903

20 L Keg #30986

50 L Keg #37256DE GARRE 
Special Ale 11% abv
This is the house beer for the famous pub in Brugges 
under the same name, De Garre! The pub is well 
concealed down a long alley where only beer lovers 
in search of this gem can successfully find it. This 
Belgian triple packs a big punch at 11% ABV. For this 
reason the pub owner will only allow any one visitor 
to order three during a sitting at this historic pub.

LIMITED RELEASE.

4/6/11.2oz Btl. #36859VAN STEENBERGE BELGIAN  
SAMPLER PACK
Variety Pack 
Sample these six exclusive Belgian Ales brewed from all 
natural ingredients:  Piraat Ale, Gulden Draak, Gulden 
Draak 9000 Quad, Bornem Double, Bornem Triple and 
Privateer.  A great Belgian beer value for your money!

6/25.4oz Btl. #37262
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Viven, the art of Belgian 
brewing. In 2003, Tony 
Traen took over Kapel 

van Viven. Since then, Chapel of Viven has undergone several 
changes: a brand new look, an improved recipe for the Monastery of 
Viven, and a new name. Chapel & Monastery of Viven were baptized 
Viven blond and Viven Brown.   www.viven.be

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27032

ALE
11.2  FL.OZ.

6.1% ALC./VOL.

PrOduCt 

Of BeLgium

Viven BlondUSA D&V FRONT 33 cl.indd   1 11/15/2013   7:13:25 PM

VIVEN BLOND
Blond Ale 6.1% abv
Viven Blond is made by the unique recipe of its 
inventor Willy De Lobel. The blond Viven is a nice 
companion to many dishes and salads. It is a real 
thirst quencher. Viven blond is a little summer in 
your glass! 

Brouwerij 
Van Viven

BELGIUM Brouwerij Van Viven

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27034
Product 

of Belgium

ALE
11.2  Fl.OZ.

8.0% ALc./VoL.

Viven Imperial USA D&V FRONT 33 cl.indd   1 11/15/2013   7:10:03 PM

VIVEN IMPERIAL IPA
Imperial IPA 8% abv
Viven Imperial IPA is originally from the west coast 
of America. This recipe, combined with the Flemish 
brewing art, has an excellent result. It does many 
beer lovers' hearts beat faster. It is a bitter hunk with 
a beautiful balance of citrus keys (especially pink 
grapefruit) and floral tones.

20 L Keg #27037 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27033
Product 

of Belgium

ALE
11.2  Fl.OZ.

7.0% ALc./VoL.

Viven Porter USA D&V FRONT 33 cl.indd   1 11/15/2013   7:31:05 PM

VIVEN PORTER
Porter 7% abv
Viven Porter is a rather bitter porter with roasted 
flavors. Viven Porter is an art of brewing. The Porter 
has a very enjoyable aftertaste. Roasted nuts with a 
liqueur flavor. The nose is filled with mocha fragrance 
and notes of peat and leather. The roasted malts are 
very recognizable. The taste of dark chocolate makes 
the beer loved overall.

20 L Keg #27038 
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BELGIUM Brouwerij Verhaeghe

The brewery Verhaeghe was established in 1875 
in the castle-farm in Vichte, West Flanders. 
Today it’s still a family owned & run company.  
www.brouwerijverhaeghe.be

Brouwerij 
Verhaeghe

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28242
20 L Keg #28241BARBE RUBY

Fruit Beer 7.7% abv 
Fruity beer in the series of “Barbe” beers. Its taste 
has aromas of fruit with hints of almonds and light 
sour cherries. The taste is initially sweet and fruity 
and keeps nicely the balance with a refreshing 
aftertaste. 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28027 12/750 mL Btl. #27996
20 L Keg #27026DUCHESSE DE BOURGOGNE

Flemish Red Ale 6.2% abv
This ale is matured in oak casks; smooth with 
a rich texture and interplay of passion fruit, and 
chocolate, and a long, dry and acidic finish. After the 
first and secondary fermentation, the beer goes for 
maturation into the oak barrels for 18 months The 
final product is a blend of younger 8 months old beer 
with the 18 months old beer.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28039 12/750 mL Btl. #28247
20 L Keg #28041ECHT KRIEKENBIER

Flemish Cherry Ale 6.8% abv
This ale has the aroma of Kirsch cherry brandy, 
smooth, vanilla-like oaky palate and late surge of 
passion-fruit flavors with some acidity. Local sour 
cherries are added during the maturation process to 
the wooden casks containing Vichtenaar. The final 
product is a blend of 1, 2 and 3 years old beers. 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28038VICHTENAAR
Flemish Red-Brown Ale 5.1% abv
A traditional Flemish red-brown ale. This refreshing 
ale is matured in oak casks for a minimum of 8 
months and bottled without any further blending. 
This traditional ale has a fruity sour oak notes and 
refreshing aftertaste. It is lively and layered with notes of 
Madeira, vanilla, oak and the acidity of a fresh apple.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36311 VERHAEGHE SOURS
4-Pack Bottles
The sour pack includes 1 330ml bottle each of 
Vichtenaar (oak aged Flemish red sour), Kriekenbier 
(Oak aged Flemish red sour with cherries), Duchesse 
De Bourgogne (oak aged Flemish sour), and Barbe 
Ruby (Belgian cherry beer).
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Situated in the shadow of the 17th century St-Michel’s 
Church, the traditional Strubbe Brewery, is as old as the 
country.  In 1830, one Carolus Strubbe left the trading 
town of Tielt to try his luck in Ichtegem, a town well known for its flax 
industry. He became a farmer and brewer there: in summer, he tilled the land, 
and in winter he worked on the malt floor with his stirring barrel. At the time, most 
brewers grew their own raw materials, not only barley and grains, but some of them 
even grew their own hops. They made their barrels and tanks thereselves or at least 
restored them themselves; most of the time with oak from their very own trees.  The 
family business boasts six generations of ownership.   www.bunitedint.com

Brouwerij 
Strubbe

BELGIUM Brouwerij Strubbe

ICHTEGEM’S GRAND CRU
Flemish Red Ale 6.5% abv
A dark ruby brown with a nose of berry notes along 
with some dark cherries.  It has a slight tartness with a 
berrylike fruitiness and woody notes from the oak 
barrels.  A finish with a hint of brown sugar. 

24/11.2 oz Btl. #77711
30 L Keg #77710

The Musketeers Brewery 
was created in 2000 by  
4 brew-engineers, after 

graduating from KaHo St. Lieven in Gent, the best known  
brewing school of Flanders. Their names: Kristof De Roo, Rikkert 
Maertens, Stefaan Soetemans and Sven Suys. Just out of school, it was soon 
clear to them that brew-master jobs are not easy to get in the Belgian beer 
world. Family traditions and brewing secrets are kept closely guarded within 
the brewing family. Like the real French Musketeers of the 18th century, the 
4 friends bundled their enthusiasm and efforts, and created the Musketeers 
brewing company.  www.themusketeers.be

Brouwerji  
The Musketeers

TROUBADOUR WESTKUST
Black Imperial IPA  9.2% abv
A dark, almost black beer with a hoppy aroma, 
roasted malt, coffee and light notes of chocolate and 
vanilla. The taste is a balance between the taste 
of roasted malt and coffee followed by a strong but 
pleasant bitterness that slowly gets the upper hand 
and ensures a long hoppy finish.

 

6/750 mL Btl. #3098424/11.2 oz Btl. #30985
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TROUBADOUR MAGMA
Belgian Triple IPA   9.3% abv
Troubadour Magma has won the gold medal at Zythos, 
the most prestigious beer competition in Belgium.  
This is an amazing task given that an IPA is a non-
traditional beer style in Belgium. This beer combines 
the best features of a balanced Belgian ale with the 
floral hoppiness of a great American IPA. 

30 L Keg #36931 50 L Keg #37156
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36933

TROUBADOUR IMPERIAL STOUT
Imperial Stout 9.2% abv
This beautiful beer of 9.2%  has a deep, rich almost 
black body with a large, tan creamy head. Slightly 
bitter with strong roasted coffee and malt flavors.  
The aroma suggest hints of licorice and smoke. The 
beer’s strong bitter chocolate impression ends in a 
satisfying, drier finish. 

6/750 mL Btl. #30960
30 L Keg #30961

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36847

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36840

6/750 mL Btl. #36923

6/750 mL Btl. #36929

TROUBADOUR OBSCURA
Belgian Mild Stout Ale 8.5% abv
Pretty dark color, as you would expect from a stout.  
Slightly more red-brown, though, when compared with 
Irish stouts. A dense rich creamy beige head crowns 
your glass. Thanks to the refermentation in the bottle, 
it has the natural carbonation. The flavors are deeper, 
richer, more pronounced: malty, clearly roasted. A 
complex aftertaste, with some licorice undertones, 
and a pleasant bitterness survives last. 

TROUBADOUR BLOND
Blonde Ale 6.5% abv
The clear, golden, attractive color is what strikes you 
first.  A firm white head is the crown of this golden ale. 
Your first experience, while sipping the blond, will be a 
refreshing, sparkling effect on your tongue, followed by 
a mild bitterness enhanced by a spiciness, that finishes 
with a sweeter sensation. A good nose recognizes the 
hops, in combination with fruity esters. 

BELGIUM Brouwerji The Musketeers
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Visit the bucolic countryside around Brussels and 
discover Wambeek and the Brewery De Troch, which 
produce the “CHAPEAU” fruit beers. A 19th century 
land-use plan of the area mentions a brewery owned by a certain 
Petronnella De Troch. Even older records indicate that her father, Pieter De 
Troch, was running a brewery on the same site in the late 18th century. Petronnella 
married Egidius De Troch and in 1898 their son Louis took the family business over. 
Louis Married J. De Neve, and their son, also Louis, inherited the brewery and farm 
in 1936. The same Louis married M.L. Van den Moortel. Their nephew Jos Raes and 
his wife M. Vanderhasselt took on the family tradition in 1974 and have been running 
this rare craft brewery ever since. In 2002, their son Pauwel Raes joined his parents 
into the family business.   www.wettenimporters.com

Brouwerij  
De Troch

BELGIUM Brouwerij De Troch

12/375 mL Btl. #40676DE TROCH FRAISE LAMBIC
Fruit Lambic  3.5% abv
This strawberry infused beer will delight the senses 
while providing a refreshing and sweet taste.

12/375 mL Btl. #40672DE TROCH FRAMBOISE LAMBIC
Fruit Lambic  3.5% abv
The beverage testing institute recognized De Troch 
Framboise Lambic with a Golden Medal. 

12/375 mL Btl. #40675DE TROCH KRIEK LAMBIC
Fruit Lambic  3.5% abv
For many decades, the brewers of the Senne valley 
have been brewing Lambic. The Kriek, a cherry beer 
with a Lambic base, was one of the first. The Lambic 
is an artisanal traditional product whicha ges on 
oak barrels. Kriek is a fresh and delicious beer for 
delightful moments.
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BELGIUM Brouwerij De Troch

12/375 mL Btl. #40674DE TROCH PECHE LAMBIC
Fruit Lambic  3.5% abv
The beverage testing institute recognized De Troch 
Peche Lambic with a Golden Medal. 

12/375 mL Btl. #40677

12/375 mL Btl. #40673

12/375 mL Btl. #40662

DE TROCH OUDE GUEUZE
Gueuze  5.5% abv
This beer has been recognized by the Belgium 
authority as a region product of Vlaams Brabant.

DE TROCH OUDE KRIEK
Gueuze  5.5% abv
This is Oude Kriek. This is certainly not the 
sweetened version, although it might come  
with a similar label. 

DE TROCH WINTER GUEUZE
Gueuze  5.5% abv
This unique Gueuze is flavored with raisins and 
winter spices. 
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Brouwerij Smisje Johan Brandt, 
with a passion for excellent good 
beer, started this tiny artisanal 

brewery end of 1995. In the beginning he brewed only once a week 
with a capacity of 120 liters (1 barrel). By 1999 he started brewing twice a 
week with an increased capacity of 160 liters (1.5 barrels), meaning non stop 
brewing, bottling, washing bottles throughout the year. He is now looking 
for a bigger brewery where he can brew 700 liters (6 barrels) at a time and 
fill the bottles automatically. Johan Brandt, also a bee-keeper, started out 
with only one type of beer, a honey beer called 't Smisje. He now produces 6 
permanent beers.    www.bunitedint.com

Brouwerij 
Smisje

BELGIUM Brouwerij Smisje

WOSTYNTJE MUSTARD ALE
Spiced Ale 5% abv
Crushed mustard seeds are added to this brew to 
provide a spicy, slightly bitter character. Ideal with  
a variety of cuisines!  

VUUVE
Witbier  5% abv
For Vuuve, the brewery uses 60% barley and 40% 
wheat malt, hops, coriander and fresh organic 
orange peel. Vuuve is fruity, spicy, citrusy and prickly 
on the palate with a long lingering finish of coriander 
and orange peel.

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23505

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23509
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12/750 mL Btl. #119656/4/11.2 oz Btl. #11974
CORSENDONK AGNUS TRIPEL
Tripel 7.5% abv
Dry, with a great deal of finesse. It has a very big 
head indeed - pour it gently - and a very clean 
palate, beginning with a dry, lightly citric fruitiness, 
and finishing with a distinctive and delicate, 
perfumy, hop character. Very light and fluffy in 
texture, giving little hint of its strength.

12/750 mL Btl. #119676/4/11.2 oz Btl. #11975

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #12122

20 L Keg #10936

20 L Keg #11099

20 L Keg #10935

CORSENDONK PATER DUBBEL 
Dubbel 7.5% abv
A strong, Burgundy-colored ale in the style of the 
classic Trappist brews of Belgium. Has a very 
distinctive bouquet: yeasty, fruity and slightly smoky. 
In palate, it has notes of port, raisins and black 
chocolate. Matures greatly with age, becoming softer, 
smoother and deeper in palate.

CORSENDONK VARIETY PACK 
Variety 4-Pack
This pack features the classic Corsendonk Pater 
Dubbel and Agnus Tripel as well as the exclusive 
Rousse and Blanche.

Corsendonk Abbey in  
Oud-Turnhout, Belgium  
was founded through the 

munificence of Maria van Gelre, youngest daughter of Jan III, 
Duke of Brabant. You may recall that Jan I (Jan Primus) is today better 
known as Gambrinus. The monks of Corsendonk started a brewery in 1400, 
which flourished until 1784 when the abbey was closed by Austrian ruler 
Jozef II. In 1906 Antonius Keersmaekers founded a secular brewery to revive 
the monks' brewing traditions.   www.corsendonk.com

BELGIUM Corsendonk Abbey

Corsendonk 
Abbey

CORSENDONK CHRISTMAS ALE 
Belgian Spiced Ale 8.5% abv
A rich, dark, joyous brew with which to celebrate 
the holiday season. Its aroma of chocolate malt and 
spices is reminiscent of the wonderful smells of 
holiday baking in Mom’s kitchen. 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #11981 12/750 mL Btl. #11979

Gift Pack 8.5oz Btl. #11983
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At the tiny Belgian village of Esen, the Mad Brewer  
of Belgium creates his famous concoctions. With a 
capacity of only 900 barrels per year, De Dolle 
Brouwers dates back to 1835 A.D. They add spices to each of their four 
seasonals to catch the moods of the seasons.  www.dedollebrouwers.be/en/

20/11.2 oz Btl. #36740

20/11.2 oz Btl. #36745

20/11.2 oz Btl. #23503

20/11.2 oz Btl. #36750

OERBIER
Dark Ale–Autumn Seasonal 9% abv
The Fall Seasonal from the famous De Dolle brewery in 
the tiny village of Esen, Belgium. This brew is very dark, 
with a sweetness offset by licorice notes. After a year 
or two, it develops a desirable tart complexity due to 
the yeast strain used in brewing. Rich and strong!  

De Dolle 
Brouwers

BELGIUM De Dolle Brouwers

ARABIER
Pale Ale 7.8% abv
The Summer Seasonal from De Dolle. This brew is dry 
hopped for its characteristic aroma and taste.

DULLE TEVE 
Belgian Triple 10% abv
A 10% ABV ale brewed in the tradition of a Belgian 
Triple, this selection has an orange-yellow color and 
intense white head.  Full-bodied with intense fruity 
esters dominating the palate, and a nice dry bitterness 
in the finish.  “Dulle Teve” means “Mad Bitch”.  
Unfiltered, un-pasteurized, bottle-conditioned.

BOSKEUN
Blonde Ale 8.9% abv
This is the Spring Seasonal from De Dolle. This brew is 
one of the first Belgian “Easter” beers. Refermented with 
native honey, “Boskeun” means “rabbit of the wood”. 
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20/11.2 oz Btl. #36755

20/11.2 oz Btl. #36030

STILLE NACHT
Dark Ale 12% abv
De Dolle’s Winter Seasonal, and quite a classic.  
“Silent Night” has the highest  density of any Belgian 
beer at 27 degrees Plato. Full-bodied, dark, tart, and 
fruity.  This beer is suitable for aging.   

SPECIAL EXPORT EXTRA STOUT
Export Stout 9% abv 
Rapidly becoming the standard for Belgian Stouts, 
this black brew has a musky, slightly sweet, spicy 
nose. Lots of chocolate, coffee and some hazelnut 
notes on the palate intermingle with hints of 
liquorice. Very lively on the tongue!  It finishes with 
a dry explosion of black espresso flavors. Brewed  
by request for B. United International.

In 1858, Martin Belot - a farmer  
in the village Purnode, Belgium 
- began to brew beer during the 

winter months: there was an excellent well near the farm, and 
brewing was the perfect activity for winter, when there was little work  
in the fields. A wide range of different beers was offered, and sales in the 
area around the brewery grew. In 1960, farming ceased at Du Bocq so the 
family could concentrate only on brewing; a focus on traditional, bottle-
conditioned Belgian ales led to continued growth. The brewery is still owned 
by descendants of the original family, and has achieved an international 
reputation for quality.   www.merchantduvin.com

Brasserie 
du Bocq

BELGIUM Brasserie du Bocq

BLANCHE DE NAMUR
Belgian Witbier 4.5% abv 11 ibu 
Inviting, refreshing aroma and flavor; fruitiness from 
a very traditional yeast strain; and smooth rich body 
with a bit of thirst-quenching acidity in the finish. 
The glowing, golden hazy color of Blanche de Namur 
comes from the use of wheat and from bottling with 
live brewer's yeast.

6/750 mL Btl.    #35606

SAISON 1858
Saison 6.4% abv 38 ibu
Hazy amber-gold color, medium body, and a 
complex Belgian-yeast aroma; crisp flavor with a  
bit of inviting, dynamic acidity - balanced by forward 
hops. Beautiful soft carbonation and mouthfeel 
from bottle conditioning.

6/750 mL Btl.    #35608
30 L keg    #35609
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Green’s beers have been brewed  
in Lochristi, Belgium, since 2004.  
Inspired by strong European beers 

and developed to a closely guarded secret recipe, these specialty beers 
are brewed with a full body, crisp taste and a refreshing flavor, losing none of 
the taste but all of the allergens.  Green’s Beers are suitable for both Vegetarian and 
Vegan diets.  They have a full two-year shelf life due to bottle-conditioning with an 
authentic Belgian yeast strain.  Green’s Beers DO NOT contain any of the following 
allergens or products thereof: Gluten, Crustaceans, Eggs, Fish, Peanuts, Soybeans, 
Milk, Lactose, Nuts, Celery, Mustard, Sesame seeds, Sulfur dioxide nor sulfites.  
www.glutenfreebeers.co.uk

Green’s 
Gluten Free

BELGIUM Green’s Gluten Free

12/16.9 oz Btl.    #35858

12/16.9 oz Btl.    #35859

12/16.9 oz Btl.    #35857

12/16.9 oz Btl.    #35855

12/16.9 oz Btl.    #35856

ENTERPRISE DRY-HOPPED LAGER
Gluten-Free Lager 4.1% abv 18 ibu
Golden pale in color, the nose is a mix of citrus-
floral aroma sensations, clean with a light malt 
taste, but with an herbal, hoppy aftertaste. Body 
and mouthfeel are light and refreshing.

GREEN’S INDIA PALE ALE
Gluten-Free IPA 6% abv 60 ibu
A growing demand for hoppy IPAs inspired this 
dynamic, exciting addition. Green’s gluten-free IPA is 
made from gluten-free ingredients - not processed to 
remove gluten. Inviting amber-red color with full body. 
Aroma is bold hops with herbal and piney notes; 
flavor is nutty and firmly bitter with hints of caramel.

DISCOVERY AMBER ALE
Gluten-Free Amber Ale 6% abv 32 ibu
Medium-bodied with subtle caramel and nut flavor 
nuances. Refined, herbal hop aroma and finish. 

ENDEAVOUR DUBBEL ALE
Gluten-Free Dubbel Ale 7% abv 24 ibu
In the classic dubbel fashion, a hint of dark sugar 
flavor: effervescent body, and a traditional Belgian 
yeast bouquet.

QUEST TRIPEL ALE
Gluten-Free Tripel Ale 6% abv 32 ibu
Fairly light body for beer of this strength; spice and 
herb nose with flavors of candied fruit aromatic long 
finish.
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12/12.7 oz Btl. #36797

12/12.7 oz Btl. #36798

12/12.7 oz Btl. #36752

12/12.7 oz Btl. #36790

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23149

6/25.4 oz Btl. #36794

OUDE GUEUZE
Gueuze 5.8% abv
This gueuze is a true lambic: slightly acidic, not 
sweetened with fruit juice. An unpasteurized, 
unfiltered, and bottle-conditioned classic with a 
refreshingly fruity, rhubarby flavor.

Hanssens Artisanaal in Dworp, Belgium is the last 
independent Gueuze blender in the world.  Hanssens 
Bartholomeaus, former major of Dworp, started to 
brew lambic in 1871 in the previous Sint-Antonius brewery.  
Documents have proven that he continued to brew, from 1896 onwards, in 
buildings located in the Vroenenbosstraat, Dworp.  These premises are still 
used today.  The Hanssens Artisanaal buys original wort (1-2 days old) from 
three different lambic breweries and let it mature in 600 Liter oak barrels—
they are left open to induce primary fermentation through airborne yeast—
for more than three years. Thereafter, they blend all three different worts 
whereby no standard recipe is used.   www.bunitedint.com

BELGIUM Hanssens Artisanaal

Hanssens 
Artisanaal

OUDE KRIEK
Kriek 5.8% abv 
A beautiful rosy color is the first character noticed 
of this traditional Kriek blended with black cherries.  
Another stunning, true lambic from Hanssens.  
Unpasteurized, unfiltered, and bottle-conditioned.

OUDBEITJE
Fruit Lambic 5.8% abv
A lambic made with fresh, natural strawberries.  
150kg of strawberries are added to every 600L of 
two-year-old lambic to create this rare blend. Tart 
and dry, unpasteurized, unfiltered, and bottle-
conditioned.

EXPERIMENTAL CASSIS
Fruit Lambic  6% abv
Lambic made with black currants and matured in 
oak barrels.
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12/12.7 oz Btl. #36791

12/12.7 oz Btl. #36812

12/12.7 oz Btl. #23774

BELGIUM Hanssens Artisanaal

EXPERIMENTAL RASPBERRY
Fruit Lambic 6% abv 
A Lambic made with fresh raspberries.

SCARENBECCA KRIEK
Kriek 6% abv
Each batch of its Kriek offers therefore different 
aromas and flavors only based on the century old 
knowledge of the Hanssens family. After the blending 
made with the rare Schaerbeek cherry the Kriek (with 
70 kg of black Belgian cherries per 600 Lt. barrel) is 
bottled, corked and stored in the cellar for secondary 
fermentation at 50° - 55°F for over one year. 

HANDEPLUKTE  
SCHAERBEEKSE KRIEKEN
Kriek 6% abv
A blend of 75% young cherry lambic (of the rare 
Schaarbeekse variety) with 25% old lambic, matured 
in oak barrels. 
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Although the oldest 
documents which are 

currently in the archive of Mechelen date from 
1369, the brewery was in operation before that time, which 
proves that it is probably the oldest brewery still working in 
Belgium. These historical extracts show that “Jan in den Anker” was 
paying his penny membership to the Saint Rombout Chapter of the 
Guild. The Van Breedam family bought the brewery “Het Anker” in 
1873 and enlarged it to one of the first modern steam-breweries. The 
strong interest in the glorious period of Mechelen under the Dukes of 
Burgundy strengthened them to promote the favorite beer of Emperor 
Charles V.   www.hetanker.be

BELGIUM Het Anker

Het Anker

GOUDEN CAROLUS CLASSIC
Belgian Brown Ale 8.5% abv
Named after the gold coins of the Emperor Charles 
V, Gouden Carolus is brewed by the Anker brewery of 
Mechelen. This special Belgian ale is brewed using 
traditional methods and a recipe with top fermentation. 
Its high gravity combines the warmth and the freshness 
of ale. It improves with age and will charm you with its 
warm, coppery color and its rich bouquet.
Available in Draft as “Special Order”.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37060 12/750 mL Btl.    #36050

GOUDEN CAROLUS HOPSINJOOR
Belgian IPA 8.0% abv
“Hopsinjoor" is a wordplay on the fact that several 
hops used in brewing, as well as the typical character 
of Mechelen of Gouden Carolus: the figure "opsinjoor" 
is intertwined with the history of Mechelen.
Available in Draft as “Special Order”.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37093
20 L Keg #37091

12/750 mL Btl.    #37092

BLOND DEGUSTATIEBIER                                           
         

HERGIST O
P F

LE
S

BR
OUWERIJ H

ET ANKER                                   MECHELEN SINDS  1471

hopsinjoor

SECURITA S  ANCORA CONSIGNATU
R

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37076 12/750 mL Btl.    #37073GOUDEN CAROLUS AMBRIO
Belgian Amber Ale 8.5% abv
Ambrio is a ‘amber’ colored beer, brewed with ‘brio’. 
In the past, every town in Belgium had its own 
beer typical of the area. Ambrio has its roots in the 
traditional beer of Mechelen known as “Mechelschen 
Bruynen” or "“Mechelen Brown”. This brewery is the 
only one still brewing this type of beer. The recipe has 
its origin in the 14th century. 
Available in Draft as “Special Order”.
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BELGIUM Het Anker

GOUDEN CAROLUS NOEL
Spiced Christmas  
Belgian Dark Ale 10.5% abv
Brewed for Christmas by the Anker brewery of 
Mechelen, established in 1369. This special Belgian 
ale is brewed using traditional methods and a recipe 
with top fermentation. It improves with age and will 
charm you with its warm, coppery color and its rich 
bouquet. The cork finished bottles make for a nice 
presentation. 

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37066
30 L Keg #37072

12/750 mL Btl.    #37063

GOUDEN CAROLUS TRIPLE
Triple 9% abv
Pale yellow gold hue. Pours with a rich, rocky, frothy 
head. Floral spicy hop aromas. Full bodied and 
substantial with a complex texture and an expansive 
mouthfeel. Finishes with lingering fruity notes and 
delicate spicy hop flavors.
Available in Draft as “Special Order”.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37071 12/750 mL Btl.    #37061

GOUDEN CAROLUS 
CUVÉE VAN DE KEIZER BLAUW/BLUE
Belgian Strong Dark Ale 11% abv
Brewed in a limited quantity once a year, on the 24th 
of February, birthday of Charles V.  This exclusive beer 
is an adaptation of the traditional Gouden Carolus, 
with a fine palate of refined flavors and tantalizing 
aromas.  A perfect beer to store, to give and to taste.  
Available in Draft as “Special Order”.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #37104 12/750 mL Btl.    #37062

GOUDEN CAROLUS 
CUVÉE VAN DE KEIZER ROOD/RED
Belgian Strong Pale Ale 10% abv
This is a blond rich beer that is brewed each year 
during the Easter period. It contains several types 
of malt and during brewing 3 herbs are added. It's 
golden blond color, it's high alcohol concentration, 
it's full and balanced taste make this beer into a 
source of vitality and strength which will appeal  
to the demanding beer taster. 

12/750 mL Btl.    #37120
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BELGIAN ALE

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #36019

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #40686
20 L Keg  #40684 

12/750 mL Btl.    #36020LUCIFER
Belgian Strong Pale Ale  8% abv
Fruity, winy bouquet with a malty peat flavor.  
Creamy Vanilla, Sherry Oak finish, and a semi-dry, 
mildly bitter, hoppy, fruity aftertaste.  Lucifer is 
often served as an aperitif.

LUCIFER BLACK
Belgian Strong Ale  8% abv
Lucifer Black is a smooth dark ale with notes of 
dark chocolate and roasted malts. The sweet 
aftertaste rounds into a long, warming finish that 
will surely seduce you.

GOUDEN CAROLUS EASTER ALE
Golden Ale 10.5% abv
This ale is brewed once a year to commemorate 
Easter.  It is a golden Ale that is rich, full bodied 
and full of flavor and life.  This ale was brewed and 
intended to drink with Easter dinner.  This special 
brew may be laid down, it will increase in complexity 
and balance as years pass.  Only 2000 cases are 
brewed each year.

12/750 mL Btl.    #37078

BELGIUM Hoegaarden

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #30010
50 L Keg #30015

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #30025
HOEGAARDEN
Belgian White 5% abv
Hoegaarden has a unique and extremely complex 
brewing process whereby the brand is first top 
fermented and then is re-fermented within the 
bottle - ending up in a unique cloudy-white 
appearance. The brand's unique appearance is 
mirrored by its one-of-a-kind taste - sweet and sour 
beer with a little bitterness, slightly spicy, with a 
strong touch of coriander and a hint of orange.

Hoegaarden Brewing has been an integral part of life in the 
village of Hoegaarden, Belgium since 1318. From 
its humble beginnings in 1445, Hoegaarden witbier 
has grown to become globally recognized as the original Belgian 
wheat beer. Hoegaarden was originally brewed by the Begarden Monks 
who had settled in the area and introduced the use of herbs and spices. Its 
unique style is protected by the Brewers Guild, founded in 1500. The last 
brewery in Hoegaarden closed in 1950 and the Hoegaarden witbier style 
disappeared until it was relaunched in 1965. www.hoegaarden.com/en/
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The quest to give Ypres 
back its own city brewery 
led, thanks to the Ypres 

city council, to a unique and historic place. De van het Houten 
Paard (the casemates of the wooden horse) were built around 1680 
following the plans of Vauban, the great military engineer of Louis XIV. 
They are part of the ramparts that surround the city of Ypres. Over the 
centuries these basements were used to store ammunition and military 
equipment, and were used as sleeping quarters and shelter for the troops 
who defended Ypres during the many sieges. The British troop during 
the First World War used the casemates as ‘mess’ for the officers. Their 
command post and field hospital were also based in ‘Hotel de Remparts’, 
as the kazematten were ironically called. It was also the home of the 
famous British trench gazette ‘The Wipers Times’.  www.kazematten.be

Kazematten  
Brouwerij 

BELGIUM Kazematten Brouwerij

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28254

8/25.4 oz Btl. #36314

8/25.4 oz Btl. #36313

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #28252

12/25.4 oz Btl. #28255

20 L Keg #28251

GROTTEN SANTÉ
Belgian Dark Ale  6.5% abv
The Grottenbier was created by one of the greatest 
Belgian brewers, Pierre Celis. The aim of Grottenbier 
is to see what the influence of a constant low 
temperature, such as in a cave, does to the 
evolution of a beer taste. This is a spicy brown ale 
with small quantities of an ‘exotic’ ingredient that 
creates a slight dryness.

GROTTEN SANTÉ GIFT SET
Gift Set w/Glass
A 750mL bottle of Grotten Santé with a matching 
decorative glass. 

WIPERS TIMES GIFT SET
Gift Set w/Glass
A 750mL bottle of Wipers Times 14 
with a matching decorative glass.

WIPERS TIMES 14
Belgian Blonde Ale  6.2% abv
It’s a blond beer of high fermentation, brewed with 4 
grains, 4 herbs and only local hops. The name of the 
beer is a reference to the ‘trench gazette’ which was 
printed during the First World War by British soldiers. 
The newspaper was printed in the casemates on an old 
printing press that was salvaged from the ruins of Ypres.
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La Brasserie d’ Vapeur is 
the last brewery that uses 
steam powered equipment 

which originated in the last century to brew its world class 
Saison de Pipaix. The steam provides not only the heat but also the 
power for the brewing operations which uses belt driven equipment 
that goes back all the way to 1896.  www.vapeur.com

La Brasserie 
d’ Vapeur

BELGIUM La Brasserie d’ Vapeur

SAISON DE PIPAIX
Saison 6.5% abv
An immense depth of complexity and a superb 
blend of tastes. Each batch goes through three 
fermentations using Pilsner and Munich malts, 
Hallertau hops and six spices: pepper, ginger, 
curacao, sweet orange peels, coriander, roast 
chicory.  Orange in color with orange notes in a  
light malt aroma. 

VAPEUR COCHONNE
Farmhouse Ale 8% abv
Farmhouse Ale using Munich malts, Kent Golding 
hops and spiced with coriander, roast chicory, sweet 
orange peel, and candy sugar. Lovely golden orange 
color with a short-lived head. Excellent blend of fruit 
and malt with strong suggestions of sourness. This 
musty farmhouse ale is spiced with coriander, roast 
chicory, sweet orange peel, pepper and anise. 

VAPEUR EN FOLIE
Farmhouse ale 8% abv 
Another rustic farmhouse ale from Brasserie a 
Vapeur, this brew is spiced with cumin.  Starts off 
with an acidic bite, then evolves into a clean but 
complex flavor blend of malt, hops, fruit and spice.

12/25.4 oz Btl. #23458

12/25.4 oz Btl. #23463

12/25.4 oz Btl. #23454
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Southwest of Brussels, in 
the quiet Belgian town of 

Vlezenbeek, the Lindemans family has been 
farming and home brewing as long as anyone can remember. 
Commercial brewing started in 1811 in their barn-like brewery. 
Lambic, or spontaneously fermented beers, are among the world’s rarest. 
Produced more like a method champenoise champagne, than a typical 
beer, these products mature in oak for nearly two years prior to release. 
www.lindemans.be

Lindemans 

BELGIUM Lindemans 

20 L Keg #35507   25 L Keg #35500

25 L Keg #35540

12/12 oz Btl. #35510 12/750 mL Btl.    #35505

12/12 oz Btl. #35535 12/750 mL Btl.    #35530

12/12 oz Btl. #35556 12/750 mL Btl.    #35555

12/750 mL Btl.    #35554

LINDEMANS FRAMBOISE
Fruit Lambic 2.5% abv 12 ibu
Magnificent aroma, delicate palate of raspberries 
with undertones of fruity acidity; elegant, sparkling 
clean taste, with inviting raspberry supported by 
lambic complexity. Deep reddish-purple color with 
pink head.

LINDEMANS PÊCHE
Fruit Lambic 2.5% abv 10 ibu
Glowing golden color, with a nose that fills the room 
with the aroma of fresh peaches. Pêche offers a 
sparkling, crisp and refreshing balance of sweet 
orchard fruit woven together with lambic tartness 
and acidity.

LINDEMANS GUEUZE CUVÉE RENÉ
Gueuze 5.2% abv 16 ibu
Possibly the oldest beer, Gueuze (Geuzza) is 
unseasoned, wild-fermented wheat beer. It is highly 
coveted by gourmands in Belgium who lay it in their 
cellars like wine. Golden color, cidery, winey palate; 
reminiscent, perhaps, of bubbly dry vermouth with a 
more complex and natural flavor. 

OUDE KRIEK CUVÉE RENÉ
Fruit Lambic 7% abv 18 ibu 
Whole cherries (including pits) ferment in aged 
lambic and blended with younger lambic, to taste, 
by the brewery. Unpasteurized, and not sweetened: 
cherries provide acidic tartness and sourness. 
Bottle-conditioned; will cellar beautifully for years.
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BELGIUM Lindemans 

12/12 oz Btl. #35545

12/12 oz Btl. #35525

12/12 oz Btl. #35501

12/12 oz Btl. #35575

12/12 oz Btl. # 35582  

25 L Keg #35521

25 L Keg #35546

25 L Keg #35502

25 L Keg #35565

20 L Keg # 35506 25 L Keg # 35584  

12/750 mL Btl.    #35550        

12/750 mL Btl.    #35520        

12/750 mL Btl.    #35570        

12/750 mL Btl.    #35583          

4/2/25.4 oz Btl. #35504

LINDEMANS CASSIS
Fruit Lambic 3.5%  abv 10 ibu
A classic Belgian favorite flavored with black currants. 
Deep reddish-purple color with exceptional aroma, 
flavor, and complexity. Fuller bodied and soft, while 
still being refreshing and crisp. 

LINDEMANS KRIEK
Fruit Lambic   3.5% abv 18 ibu
Bouquet of freshly harvested cherries; sparkling, 
smooth, fruity and refreshing, finishing dry. 

LINDEMANS POMME
Fruit Lambic     3.5% abv 12 ibu
The clean, bright aroma and flavor of apples melds 
beautifully with the complex tartness of lambic. The 
pronunciation in English is "PUM." 

LINDEMANS STRAWBERRY
Fruit Lambic     4.1%% abv 12 ibu
Rosy hue, with a beautiful aroma of perfectly ripened 
strawberries. Shows complex, captivating flavors; 
delicate sweetness is balanced by traditional lambic 
tartness in the finish.

LINDEMANS FARO 
Faro 4% abv 12 ibu
A Flemish classic served throughout pubs in 
Brussels where sugar is added to young, unblended 
lambic. Stars sweet, with hints of brown sugar or 
orange marmalade and ends with some crispness 
and green-apple tartness.    

LINDEMANS LAMBIC GIFT BOX
The best-selling lambics in the USA
Fantastic seller all year, but especially strong for the 
holidays!  The Lindemans Gift Box contains one 25.4 
oz. bottle each of Pêche (peach), and Framboise 
(raspberry) — the best-selling lambic in the US, and 
two gold-rimmed, color-logo stemmed glasses.
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4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #30017
30 L Keg #30013LEFFE BLONDE 

Belgian Blonde Ale 6.6% abv
A dry, fruity, lightly spiced beer, full and creamy 
- a perfect balance of strength and subtlety. The 
brand has a delicate and light, malty aroma and 
a subtle, sweet finish. Leffe Blonde is a perfect 
accompaniment to light, everyday meals. 

LEFFE BRUNE
Belgian Dark Ale 6.5% abv
Substantially more robust than Leffe Blonde. This 
rich variety combines the rich aroma of roasted 
caramel with a slightly sweet finish. It is an excellent 
accompaniment to hearty, sweet and savory types 
of cuisine. 

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #30011

The unique brews of Abbey de Leffe 
are made by craftsmen who rely on 

hundreds of years of brewing competence and 
tradition to make drinks that offers a perfect moment of 
indulgence.   www.leffe.com/en

BELGIUM Leffe/Orval

Leffe

12/11.2 oz Btl.    #35600 12/11.2 oz Btl.    #35601

The Abbey of Orval is located near 
Florenville, Belgium in the province of 

Luxembourg.  The present brewery was completed in 
1929, at which time the skittle (pin) shaped bottle was 
introduced.  In the middle ages, Orval was famous for producing its 
iron decorations as well as beer.  The abbey was gutted by fire in 1252 and 
repaired, it was destroyed in the French Revolution.  Unique among Trappist 
brewers, Orval only produces one style and brews it to perfection.    
www.orval.be 

Orval

OUDE ORVALORVAL
Trappist Pale Ale 6.9% abv 32 ibu
Three different malts, two types of hops, Belgian 
candi sugar, complex fermentation with multiple 
yeasts, dry-hopping and bottle conditioning all 
contribute to great character and complexity. This 
vintage-dated and unique beer can be cellared up 
to five years.
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STELLA ARTOIS
Euro Lager 5.2% abv 
Only the very best barley and the finest hops are 
selected for Stella Artois. The care and attention 
at every step in the brewing process enable Stella 
Artois to mature into a full-bodied and exceptionally 
well-balanced beer, perfectly thirst-quenching, and 
perfect for everyday special moments. 

24/1/19.4 oz Btl. #30044

1/6 bbl #30036
12 L Draft Nova #3003950 L Keg #30020

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #30022

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #30033

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #30021 18/1/11.2 oz Btl. #30043  

2/12/11.2 oz Can #30040

24/1/11.2 oz Btl.  #30024 24/1/14.9 oz Can #30042    12/22.4 oz Btl. #30026

Marketed in over 80 countries, the Stella 
Artois brand traces its roots back to 1366 
and the Den Hoorn Brewery.  In 1717 master 

brewer Sebastian Artois bought the brewery and changed the name to Artois. 
However the beers final appellation didn’t arrive 1926 when the brewers devised a 
holiday drink for the Christmas season.  Christened “Stella, “ Latin for “star,”  the beer  
was very well received and so it became available year round.   www.stellaartois.com

Stella 
Artois 

INTERBREW BEST OF BELGIUM  
12-Pack Variety
This 12-pack features three six packs of the premier 
Belgium beers in the marketplace from Interbrew: 
Leffe, Hoegaarden and Stella Artois.

PALM Breweries is Belgium’s largest 
independent brewery and the maker 
of PALM Ale, Belgium’s top-selling 

ale. Located in Steenhuffel, Belgium, PALM Breweries has a long tradition 
of producing award-winning beers and ales. In fact, PALM Ale is the product of 
just such a tradition, having been born out of a challenge by the Belgian Brewing 
Guild to brew a Belgian Ale to compete with the newly popular Pilsners and Lagers. 
PALM Breweries represents a unique dedication to the art and craft of beer-making,  
even within a country as steeped in beer-making tradition as Belgium. www.palm.be

Palm 
Breweries

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #20067
20 L Keg #20068 50 L Keg #20069PALM

Belgian Pale Ale  5.2% abv 18 ibu
The “Spéciale Belge Ale” beer style is one of the better 
Belgian beers of the early 20th century. This smooth-
drinking, amber-colored, top-fermentation beer has a 
reasonable alcohol content. Special PALM malts are 
responsible for its honey-like mellowness, and PALM’s 
own selected yeasts give it a fruity yeast aroma. Fine 
aroma hops from Kent afford a subtle harmony.

BELGIUM Palm Breweries/Stella Artois 
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12/11.2 oz Btl. #28002

12/11.2 oz Btl. #28001

12/11.2 oz Btl. #27998

The Abbey of St-Remy,  
in the southern part of 
Belgium, was founded in 

1230, and the monks began to brew beer sometime around 
1595. The beautiful small brewery in the abbey, Rochefort Trappistes, 
is one of only seven Trappist breweries in the world and makes full-
bodied, deeply flavored dark ales. They are bottle-conditioned and among 
the world’s most highly-respected beverages.   www.merchantduvin.com

Trappistes 
Rochefort 

BELGIUM Trappistes Rochefort 

TRAPPISTES ROCHEFORT 10
Trappist Strong Ale 11.3% abv 27 ibu 
Builds from the depth of Rochefort 8 - the great 
strength is balanced by a complexity of flavors  
and firm malt backbone.

TRAPPISTES ROCHEFORT 8
Trappist Strong Dark 9.2% abv 22 ibu
Deep brown color; the flavor is vigorous and complex, 
with firm body to support the strength. The aroma has 
elusive notes of fresh fruit, spice, leather, and figs.

TRAPPISTES ROCHEFORT 6
Trappist Dubbel 7.5% abv 18 ibu
Reddish-brown color with amber-gold highlights; soft  
body leads to earthy flavors and an herbal character. 
Refined, soft spiciness in the bouquet finishes with a bit 
caramel. Bottle-conditioned for soft natural carbonation.

A L C .  7. 5 %  VO L .

1 1 . 2  F L .  OZ .

3 3 0  m l

B E L G I A N  A L E

PRODUCED BY ABBAYE N.-D. DE SAINT-R EMY – RO CHEFORT – BELGIUM          

A L C .  1 1 . 3 %  VO L .

1 1 . 2  F L .  OZ .

3 3 0  m l

B E L G I A N  A L E

PRODUCED BY ABBAYE N.-D. DE SAINT-R EMY – RO CHEFORT – BELGIUM          

A L C .  9. 2 %  VO L .

1 1 . 2  F L .  OZ .

3 3 0  m l

B E L G I A N  A L E

PRODUCED BY ABBAYE N.-D. DE SAINT-R EMY – RO CHEFORT – BELGIUM          
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The search for XINGU Black 
Beer began in 1986 when 

Amazon, Inc. was founded in Vermont to prevent the 
extinction of some of the world’s rarest styles of beer. Dissatisfied 
with the bland offerings from American brewers and with the imports not 
offering much diversion from that, the company hired beer historian Alan 
Eames to research and locate native prototypes of dark, rich beers from 
around the world. The search began in Brazil where Eames insisted the best 
examples of black beer could be found. The earliest Western account of black 
beer brewed by the natives of the Amazon region dates to 1557. Many Amazon 
Indian tribes placed great spiritual significance on black beer as a beverage 
used in religious and social ceremonies. This primitive brewing was done with 
dark roasted corn or manioc root, fermentation being initiated by wild yeast. 
Anne Latchis, President of Amazon, Inc. and Alan Eames traveled to Brazil 
looking for a black beer to import that would represent a unique style of beer 
from the two cultures of that country, the natives of the Amazon rain forest 
and the descendants of the European colonial settlers. The result of this effort 
is XINGU Black Beer.  www.xingubeer.com

Xingu Beer

BRAZIL Xingu Beer

XINGU BLACK
Black Lager 4.6% abv
This beer pours black, brown in the corners of the 
glass and a khaki colored head that fades. Mild aroma, 
just a touch of cacao and roast. The taste is also a 
mild, smooth dark malt flavor, slightly sweet, medium 
to thicker body with smooth, moderate carbonation. 
Overall - easy drinking and a good flavor.

XINGU GOLD
Pale Lager 4.7% abv 20 ibu
Brewed with black, rye and pale 2 row malts as well 
as torrified wheat, Xingu's delicious aromas and 
flavors also come from Nugget, Cascade, as well 
as Citra and Summit hops, using the dry hopping 
technique. Xingu gold is a sophisticated session pale 
lager at the crossroad between the best craft and 
continental lagers.

PALMA LOUCA
Pilsner 4.5% abv
A blend in taste of German and American style 
pilseners. Light golden color and clear, moderate fine 
hop flavor. A medium bodied beer with malty accent. 
Slight sweetness can be detected but leaves the 
palate with a clean finish.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #22501

4/6/12 oz Btl. #22502

4/6/12 oz Btl. #22506

30 L Keg #22505
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20 L Keg #22534

ST. AMBROISE IPA
India Pale Ale 6.2% abv 56 ibu
We’ve married Cascade and Chinook hops with a 
subtle blend of malts — anyone who appreciates 
strong ale will love it. Hop bitterness and malt 
smoothness: it’s a journey your taste buds will  
enjoy time and again.

6/4/16 oz Can #22513

ST. AMBROISE OATMEAL STOUT
Oatmeal Stout 5% abv 14 ibu
St. Ambroise Oatmeal Stout’s expert blend of deeply 
roasted malts has made it an international medal winner. 
You’ll fall in love with your first sip of this rich brew 
punctuated by espresso and chocolate notes, topped 
with a thick, creamy head with just a hint of mocha.

1/2 bbl nitro #22516
6/4/16 oz Can    #22512

McAuslan Brewing is essentially 
the result of president Peter 
McAuslan's belief that he could 

brew a better beer and that Quebec consumers would provide a 
loyal following for it. Although he had been brewing his own beer for 
more than 25 years, it was only during the early '80s that he began seriously 
considering going into commercial brewing. In August 1987, he left his 
position as a senior administrator at Dawson College and dedicated himself 
to turning his vision into reality. Although the staff at McAuslan Brewing 
has expanded from five to 40 people, the brewery retains its character as a 
business on a human scale and with a human face.   www.mcauslan.com/en/

CANADA McAuslan Brewing

McAuslan 
Brewing

VINTAGE ALE
Strong Ale 10% abv
Made with a blend of wheat and barley malt, including 
Munich malt, this unfiltered ale has a lovely deep-
orange color, rich maltiness, hints of caramelized fruit 
that recall plum pudding, and a surprisingly crisp, 
balanced finish provided by classic Golding hops.

12/11.2 oz Btl. #22525
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Unibroue brews craftsman 
beers for savoring. They 

have a unique taste and are brewed using a 
traditional methods. Our beers are not only different from 
other beers, but each of our brands is unique onto itself. They all 
have a distinctive character, taste, color, texture and saturation 
pressure. Moreover, thinking of every detail, Unibroue has designed 
a different glass adapted to each beer to make beer drinking an 
experience of taste and aesthetics.  www.unibroue.com

20 L Keg #40867
6/4/12 oz Btl. #40800 12/750 mL Btl. #40802

BLANCHE DE CHAMBLY
White Ale 5% abv 10 ibu
It’s produced from an interesting blend of unmalted 
Quebec wheat and pale barley malt, to which spices 
and natural aromatics are added, along with a light 
hopping. The Blanche is only partially filtered so that 
it retains the full benefits of its natural ingredients. 
It appears white because of the fresh yeast in 
suspension.

20 L Keg #40866 1/2 bbl #40881
4/6/12 oz Btl.    #40886 12/750 mL Btl. #40810

MAUDITE
Strong Red Ale 8% abv 22 ibu 
When served young, it is very smooth, but when served 
after several years of storage, its flavor is reminiscent 
of port. Maudite is a mahogany-colored, rich-tasting 
premium beer that has a distinctive, complex taste. 
Because of the warmth it releases, this strong 
character beer must be served cool but not cold.

20 L Keg #40874 1/2 bbl #40882
6/4/12 oz Btl. #40804

6/4/12 oz Btl. #40812

12/750 mL Btl. #40806

12/750 mL Btl. #40814

LA FIN DU MONDE
Golden Ale 9% abv 19 ibu
A deluxe beer made by triple fermentation and a 
unique way of straining the yeast. This method 
produces an unexpectedly subtle flavor. With its 
champagne-like effervescence, it has a vigorous 
presence in the mouth, which accentuates its 
strong personality. Slightly tart, with the balanced 
flavor of wild spices, malt and hops.

DON DE DIEU
Triple Wheat Ale 9% abv 10.5 ibu
It was named after Samuel de Champlain’s boat,  
The Don de Dieu, which arrived in Tadoussac, June 3, 
1608. He was commissioned by the King of France  
to pursue, by way of the great Canadian waterway, 
the exploration of the vast and inhospitable land 
called "America". Smooth, rich, and creamy; slightly 
sweet with a warming mix of strength and full-bodied 
flavor and delicately spiced.

CANADA Unibroue

Unibroue
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ÉPHÉMÈRE POMME
Fruit Beer 5.5% abv 10 ibu
Apple-Éphémère possesses a fresh apple aroma 
with reminiscent notes of "Granny Smith" and 
"McIntosh." The subtle flavor of green apple is 
complemented by delicate notes of fruit and spice 
topped by a rich white head.

ÉPHÉMÈRE SUREAU
White Ale w/Elderberry 5.5% abv 6 ibu
Brewed using a balanced combination of the elder's 
fruit and flowers, it offers an explosion of berry 
flavors along with subtle floral notes and hints of 
tropical fruit reminiscent of the Muscat's powerful 
bouquet.

20 L Keg #40872

20 L Keg #40981

6/4/12 oz Btl. #40830

4/6/12 oz Btl. #40980  

12/750 mL Btl. #40831

20 L Keg #40888  ÉPHÉMÈRE PEAR
Fruit Beer 5.5% abv 7 ibu
Mild ripe pears complemented by a distinctive 
wheat acidity. A feeling of freshness which is 
intensified by a spicy finish.

12/750 mL Btl. #40887  

20 L Keg #40805
6/4/12 oz Btl. #40807 12/750 mL Btl. #40809

TROIS PISTOLES
Belgian Dark  
Strong Ale 9.0% abv 16 ibu
Launched in June of 1997, this beer is brewed 
with roasted malt. Its rich, smooth texture, and the 
presence of yeast used for in-bottle refermentation 
give it a very distinctive flavor. This dark beer and has 
an aroma of ripe fruit and a pleasant aftertaste that 
lingers like old port wine. 

CANADA Unibroue

À TOUT LE MONDE
Dry-Hopped Saison 4.5% abv 22 ibu
À Tout Le Monde ale is an artisanal, Belgian Style, 
dry hopped saison brewed by Unibroue. A beer with 
top trending characteristics by a world class quality 
brewery dedicated to a huge fan base. Brewed 
in honor of the friendship and mutual passions 
of Megadeth’s Dave Mustaine and Unibroue’s 
brewmaster, À Tout le Monde Ale is dedicated to all 
the friends of heavy metal music and Belgian Style 
ales in Québec and throughout the world.

20 L Keg #40799
6/4/12 oz Btl. #40899
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CANADA Unibroue

12/750 mL Btl. #40885GRANDE RESERVE 17
Strong Dark Ale 10% abv 32 ibu
Grande Reserve is aged on French Oak and 
refermented in individually numbered “brasseur” 
bottles. Unibroue fans and aficionados of flavorful 
beer will be thrilled to try one now and age a few 
more for vertical tastings to come. It has a flavor 
that is intensely malty, slightly sweet and hoppy 
with mocha cocoa accents and a subtle oaky finish.

20 L Keg #40857
12/750 mL Btl. #40835

LA TERRIBLE
Abbey-Style Dark Ale 10.5% abv 15 ibu
Topped by a sumptuous head of foam, La Terrible 
possesses a fruity aroma enriched with notes of 
roasted malt and Madeira. Its long lasting flavor is 
both elegant and full bodied. 

UNIBROUE SOMMELIER SELECTION 
6-Pack Bottles
Presenting the Unibroue Sommelier Selection.  A 
sampling of the Brew Master’s finest products 
highlighting the different styles and legendary stories of 
the country’s history.  Included in this unique sampler 
are: Maudite, La Fin Du Monde, Blanche De Chambly, 
Trois Pistoles, Ephemere and Don De Dieu.  

4/6/12 oz Btl. #40864

20 L Keg #40891
12/750 mL Btl. #40889

UNIBROUE LA RÉSOLUTION
Belgian Strong Dark Ale  
10% abv 21.5 ibu
It's always a good time for a resolution. And you 
surely won't need any willpower to keep this 
resolution. Inspired by a recipe our brewmaster 
Jerry Vietz created for his friends, La Résolution is 
a dark ale with a spicy character. Its spicy caramel 
aroma evolves on the palate into pleasant and 
complex notes of toffee with reminiscence of a 
tasty gingerbread. Perfect for the holidays.

RAFTMAN
Peat-Smoked  
Whiskey Malt Ale 5.5% abv 16 ibu
This coral-hued beer has a unique taste that combines 
the smooth character of smoked malt whiskey with 
the flavors of fine yeast. With this product, Unibroue 
commemorates the legendary courage of the 
lumberjacks and log drivers of yesteryear. During their 
long months away from home, these hardworking men 
would get together and settle their differences over beer 
and whiskey, which are both made with malted barley.

20 L Keg #40827
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UNIBROUE LUNE DE MIEL
Belgian Amber Ale 8% abv 22 ibu
This legend sayst that in Babylon, 4000 years ago, a 
customary wedding practice was that the bride’s father 
had to provide his son-in-law with mead for the entire 
first month (moon) of the marriage. This was believed 
to boost the couple’s fertility, and later became 
known as the “honeymoon” (Lune de Miel). To honor 
the tradition, Unibroue has crafted a divine union of 
ingredients called Lune de Miel, a refermented amber 
ale brewed with spices and Quebec honey.

20 L Keg #40984  
6/4/12 oz Btl. #40983    
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Vins Arista, a division of A.Lassonde 
inc, was created in 2006 and is a 
leader in the making, packaging and 

marketing of quality wines, ciders and alcoholic products in unique 
and innovative packaging. Sold in an assortment of formats and varieties, 
our products can be served at your events and special occasions all year round.

CANADA Vins Arista

6/12.7 oz Btl.   #22548POMME DE COEUR
Cider 6.9% abv
Created from apple varieties harvested on the first 
autumn chills. Pomme De Coeur warms the palate with 
complex aromas of apricot, honey, melon and almonds. 
Its unctuous smoothness and deep flavors are in 
perfect balance with a natural apple astringency.

6/4/16 oz Can   #22550DUBLIN'S PUB
English Cider 5% abv
Dublin's Pub is a premium cider crafted with the finest 
apple varieties from our orchards. Every step, from 
selection to blending to fermentation, follows a strict 
process faithful to the traditional Irish method.

Vins 
Arista
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CANADA Beijing Yanjing Brewery Co.

Beijing Yanjing Brewery Co.

YANJING
Pale Lager 4.5% abv
Yanjing Beer has been the largest selling beer in 
China for ten consecutive years now. Yanjing Beer is 
brewed with pure mineral water collected 300 meters 
beneath the Yanshang Mountain and is certified 
“Green Food”.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #22566 
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CZECH REPUBLIC Czech Share Brewery

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #40645

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #40648

50 L Keg #40643

5 L Can #40655

20/16.9 oz Btl. #40646

The direct predecessor of the 
Budweiser Budvar brewery as a 
national enterprise was the Czech 

Share Brewery. It was founded in 1895 and its activity directly related  
to the historical tradition of brewing of beer in České Budějovice. Despite great 
growth in the volume of production, the traditional quality and typical flavor of 
Budweiser Budvar remains the same to this day.   www.czechvar.com

Czech Share 
Brewery

CZECHVAR PREMIUM LAGER
Pilsner  5% abv
They place great emphasis on lagering for at least 90 
days for this premium original lager. Female cones of 
top quality Žatec hops make the beer truly exceptional, 
giving it its unmistakable, highly valued, gentle hop 
character. The grain of a unique variety of Moravian 
barley which they carefully select each year from first-
class crops, gives the beer its inimitable golden hue.

CZECHVAR PREMIUM  
DARK CZECH LAGER 
Dark Lager 4.7% abv
Czechvar Dark is a premium dark lager with a complex 
aroma of smoky roasted grain with coffee, bitter 
chocolate and a spicy hop note.
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PRAGA PREMIUM PILS
Pilsner   4.5% abv
This authentic Czech Pils is brewed by the famous 
Samson Brewery. This is a full bodied beer, rich in 
Saaz hops and brewed following a 200 year old 
tradition by Czech brew masters. A strong pale  
malt quality is evident in the taste profile.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #22063

2/12/16.9 oz Can #22075   

50 L Keg #22072

50 L Keg #22059

20/16.9 oz Btl. #22062

PRAGA DARK LAGER
Dark Lager   4.5% abv
This true Czech Dark Lager is brewed by the famous 
Samson Brewery. This full bodied beer is rich in Saaz 
hops and roasted barley giving the beer a sweet, 
chocolate like, aftertaste. Less CO2 makes this less 
filling but you won’t miss the carbonation as all you 
can taste is the rich malt sweetness.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #22061   

2/12/16.9 oz Can #22076   

20/16.9 oz Btl. #22060

The Samson Brewery is located in 
the Czech Republic city of České 
Budejovice. Over the last 200 years, 

the Samson brewery has been producing unique beers using the 
highest quality ingredients. Water comes from 1000 foot deep artesian 
wells.  The malt is produced by traditional malting methods in a malting house 
located inside of the brewery.  The brewing process takes place in traditional 
open vats using top fermenting yeasts.   www.pragapils.eu 

CZECH REPUBLIC Samson Brewery

Samson 
Brewery
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Carlsberg

CARLSBERG
Pilsner  5.0% abv
A golden color and delicate smell of hops and 
malt, Carlsberg is the quintessential pilsner 
beer.  Carlsberg is medium-bodied, dry and well 
proportioned with a characteristic hop bitterness 
that supports its fine structure. 

50 L Keg #10896
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #10890 2/12/11.2 oz Btl.    #10892

6/4/16.9 oz Can #10897 2/12/16.9 oz Can #10907

6/1 L Can #10908

In 1847 J.C. Jacobsen founded 
Carlsberg. Twenty-one years later 

he exports for the first time, to Edinburgh, Scotland. 
Since pioneering modern lager 150 years ago, Carlsberg has had a 
global vision. Carlsberg is European premium import beer, enjoyed in over 
150 countries by worldly, sociable people looking to experience new things. It 
is the fastest growing international premium beer in the world. It is brewed in 
Copenhagen, Denmark.   www.carlsberg.com

DENMARK Carlsberg

ELEPHANT
Lager 7.2% abv
Named after four stone-carved, life-sized elephants 
that guard the brewery entrance in Denmark, was 
launched in 1959.  A golden amber colored beer– 
full bodied and perfectly balanced by the sweetness 
of the malt and the bitterness of the yeast. 

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #10895
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Dansk meads are based on recipes from around the 
year 1700.  Only pure, 100% natural ingredients are 
used in the creation of these meads.  Honey is the 
major and most important item in the recipe. Mead is probably the 
oldest known alcoholic beverage in the world. From Europe to Australia 
mead has been a popular drink, dating back to long before Viking Times. One 
of the earliest references to mead can be found in the Hindu’s of India’s holy 
books, the Veda books, which date back 4000 years and possibly even earlier. 
www.mjod.dk

DENMARK Dansk Mjød A/S

Dansk 
Mjød A/S

VIKING BLOD
Sweet Mead 19% abv
This strong mead is blended with hops & hibiscus, 
and packaged in heavy ceramic bottles.

KLAPOSTER MJØD
Fortified Mead 21.8% abv
This strong mead is blended with hops and fortified 
with the Danish liqueur Aquavit.

GI. DANSK MJØD
Sweet Mead 19% abv
This strong mead is blended with hops & ginger, and 
packaged in heavy ceramic bottles.

6/750 mL Btl. #23346 2/5 L Can #37139

6/750 mL Btl. #23347

6/750 mL Btl. #23348

VIKINGERNESS
Hopped Mead 19% abv
Serve slightly chilled in a wine glass as an aperitif, 
or over ice with fruits. At room temperature in a 
port wine glass, it is excellent as dessert wine; for a 
winter warmer, heat the liquid without boiling  
and serve in a mug.

RIBE MJØD
Cyser 19% abv
A dessert honey wine made with the addition of fresh, 
unfiltered, and unpasteurized local apple juice.

VikingernesVikingernes
NORDIC HONEY WINE

WITH HOPS ADDED

19

6/750 mL Btl. #23163

6/750 mL Btl. #23183
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Manchester is where two grain merchants, 
Thomas Caister and Thomas Fry, founded the 
Strangeways Brewery in 1778. Henry Boddington 
joined the business in 1832 as a repairman and rose up to 
become a partner in the company. In 1853, Henry Boddington became 
the sole owner at Strangeways, forming Henry Boddington & Co. In 1877, 
a huge fire spread through the brewery and only the brave intervention 
of the fire service, prevented a huge disaster. In 1886, the company was 
renamed Boddingtons Breweries Ltd, following Henry’s death.

Black Sheep was born 
from the pioneering spirit 
of Paul Theakston who, in 

1992, followed his heart and dared to start a new brewery. Set in 
Masham, North Yorkshire, Black Sheep produces much loved cask, keg 
and bottled beers and continues to go against the grain with a flow of new 
and experimental brews. Each beer is the culmination of brewing expertise 
spanning six family generations. Today, Paul's sons Rob and Jo Theakston 
continue that spirit as Black Sheep stands tall amongst UK breweries, built 
on a solid reputation for creating beer of outstanding quality full of passion 
and integrity.    www.blacksheepbrewery.com

ENGLAND Black Sheep Brewery/Boddington Breweries Ltd.

Black Sheep 
Brewery

Boddington 
Breweries Ltd.

MONTY PYTHON'S HOLY GRAIL ALE
Golden Ale 4.7% abv
Cult classic and official beer of the Monty Python 
team. Years later and Holy Grail is still going strong. 
With more hops than a killer rabbit, it’s a full-
flavored golden ale with a distinctively fruity flavor 
followed by the Black Sheep signature dry finish.  
Be warned, this beer has been tempered over 
burning witches! Only joking.

6/4/16 oz Can #22551
1/2 bbl Keg #22552

6/4/16 oz Can #30009
BODDINGTONS
Pale Ale 4.6% abv 
A refreshing, smooth &  sessionable beer. It is 
renowned for its golden color, full-bodied flavor and 
malty, morish taste with smooth, tight creamy head.

50 L Keg #30005
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Burton Bridge Brewery 
takes its name from the 
Burton Bridge over the 

River Trent at Burton-on-Trent. It is situated twenty yards from the 
end of the present bridge. Built in the late 17th Century as the Fox and 
Goose Inn, the old bridge finished just outside the front door. Remains of the 
first two arches are still there but buried under the road. An even earlier 
bridge probably existed in Roman times, the connection being carried through 
to the present time with XL Biter.    www.burtonbridgebrewery.co.uk

ENGLAND Burton Bridge Brewery/Elgood & Sons Ltd.

Burton Bridge 
Brewery

BURTON BRIDGE EMPIRE IPA
English IPA 7.5% abv
The India Pale Ale was born in the late 18th century 
when more hops and grains were added to a pale ale 
recipe to help the beer survive the long and hot journey 
to India, to supply the English troops with beer.  This 
IPA, considered a ‘benchmark’ of the style is brewed 
at famous Burton-on-Trent – noted for its mineral-rich 
waters.  A complex combination of dry hoppiness and 
restrained fruitiness make this one a classic!

BURTON BRIDGE OLD EXPENSIVE
Old Ale 6.5% abv
A strong, dark, winter warmer from Burton-on-Trent. It 
has a rich, port wine aroma with massive malt & ripe 
fruit flavors.  The finish is deep with raisins and hops,

12/16.9 oz Btl. #36587

12/16.9 oz Btl. #36588

Elgood & Sons Ltd is one of the most progressive family-
owned brewing companies in the United Kingdom. Situated 
in the heart of ‘Fen’ country in Cambridgeshire, home to 
Elgood’s is the North Brink Brewery which was established in 1795, and was 
one of the first classic Georgian Breweries to be built outside London. In 1878 it came 
under the control of the Elgood family, and so it remains today, with the fifth generation 
of the Elgood family. The classical Georgian facade presents a sense of history to the 
world, and over the years Elgood’s has remained loyal to traditional brewing methods.   
www.elgoods-brewery.co.uk

Elgood & 
Sons Ltd. 

ORIGINAL FLAG PORTER
Porter  5% abv
Brewed from a traditional 19th century British recipe 
using yeast salvaged from a vessel which sank in the 
English Channel in 1825. Enormously complex... dark, 
tangy, slightly smoky and nutty aroma... the finish is 
rich in fruit, hops and bitter chocolate and becomes 
intensely dry.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27201
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Sixth generation cider makers, Chris and Andrew Hecks, 
are incredibly proud of their heritage, being raised on 
the family’s cider farm in the heart of the Cider Making 
County of Somerset, England. The cider making history of the Hecks 
family can be traced back to 1841, when first generation cider makers, John  
and Mary Hecks, lived and farmed at Lord Lease Farm.   www.heckscider.com

Heck's 
Traditional 
Farmhouse 
Cider

30 L keg #23626
12/750 mL Btl. #36102

2013 VINTAGE DRY CIDER
Dry Cider 6% abv
Traditional Somerset farmhouse cider, matured 
in oak barrels for at least twelve months. Typical 
of style, and region, this is a traditional Somerset 
farmhouse cider: it’s big in flavor, 100% cider 
fruit fermented with wild yeasts, unfiltered and 
unpasteurized. Clean quenching and morish.

ENGLAND Harveys/Heck's Traditional Farmhouse Cider

The name of Harvey has long 
been associated with the supply 

of beers, wines and spirits in Sussex. Records of 
1794 recall the delivery of Old Red Port, Sherry and Claret 
within a twenty mile radius of the medieval town of Lewes. However, 
it was under the management of John Harvey (1784-1862) that the Bridge 
Wharf Brewery was established on its present site by the River Ouse, 
overlooking Cliffe Bridge, Lewes.   www.harveys.org.uk

Harveys

A. LE COQ  
IMPERIAL EXTRA DOUBLE STOUT
Russian Imperial Stout 9% abv
In the early 1800s, the Belgian Le Coq exported 
imperial stout from England to Russia & the Baltic 
region. In the early 1900s, Le Coq was invited by the 
Tsarist government to brew his legendary Imperial 
Extra Double Stout within the Russian Empire. This is 
an intensely black brew with little head. Strong notes 
of soy, molasses, and espresso make this a beer 
unparalleled in the brewing world.

24/9.3 oz Btl. #28146HARVEY’S CHRISTMAS ALE
Winter Warmer  8.1% abv 45 ibu
Harvey’s Christmas Ale has been brewed for over 
a quarter of a century. Maris Otter Pale Ale Malts 
are blended with highly roasted “crystal” malts and 
pinhead oats. Harveys pride themselves on brewing 
from local Fuggle and Golding hops grown within 35 
miles of the brewery. 

24/9.3 oz Btl. #36760
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In 1828, retired cotton 
manufacturer, John Lees 

started making beer. This was an age when 
the working man would drink 12 pints a day, the women 
a little less and even the kids got in on the act. This wasn’t 
because water was considered a waste-of-throat time, but you 
might catch something like cholera.  At the same time Manchester 
was becoming the work shop of the world.  When demand meets 
quality at the right price you get success.   www.jwlees.co.uk

ENGLAND J.W. Lees

J.W. Lees

J.W. LEES HARVEST ALE  
Barleywine 11.5% abv
These vintage-dated barley wines are brewed only once 
each year on December 1st to celebrate the first brew 
from each year’s harvest of barley & hops.  J.W.Lees has 
been brewing for six generations, since 1828.  A truly 
classic barley wine that is meant to be aged and only 
improves over time. 

2013 2015

2009 2011

2001

2007

2012 2014

2002

2008

12/9.3 oz Btl. #38602 12/9.3 oz Btl. #23864 12/9.3 oz Btl. #23071 12/9.3 oz Btl. #23825 

12/9.3 oz Btl. #36621

12/9.3 oz Btl. #36644 6/9.3oz Btl. #36651 6/25.4 oz Btl. #36654 

12/9.3 oz Btl. #36682

12/9.3 oz Btl. #36643

20 L Keg #23631 

J.W. LEES HARVEST ALE  
WOOD FINISHES  
Barleywine 11.5% abv
A few cases of each year’s vintage Harvest Ale are 
chosen to be matured for four months in casks that 
previously held one of Lagavulin single-malt scotch, 
E. Dupont Calvados, Willoughby’s Finest Reserve 
Port, or Willoughby’s Rayoso Cream Sherry.

CALVADOS LAGAVULIN

SHERRY PORT

12/9.3 oz Btl. #36634 12/9.3 oz Btl. #36622 

12/9.3 oz Btl. #36638 12/9.3 oz Btl. #36637 
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RCH Brewery started in the early 1980’s at the Royal Clarence 
Hotel. The Brewery was purchased by the Davey Family in 
1984. In 1993 Graham Dunbavan was employed as a brewer 
and new beers were developed by him and Paul Davey. Production quickly 
grew from 5bl a fortnight to 15bl a week, which was the capacity of the brewhouse in  
the hotel. Brewing became a problem then because the brewery used all the cold water 
supply to the hotel in the afternoon and guests could not wash because it was all being 
used in the paraflow. It was decided that they had to look for other premises. These were 
found at a hamlet called West Hewish near Weston Super Mare.   www.rchbrewery.com

RCH 
Brewery

ALE MARY
Premium Bitter, Spiced  6% abv 
A premium bitter spiced with ginger, cloves, 
cinnamon, coriander, and nutmeg.  A deceptively 
drinkable winter seasonal!

OLD SLUG PORTER
Porter 4.3% abv
A delicious porter with a full-bodied taste of 
chocolate, coffee, black currant, and black cherry. It 
features a dark, near black color with a good white 
head. Brewed with Fuggles & Goldings whole hops.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23552

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23551

ENGLAND Pilton Cider/RCH Brewery

Pilton are artisan producers at the heart 
of Somerset’s cider-land making whole 
juice sparkling cider by the old English 

method of keeving. Apples are collected from traditional cider orchards 
in and around the parish of Pilton and slowly fermented for six months in our 
cool Victorian cellar before bottling.   www.piltoncider.com

Pilton 
Cider

30 L Keg #23839KEEVED CIDER
English Keeved Cider 5.5% abv
Keeving is an artisan method for making naturally 
sweetened cider. The keeving process involves the 
formation of a pectin gel. The gel traps nitrogen and is 
removed. Starved of its essential nutrients, the wild yeast 
fermentation stops early, leaving natural sugars. We bottle 
our keeved cider when it is still fermenting, and allow it to 
develop its own natural tiny-bubble sparkle.
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St. Peter’s Brewery is based 
at St. Peter South Elmham, 
near Bungay in Suffolk. 

The brewery itself was built in 1996 and is housed in an 
attractive range of traditional former agricultural buildings adjacent 
to St. Peter’s Hall. Siting the brewery at St. Peter’s was ideal because 
of the excellent water quality from our own deep bore-hole. Locally 
malted barley is used, together with Kentish hops, to produce a range 
of classical English cask-conditioned ales. In addition the company 
produces a range of superb bottled beers. We brew ‘traditional’ beers 
(bitters, mild etc.) as well as some more unusual beers such as honey 
porter and fruit beer.   www.stpetersbrewery.co.uk

St. Peter's 
Brewery

CREAM STOUT
Stout  5.7% abv 
A rich black velvet color, coffee and vanilla notes 
on the nose with a rich creamy chocolate flavor 
and smooth mouth feel together with a satisfying 
bittersweet aftertaste. This strong, dark and aromatic 
cream stout is made from a blend of five local malts 
with Fuggles, Progress and Challenger hops. 

ORGANIC ENGLISH ALE
English Pale Ale  4.5% abv 
A clean crisp lightly carbonated copper colored 
traditional English ale. This ale is made with 
organically grown Venture malted barley, organic 
Marynka and First Gold hops and St. Peter’s own 
single strand yeast variety. It has a pleasing aroma of 
apples with hints of dark marmalade on the palate. 

OLD STYLE PORTER
Porter   5.1% abv 
This traditional ale is brewed with a blend of colored 
malts to produce this distinctive, fine beer which has 
a pleasing dark cherry appearance. Complex aromas 
of liquorice and rum and raisin chocolates and a 
flavor is of rich fruit cake with hints of coffee are in 
abundance in this full bodied warming ale.

DIRTY TACKLE
ESB  5.2% abv 
This smooth, moreish, full bodied, malty ale is red 
chestnut in color with a complex fruity and roasted 
aroma. Medium bitterness.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #22562 12/16.9 oz Btl. #22561

12/16.9 oz Btl. #22559

12/16.9 oz Btl. #22558

6/4/11.2oz Btl. #22565  12/16.9 oz Btl. #22561

ENGLAND St. Peter's Brewery
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ENGLAND Samuel Smith

The Old Brewery at Tadcaster was 
founded in 1758 and is Yorkshire’s 
oldest brewery. Samuel Smith is 

one of the few remaining independent breweries in England, 
and further is the last to utilize the classic Yorkshire Square system  
of fermentation solely in stone squares.  The rich Samuel Smith strain 
of yeast at The Old Brewery dates from the early 1900s. Hops are hand-
weighed by the master hop blender, and the brewing water is drawn  
from a well sunk over 200 years ago.  www.samuelsmithsbrewery.co.uk

Samuel 
Smith

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35425 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35420NUT BROWN ALE
Brown Ale 5% abv 31 ibu
A walnut-colored specialty of the North of England. A 
festive-occasion beer, brown ale is one of the oldest 
English brewing styles, mentioned in literature in the 
16th century. Beers brewed at the old brewery have 
a round, nutty flavor because of the Yorkshire square 
system of fermentation. 

INDIA ALE
India Pale Ale 5% abv 46 ibu
In the late 18th and early 19th centuries there was 
a considerable trade in beer to India. Leaving the 
India Docks in London, ships would sail around 
the Cape of Good Hope through the Indian Ocean 
to Bombay and beyond, a three-to four-month trip. 
Highly hopped pale beers brewed to withstand the 
trip became known as “IPA,” India Pale Ale. 

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35495 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35496

IMPERIAL STOUT
Imperial Stout 7% abv 35 ibu
Russian imperial stout was originally brewed in Great 
Britain to satisfy the Czarist courts, who were great 
connoisseurs of Champagne, caviar and the art of 
the table. Because it was transported across the 
freezing Baltic, Russian imperial stout was brewed 
with a high level of alcohol. Rich, flavorful, deep 
chocolate color, scented and roasted barley nose. 
Complexity of malt, hops, alcohol and yeast.

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35475 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35470
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ENGLAND Samuel Smith

ORGANIC CHOCOLATE STOUT
Chocolate Stout 5% abv 28 ibu
Stout and chocolate are beautifully melded 
together in this delicious stout; it’s deep, roasty, 
aromatic, and satisfying ale with full body and 
fruity notes from the Sam Smith’s yeast strain 
supporting lush chocolate aroma and flavor.   
This beer is USDA Certified Organic by the UK  
Soil Association and is Registered Vegan. 

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35441

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35445 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #3544012 FL.OZ. 355 ml
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PRODUCT  OF  ENGLAND

OATMEAL STOUT
Oatmeal Stout 5% abv 32 ibu
Originally a drink for lactating mothers, oatmeal 
stout was described as nutritional on early labels. 
Oats are in the same family as barley, and a 
small addition yields great flavor. Popular in the 
late 1800’s, the last oatmeal stout was brewed 
before the First World War until Samuel Smith 
reintroduced this style in 1980. 

TADDY PORTER
Porter 5% abv 32 ibu
Porter was the first commercially brewed beer. 
It was named for the train porters who were its 
original servers and consumers. Samuel Smith’s Old 
Brewery, Yorkshire’s oldest, reintroduced authentic 
porter to the British beer scene in 1979 after an 
absence of more than 50 years. It is a very dark, 
fairly full in body and packed with flavor. Intense,  
dry tangy character of roasted barley.

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35435 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35430

6/4/12 oz Btl.    #35455 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35450ORGANIC LAGER
Pale Lager 5% abv 25 ibu
Lightly kilned organic lager malt grown in the UK 
is the main ingredient, with a substantial addition 
of organic UK Vienna malt. Bright straw-gold color; 
medium body. Pure barley malt flavor and herbal 
hops in perfect balance. Clean and crisp, with 
brilliant conditioning.

ORGANIC PALE ALE
Pale Ale 5% abv 31 ibu
Brewed with well water (the original well at the Old 
Brewery, sunk in 1758, is still in use, with the hard 
well water being drawn from 85 feet underground); 
best barley malt, yeast and aromatic hops; 
fermented in ‘stone Yorkshire squares’ to create  
a full, rounded flavor and after-taste.

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35465 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35460

12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35442
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ENGLAND Samuel Smith

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35416 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35417ORGANIC PERRY
Perry 5% abv
Samuel Smith’s Organic Perry shows a clear pale 
straw color, smooth body, crisp but rich flavor of ripe 
pears, and the appealing aroma of a sunny summer 
pear orchard. The finish is dry, but not demanding 
or austere. A crisp, clean wine yeast strain ferments 
Perry, to highlight the delicate pure pear flavor and 
maintain the soft aromatics.

6/4/12 oz Btl.    #35402 12/18.7 oz Btl.  #35398ORGANIC APRICOT ALE
Fruit Ale 5.1% abv 14 ibu
Apricots contribute to a stunning fruit beer: the ripe, 
aromatic bouquet supports a sweet, summery flavor 
with just a suggestion of stone-fruit tartness. Samuel 
Smith's Organic Apricot Ale is rich and full-bodied; 
the color is a glowing hazy orange.

12/18.7 oz Btl.    #353956/4/12 oz Btl.    #35402

12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35397

12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35396

ORGANIC STRAWBERRY FRUIT ALE
Fruit Ale 5.4% abv 14 ibu
Strawberries offer a soft and subtle flavor, 
making the character of this fruit beer extremely 
sophisticated and refined. The smooth malt and 
aromatic strawberry flavor merge together in 
an elegant fashion, with the fresh flavor of ripe 
strawberries shining through.

ORGANIC RASPBERRY FRUIT ALE
Fruit Ale 5.4% abv 11 ibu
A dramatic fruit beer with intense, mouth-watering 
fruit character derived from the natural acidity of 
organic raspberries. Complex beer notes from hand-
crafted organic beer, brewed at the tiny Melbourn 
Bros Brewery lend structure and depth to this 
special fruit beer.

ORGANIC CHERRY FRUIT ALE
Fruit Ale 5% abv 16 ibu
The high natural acidity of sour cherries makes 
cherry a fruit of choice for creating an ultimate 
fruit beer. The vibrant fruit character of this beer is 
perfectly underpinned by deliciously complex beer 
notes which result from the old Melbourn brewery’s 
special yeasts.
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ENGLAND Samuel Smith

WINTER WELCOME  
Winter Warmer 6% abv
Throughout history, beer of somewhat higher alcohol 
and richness has been enjoyed for the winter holidays, 
when old friends get together to enjoy the season. 
Wassail, a festival to celebrate winter and the beer that 
goes with it, predates the Christian era. Winter Welcome 
is vintage-dated with a special label each year. Honey-
amber-colored, creamy head of small bubbles, floral 
aroma and delicious malt flavor with great finesse.

12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35498 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35399
2016 VINTAGE

YORKSHIRE STINGO
English Strong Ale 8% abv 30-35 ibu
This barrel-aged, bottle-conditioned strong ale 
expresses elegant refinement. Samuel Smith’s Stingo 
shows rich, superb flavors of toffee, raisin, dried fruit, 
and caramel; waves of flavor ascend and ebb leaving 
soft oak notes. Hops add a perfect enhancement to 
dramatic malt and fermentation flavors, but without 
pushing bitterness past the point of balance. 

Seasonals

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35490 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35485

4/3/18.7 oz Btl.    #35480

6/4/12 oz Btl. #35497 12/18.7 oz Btl.    #35499
550 ml1PT. 2.7FL. OZ.
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PRODUCT OF UNITED KINGDOM 
5.0% alc./vol.

ORGANIC CIDER
Cider 5% abv
Bright straw-gold with excellent clarity, Samuel 
Smith's Organic Cider has a light body, with brilliant 
conditioning, a crisp clean flavor, and a dry finish. 
The bouquet is fresh apples, with a soft floral note.

SAMUEL SMITH SELECTION BOX
3-Pack Bottles w/Glass 
This "Beerlover's Dream" features a Victorian pint 
of each of three exquisite organic Samuel Smith 
selections: Pure Organic Lager, Organic Chocolate 
Stout, and Organic Perry . It also includes an 
authentic Samuel Smith pint glass, and two 
"Rose of Yorkshire," coasters.
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ENGLAND Sandford Orchards

Sandford Orchards is a traditional 
farm business, pressing juices and 
ciders for an ever growing market, 

both here and abroad. Our methods are simple and so is our ethos: we 
only bottle the best. We are enormously proud to have been recognised for our 
endeavors. We are a family business full of passion for our products, we believe that 
Devon ciders and juices are the best in the world – we want you to taste them!  
www.sandfordorchards.co.uk

Sandford 
Orchards

STRAW & OAK CIDER
English Farmhouse Cider 6.8% abv
It was pressed through wheat reeds and barley 
straw; aged in oak barrel for one year. Still full of 
fresh grapefruit, pear and elderflower aroma, with  
a superb astringent oak finish.

CHESTNUT CASK CIDER 
English Farmhouse Cider 6.8% abv
Chestnut Cask is one of a series of special blends 
showcasing traditional styles of cider. Pressed in 
2013 fermented and aged in Chestnut wood. Rich 
and round tannins with delicate residual sweetness 
and bitter finish that will please a cultured palate.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23798

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23799

Thornbridge Brewery is 
immediately adjacent to 
Thornbridge Hall, situated  

just north of the picturesque village of Ashford in the Water in the 
heart of the beautiful Peak District National Park near Sheffield. The brewery 
proper is based in a converted joiner’s and stonemason’s workshop within the 
grounds of Thornbridge Hall. The aim of the brewery is “to make a small range 
of quality cask and bottled beers using new recipes, innovative approaches and 
the use of local fresh ingredients    www.thornbridgebrewery.com

Thornbridge 
Brewery

BRACIA
Specialty Brew 10% abv
A velvety, rich ale generously infused with dark 
and bitter chestnut honey. Aromas of cappuccino, 
chocolate, fresh peel, licorice and hazelnuts with a 
little peat in the finish.

HALCYON
Double IPA 7.7% abv
This ale is brewed with 100% Maris Otter floor malted 
pale ale malt and heavily hopped with a combination 
of our favorite hops of the moment. We get equal 
amounts of spiciness and intense hop character as 
well as lightness and softness of the more fruit based 
aromas. A full-on bitter finish and full body are key for 
this beer as is the addition of dry hops in maturation. 

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23546

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23755
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ENGLAND Thornbridge Brewery

JAIPUR IPA
India Pale Ale 4.2% abv
Wonderful India Pale Ale has a beautiful light golden 
appearance. On the nose, sweet citrus notes prevail 
reminiscent of candied lemon peel and combine 
deliciously with hints of sun-drenched tropical fruits. To 
taste, the immediate impression is soft and smooth but 
this rapidly builds around the mouth to a crescendo of 
massive hoppiness accentuated of honey.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23535

KIPLING SOUTH PACIFIC PALE ALE
Pale Ale 5.2% abv
This beer is single hopped with Nelson Sauvin, 
making Thornbridge the first brewery in the UK to 
use this technique. Kipling South Pacific Pale Ale is 
a golden blonde beer with an exquisite passion fruit, 
gooseberry and mango aroma, with a full body and a 
lasting grapefruit-like bitter finish.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23537

RAVEN BLACK IPA
Black IPA 6.6% abv
Raven is a massively hopped Black IPA. It pours black 
as night, has a beautiful intense aroma of pine and 
sweet roasted malt, citrus and blackcurrants. Flavors 
are a complex combination of bitter chocolate with 
pineapple and orange preceding a long bitter finish. 
Bitterings hops are Warrior, while aroma and dry hops 
are Centennial, Nelson Sauvin, and Sorachi Ace.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #25006

SAINT PETERSBURG  
IMPERIAL RUSSIAN STOUT
Imperial Russian Stout  7.4% abv
Full-bodied Stout with roasty, chocolatey malt 
and dark red fruit flavors (blackberries and black 
currants, yielding almost a slight tart wine-like 
undertones) and a coffee finish.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #38690
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Our beers are brewed with a 
combination of ancient and 
new techniques, with the aim 

of producing a beer for people who want to discover and 
understand new tastes and flavors.  Exceptional brewing stems from 
imagination and passion. Brewing doesn’t need to be confined by rules, 
tradition or ingredients. By adding a Wild 5th ingredient or process to our 
beers we are giving you a truly memorable drinking experience. Some of 
our beers will be aged in oak to allow the soft vanilla and rich tannins 
to help mature the beer, others fermented with wild yeast strains to add 
layers of flavor and complexity to the beer. Every Wild brew is a result of 
our Wild minds conceiving, creating and crafting beers that explore the 
boundaries of the palate.    www.wildbeerco.com

The Wild 
Beer Co. 

ENGLAND The Wild Beer Co.

EVOLVER IPA
Brett IPA 5.8% abv 
The exploration of yeast strains and the different 
results we can achieve are beautifully exemplified in 
Evolver, a pale ale with a difference. 100% fermented 
with Brettanomyces. For the first 3 months the beer 
tastes the same as a fresh pale ale, then the differing 
flavor compounds start to shine through and after 6 
months the Brett really takes hold.

18/11.2 oz Btl. #23422

18/11.2 oz Btl. #23418

30 L Keg #23428

30 L Keg #36593BLISS
Spiced Fruit Saison  6% abv
A ‘wild’ interpretation of the style, this one is 
fermented with brettanomyces, roasted apricots, 
and a secret blend of spices (including cardamom).

MODUS VIVENDI
Old Ale   7% abv
Matured for 30 days in ex-bourbon barrels with a 
touch of brettanomyces. Wildly different.

IDUNA CRU
Fruit Saison 9% abv 
Named after an ancient Greek goddess of beer, this 
is a saison with copious amounts of New Zealand 
hops, freshly harvested Somerset apple juice and 
wild yeast added to the mix. Once bottled, the 
beer undergoes a secondary fermentation with 
champagne yeast, giving it a brisk spritziness on the 
tongue. Serve chilled in a champagne flute. A great 
crossover between beers & ciders!

18/11.2 oz Btl. #23413

18/11.2 oz Btl. #23423

30 L Keg #36594

30 L Keg #23085
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The Wychwood Brewery is 
tucked away behind the main 
street of the market town of 

Witney, in the heart of the Oxfordshire Cotswolds. Witney is 
historically famous for its 3 B's: its bread, its blankets, and its beer. 
Brewing has place in Whitney for centuries. In 1983, the original Clinch's 
Brewery site was purchased by Paddy Glenny. Paddy christened it The 
Eagle Brewery. In 1990, the Eagle was renamed the Wychwood Brewery 
after the Ancient medieval Wychwood Forest which borders Witney. 
www.wychwood.co.uk

Wychwood 
Brewery

18/11.2 oz Btl. #23414

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #22553 12/1/16.9 oz Btl. #22554

6/4/16.9 oz Can #22570

30 L Keg #23082SOMERSET SAISON
Saison 5% abv  
A transcontinental fusion of Belgium’s Eclectic beer 
culture and the feisty hops of North America brought 
to life with the aid of West Country artisanal brewing 
wizardry and judicious use of the US-grown Soarchi 
Ace hop.

HOBGOBLIN
ESB 5.2% abv  
Traditionally craft brewed with Chocolate and Crystal 
malts and a blend of Styrian, Goldings & Fuggles 
hops to produce a full-bodied, Ruby beer that delivers 
a delicious chocolate toffee malt flavor, balanced with 
a rounded moderate bitterness and an overall fruity, 
mischievous character.

SOMERSET WILD
Wild Ale 5% abv
Fermented with a locally harvested culture of yeasts 
and bacteria from the orchards that Somerset is 
famous for. The wet climate of Somerset is perfect 
for the orchards and pastures that are the lifeblood 
of our area, they are also perfect conditions for the 
yeasts, bugs and critters that we need to make a 
unique sour beer.

30 L Keg #38621

50 L Keg #22555

ENGLAND Wychwood Brewery
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FINLAND Sinebrychoff/Vakka-Soumen

Established in 1819 in the 
city of Helsinki, Finland. 

Nikolai Sinebrychoff purchased the brewing 
monopoly for Helsinki at auction on October 13, 1819 and thus 
began the Finnish brewing industry. The brewery stopped producing the 
product in the 1890s. More recently, when they wanted to produce it again for 
the Olympics in Helsinki in 1952, the Oy Sinebrychoff Ab Brewery was only 
producing lager beers. The sample yeast for the first batch was supposedly 
taken from a bottle of naturally conditioned Guinness. Sinebrychoff Porter is 
still brewed at the original brewery.    www.bunitedint.com

Vakka-Suomen Panimo 
Osakeyhtiö is a micro 

brewery producing specialty beers in the middle of 
the city. The home town of the brewery is Uusikaupunki, a lively 
and beautiful town on the southwest coast of Finland! The brewery has 
started the production of special beers at summer 2008. The business idea  
is to brew and sell quality made special beers.    www.bunitedint.com

Sinebrychoff

Vakka-Suomen

SINEBRYCHOFF PORTER
Baltic Porter 7.2% abv
This intense Baltic porter is near black and features 
a caramel head. Thick and roasted, it hints at mature 
fruits. This style of “imperial porter” was very much 
loved by Empress Katharina of Russia, and in the 
18th century she decreed that “all of her soldiers” 
had to  be supplied with it. This beer ages nicely for 
10 years or so. 

PRYKMESTAR SAVU KATAJA
Juniper Smoke Beer 9% abv
This intense Baltic porter is near black and features 
a caramel head. Thick and roasted, it hints at mature 
fruits. This style of “imperial porter” was very much 
loved by Empress Katharina of Russia, and in the 
18th century she decreed that “all of her soldiers” 
had to be supplied with it. This beer ages nicely for 
10 years or so. 

24/11.2 oz Btl. #36697

20/16.9 oz Btl. #23849
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This brewery is located in 
the heart of the cultural & 
historically artistic center of 

Paris: Montmartre. Located in the middle of the “Old Arab quartier” 
the food & spices of which serve as inspiration for his various recipes. His 
brewing philosophy defines the term “Terroir” in a very intriguing way: he 
brews in the middle of a community the values & customs of which provide the 
background of his first recipes. The brewery was named after the street it is 
located on: La Goutte d’Or. Following that trend.   www.bunitedint.com

CHATEAU ROUGE
Spicy Red Ale 6.5% abv 
Named after the metro station close by, adjacent 
to the Black-African quartier of Paris. Red ale with 
an assertive bitterness, fruity aromas and a tangy 
finish. Unfiltered, unpasteurized, with natural yeast 
sediment on the bottom.

9/16.9 oz Btl. #23192
30 L Keg #23104

Brasserie de  
la Goutte d’Or 

Jérôme Hatt, who 
obtained his Master 
Brewer’s certificate  

in 1664, started up the Canon Brewery in the Place du Corbeau 
in Strasbourg. Following the Second World War, “Kronenbourg” 
became the name of the company, and began international expansion. 
Originally Kronenbourg brewed ale, but it is now known for lagers.  
Kronenbourg is the leading brand of beer in France, enjoying over  
three and half centuries of brewing.     www.kronenbourg1664.com

Brasserie 
Kronenbourg

50 L Keg #24972
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #24970 2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #24979

Kronenbourg 1664 logo, International.

Sofie Møller
/ Sofie.Moeller@carlsberg.com
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KRONENBOURG 1664
Lager 5% abv
Made with selected malts and an exclusive yeast, 
this beer has golden highlights with an aromatic 
hoppiness and a subtle bitterness that comes from a 
long maturation in the cellars. Ideal for drinking on a 
terrace, as an aperitif or simply for the pleasure, 1664 
is the market leader for high-end premium beers. 

30 L Keg #24974
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #24973

KRONENBOURG 1664 BLANC
White Beer 5% abv
Kronenbourg 1664 Blanc is fresh and fruity beer. 
This original refreshing white (wheat) beer is brewed 
with a hint of citrus, and coriander spice which 
makes it a sweet and unique flavory modern taste 
among all other wheat beers. This modernity is 
perfectly expressed through its unique shiny blue 
bottle of unique design.

FRANCE Brasserie de la Goutte d’Or/Brasseries Kronenbourg
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Brasserie de St Sylvestre 
is a brewery in the Nord-
Pas De Calais region of 

Northeast France. Brewing in the town on Saint-Sylvestre-
Cappel dates back to at least 1800, although the troubled history of 
Flanders has interrupted business several times in history. Above the 
story of La Brasserie de St Sylvestre is one of passion — the tradition 
of expertise passed on from father to son and the constant search for 
perfection. The popularity of our beers owes much to the high quality of 
the local ingredients.    www.eurobrews.com

Brasserie de 
St Sylvestre

Cidrerie Loïc Raison

FRANCE Brasserie de St. Sylvestre/Cidrerie Loïc Raison

6/4/11.2 oz Btl.   #22545

6/4/11.2 oz Btl.   #22556
20L Keg   #22557

12/750 mL Btl.    #22546GAVROCHE
Bière de Garde 8.5% abv
Gavroche is a strong, red beer in which the deep malt 
flavor and brisk hoppiness are very well balanced. 
The whole is accentuated by fruity flavor derived from 
a special top-fermenting yeast. This is a rare French 
example of an ale refermented in the bottle.

CELT CIDRE BRETON TRADITIONNEL
Cider 4.5% abv
This is a refreshing “demi sec” cider with a fruity 
flavor balanced by a crisp dry finish made from the 
finest apples in Brittany. Authentic and traditionally 
made hard cider imported from Brittany. 100% 
fermented apple cider not from concentrate.
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FRANCE Brasserie de St. Sylvestre/Cidrerie Loïc Raison

The Domaine Christian Drouin from the Coeur de Lion 
estate is located in the heart of “Pays d’Auge” area in an  
old Norman farm whose architecture is typical of the 17th 
century architecture of the Auge area.  The family production of calvados, 
cider and pommeau has been awarded 390 medals and honour prizes. Production of 
cider at the Coeur de Lion estate is mentioned as early as 1638.   www.calvados-drouin.com

Domaine 
Christian 
Drouin

12/11.2 oz Btl.    #38633 12/750 mL Btl.    #36758DOMAINE CHRISTIAN DROUIN 
CIDRE COMTE DE LAURISTON
Normandy Cider  4.5% abv
This sparkling cider comes to us from the Domfront 
region, and is more florally & fruity – albeit less 
complex – than those from Pays d’Auge. This cider is 
a great introduction into the world of French Cidres. 

12/375 mL Btl. #38711 12/750 mL Btl.    #36773DOMAINE CHRISTIAN DROUIN  
POIRÉ PEAR CIDER
Pear Cider 4% abv
Poiré is a traditional beverage made in Normandy by 
the fermentation of Pear Juice.  Very clear color with 
gold highlights. Nose is delicate with pear flavors and 
citrus hints. Poiré is a light, elegant and refreshing 
drink which can be enjoyed as an aperitif.

12/375 mL Btl. #38616 12/750 mL Btl.    #36771DOMAINE CHRISTIAN DROUIN  
PAYS D’AUGE
Normandy Cider 4.5% abv
The cider is produced in strict compliance with the 
A.O.C. standard set by the "Institut National des 
Appellations d'Origine Controlees". Only low yield 
varieties are used in order to extract maximum 
concentration from each apple. 

FRANCE Domaine Christian Drouin
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24/375 mL Btl.    #36787 12/750 mL Btl.    #36747DOMAINE DUPONT CIDRE ORGANIC
Organic Cider  5.5% abv
The apples and the techniques used to make the 
cider are in conformity with European standards 
relating to organic agriculture, “Bio UE”. The apples 
are entirely untreated. In addition, the Organic Cider 
is unpasteurized - as other Domaine Dupont ciders.

24/375 mL Btl.    #36796DOMAINE DUPONT CIDRE TRIPLE
Normandy Cider  10.5% abv
Cidre Triple is created using a selection of bitter 
apples, inspired by the techniques used to make the 
famous long keeping dark beers. Its bitterness and 
fruit flavors, its alcohol strength and fine amber color 
all combine to make Cidre Triple an unusual artisanal 
product of strong and individual personality. 

6/750 mL Btl.    #36776DOMAINE DUPONT CIDRE RESERVE 
Normandy Cider 7% abv
Specially aged in oak casks previously used for 
Etienne’s Calvados for five months.  This adds an 
incredibly rich complexity to the cider, adding a  
silky quality to it.

6/375 mL Btl.    #36742DOMAINE DUPONT CIDRE DE GIVRE
Ice Cider 7.5% abv
As a true ice cidre "Cidre de Givre" expresses with 
intensity the flavors of the apples from Domaine 
Etienne Dupont. It is derived from E. Dupont Cidre 
Bouche Brut by freezing it and then removing the 
frozen water. 

24/375 mL Btl. #36757

6/1.5 L Btl. #23352

12/750 mL Btl.    #36759DOMAINE DUPONT CIDRE BOUCHÉ
Normandy Cider 5.5% abv
A true unpasteurized, unfiltered cidre from Normandy. 
A variety of manually-picked apples – sweet, acidic, 
and tannic – are all married by Etienne Dupont to 
achieve this renowned apple cider. This beverage is 
tremendously complex. Orange-yellow in color, with 
notes of apple, leather, and wood. 

Etienne Dupont has been 
in charge of Le Domaine 
Familial Etienne Dupont 

since 1980, when he took over from his father Louis and his grand 
father Jules. He has improved the old ocher's and has planted a further ten 
hectares of small standard apple trees. Today, there are 27 hectares of typical 
varieties, that is to say 6,000 apple trees, for the production of Cider, Pommeau 
and Calvados. Etienne went to Cognac to learn the art of double distillation and 
worked in close partnership with an oenologist. From the picking of the apples to 
the final aging of the Calvados, Etienne Dupont is fully committed to producing the 
best quality. Quality always comes first, often at the expense of the yield. In 2002, 
Jérôme Dupont joined Le Domaine.  www.calvados-dupont.com

FRANCE Domaine Familial Etienne Dupont

Domaine Familial 
Etienne Dupont
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1/750 mL Btl.    #23351

6/375 mL Btl.    #36719

12/750 mL Btl.    #23350DOMAINE DUPONT POMMEAU
Pommeau  17% abv
Felicitous marriage between Calvados and freshly 
pressed tannin-rich apple juice, Pommeau combines 
power, sweetness and gentleness. Nuances of plum, 
crystallized citrus fruits opening out to aromas of nuts. 
Supple and gentle attack. Good mouth feel, lasts well. 
Aromas of tart tatin with hints of grilled hazelnut. Very 
agreeable finish of toffee and cherries.

6/750 mL Btl.    #23353DOMAINE DUPONT CUVÉE COLETTE 
Normandy Cider 7.5% abv
Cuvée Colette is a cider made following the "méthode 
traditionnelle" (traditional method) of making 
sparkling wines. Refined and elegant, it makes  
an excellent drink as an aperitif.

POME
Pommeau 18% abv
A very special blend of E. Dupont’s unfermented apple 
juice and his one year old Calvados. This blend was 
filled into 5 year old empty calvados casks in 1996 
the tannins of which were still at work. It has been 
aging in these wooden barrels ever since.

Founded in Douai in 1919, 
Les Brasseurs De Gayant, 
initially called Les Enfants 

De Gayant, was born from the fusion of 4 breweries based in 
Douai. M. Jean-Pierre d’Aubreby bought the brewery in 1955 and his son, 
Patrick started to manage the company in 1987. By his side is Alain Dessy, 
engineer-brewer from the University of Louvain (Belgium), who is the 
technical director and inventor of new beers at LES BRASSEURS DE 
GAYANT. In 2010, the Brewery has been bought by M. Pecqueur, owner  
of BRASSERIE ST OMER which is 100% independent. 

Les Brasseurs 
De Gayant

5/3/8.5 oz Btl. #28008 12/11.2 oz Btl. #28249BELZEBUTH
Golden Ale 13% 
Its pungent taste is a result of a particular variety of 
yeast and mixture of three different malts. No extra 
alcohol is added to the natural process nor water is 
removed to increase its strength. This golden ale has 
a complex aroma, which almost defies description 
with fullness of flavors overcoming the warming 
sensation of alcohol. Perfect as an aperitif or with a 
sinful desserts. 

FRANCE Les Brasseurs De Gayant
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In the middle of the 
old part of Bamberg, 
directly beneath the 

mighty cathedral, one can find the Historical Brewery 
Tavern Schlenkerla. First mentioned in 1405 and now run by 
the Trum family in the 6th generation, it is the fountain of 
Original Schlenkerla Smokebeer specialty since 1678 “Schlenkern” 
is an old German expression for walking not straight (just like a 
drunk person does). Allegedly one of the former brewers had a 
funny way of walking due to an accident, and so he was called 
"the Schlenkerla” The Original Schlenkerla Smokebeer is here 
at the tavern still being tapped directly from the wooden barrel 
according to old tradition.   www.schlenkerla.de

GERMANY Aecht Schlenkerla

Aecht 
Schlenkerla

AECHT SCHLENKERLA URBOCK
Smoked Bock 6.6% abv
A sister-brew of the classic Märzen, this bock 
beer has more malt for a more balanced palate 
and richer mouthfeel. Brewed only in October, 
but available all year long. Unpasteurized, bottle-
conditioned, and made with 100% smoked malt.

AECHT SCHLENKERLA WEIZEN
Smoked Weizen 5.2% abv 
Imagine the classic flavors of a weizen (clove 
& banana) matched with the smoky notes of a 
rauchbier and you have this brew. Unpasteurized, 
bottle-conditioned, and made with wheat malt  
and smoked barley.

AECHT SCHLENKERLA  
HELLES LAGERBIER
Helles Lager 4.3% abv
Brewed in the same old copper kettles as the classic 
smoke beer and fermented by the same Aecht 
Schlenkerla yeast; however, no smoke malt is used. 
Yet a slight smoky character persist!

AECHT SCHLENKERLA MÄRZEN
Smoked Märzen 5.4% abv
World-famous smoked rauchbier from Bamberg. The 
malt is smoked with beech wood for a delicious aroma 
of smoked bacon, and taste to match. A true classic 
that is best paired with barbecued pork, cheeses, or 
even Cajun cuisine. Unpasteurized, bottle-conditioned, 
and made with 100% smoked malt.  

20/16.9oz #36695

20/16.9 oz Btl. #36696

20/16.9 oz Btl. #36689

20/16.9 oz Can #23961

20/16.9 oz Btl. #36694

2/5 L Can #36726

2/5 L Can #36724

2/5 L Can #36730

2/5 L Can #36731

30 L Keg #36699

30 L Keg #36698

30 L Keg #36691
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AECHT SCHLENKERLA EICHE
Rauchbier 8% abv
The archetype of smoked-beers breweries of 
Bamberg uses oak wood for this beer, rather 
than the traditional beech, to produce this richly 
nuanced doppelbock.  Superb with grilled salmon,  
it is a great example of the rauchbier style.

20/16.9 oz Btl. #36811
30 L Keg #36732

FIRST BAVARIAN PALE ALE
Pale Ale 5.1% abv
The First Bavarian Pale Ale was created between the 
three friends Stefano Cossi (formerly Thornbridge Hall 
Brewery, UK), Matthias Mueller (they met at famous 
Brewing School Weihenstephan/Germany) and 
Rudi Hirz. Dry-hopped through the use of a special 
“Hop mill” as well as in our tank container during its 
journey from Apostelbraeu to the USA.

DINKELBOCK
Spelt 6.6% abv
Apostelbraeu DinkelBock is quite refreshing inspite of 
its 6.6 % alc/vol. It shows a distinct dry/fruity finish. 
The estery character of Rudi Hirz’s “house yeast” 
and the unique Hallertauer Saphir/Austrian Opal 
hop combination [plus dry-hopped with Opal hop] 
harmonize very well. Its big body consisting of Pilsner 
malt, Rudi Hirz’ own floor malted barley and Spelt 
provide the perfect malt sweet balance. 

HISTORIC ROGGENBIER
Rye Ale 5.3% abv
Historic rye ale brewed with actual rye bread in the 
fermenter.

20/16.9 oz Btl. #23161

20/16.9 oz Btl. #23162

20/16.9 oz Btl. #23075

Founded in 1890 it has been owned in the now 
5th generation by Family Rudi Hirz. Rudi Hirz 
V took over in 2005. In 1989 they became 
famous for (re-)introducing “spelt” or “dinkel” into the 
brewing process.   www.bunitedint.com

Apostelbräu Brauerei

GERMANY Apostelbräu Brauerei
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Established in 1328, 
Augustinerbräu is 

considered the oldest brewery in Munich. The original 
brewery restaurant is heralded worldwide with an interior glass dome fit 
for an Edwardian English garden and mussle-shelled patterns reminiscent of the 
Barcelona cathedrals.  “The most elegant place devoted to the consumption of beer in 
Munich is Augustiner’s 1890’s Restaurant on Neuhauser Strasse.” - Michael Jackson’s 
The New World Guide to Beer 

AUGUSTINER BRÄU EDELSTOFF
Munich Helles Lager  5.3% abv
A beautiful bright gold color, clean and very light 
aroma, slightly off-dry malt flavor with delicate hop 
background, clean light malt and hop finish, long 
mild dry hop aftertaste, very smooth and tasty.

4/6/12 oz Btl. #22000

4/6/12 oz Btl. #22005AUGUSTINER BRÄU MAXIMATOR
Doppelbock  7.2% abv
Dark brown with copper tones, strong malt and hop 
nose, rich complex malt flavor with plenty of zest 
and character, slightly bitter and dry hop finish and 
aftertaste, a lovely double bock with lots of gusto.  

GERMANY Augustinerbräu/Bayerischer Bahnof

Augustinerbräu

As the name implies, the Gose 
originates from the city of 
Goslar. According to the 

legend, Kaiser Otto III. enjoyed it very much in the year 996. But it 
had not been officially mentioned in a document before 1470.  From the 
Harz Mountains the special beer traveled to the east. There, in the principality 
of Anhalt, it appealed to the “Alte Dessauer”. And it was he who brought it 
to Leipzig in the year 1738 because he did not like the local beer. Quickly the 
Gose found its home in the trade city and neither war nor customs barriers 
could stop the thirst for Gose in Leipzig.   www.bayerischer-bahnhof.de

Bayerischer 
Bahnof

LEIPZIGER GOSE
Gose 4.5% abv
An historic beer style of Germany, mentioned as 
early as 1000 A.D., that faded into obscurity. We 
have resurrected this top-fermenting wheat beer 
that is brewed with a bit of coriander, salt, and lactic 
acid bacteria. Sharp and refreshing with a dry finish. 
Unpasteurized, unfiltered, and bottle-conditioned.  

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23359
30 L Keg #23316

BERLINER STYLE WEISSE
Berliner Weisse 3.1% abv
Bayrischer Bahnhof’s interpretation is a slightly 
softer, more mellow version of the “Berliner Weisse” 
style with a beautiful balance of tartness, fruitiness, 
and sweetness. Available in draft as "Special Order".

24/11.2 oz Btl. #36579
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BECK’S SAPPHIRE
Pilsner 6% abv
A new addition to the Beck’s family for 21-29 year 
old adult consumers who are increasingly looking for 
premium beers that complement their trendy style and 
nighttime occasions. Sapphire’s striking black glass 
bottle is sure to deliver a bold statement in the club.

6/4/16 oz Can #10447

24/12 oz Btl. #10802

4/6/12 oz Btl. #10800
1/2 bbl #10414

15/22 oz Btl. #10412

6/4/16 oz Can #10816

2/12/12 oz Btl. #10807

2/12/12 oz Btl. #10445

BECK’S
Pilsner 5% abv
This classic German Pilsner carries a distinctive full-
bodied taste, with a fresh “hoppy” bouquet, golden 
color and a rich full head. The taste doesn’t end there.  
With a slightly fruity but firm crispness, this exciting 
blend of intriguing flavors ends with a clean, dry finish.

GERMANY Beck’s

It all began on June 27, 1873 
when Luder Rutenberg (A 

Bremen master builder), Heinrich Beck (A 
master brewer), and Thomas May (a businessman) came 
together to establish the Kaiserbrauerei Beck & May, in Bremen, 
Germany. Located in the upper northwest corner of Germany on 
the river Weser, Bremen was once a busy trading port and has a 
rich history of brewing beer.  Early Bremen brewers are credited 
with creating a recipe—dating back nearly 1,000 years—for a heavy 
barley beer that withstand long sea journeys.   www.becksbier.com

Beck’s
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BECK’S PREMIER LIGHT
Light Lager 2.3% abv
With only 64 calories, Beck’s Premier Light is one of 
the lowest calorie counts of any beer in the market 
today!  Poised to capitalize and capture the evolving 
wave of consumer health trends, this beer has a 
refreshing taste and quality you would expect from 
the world’s number 1 German Beer.

4/6/12 oz Btl. #10809

4/6/12 oz Btl. #10421 2/12/12 oz Btl. #10422

BECK’S NON-ALCOHOLIC
Non-Alcoholic Beer >0.5% abv
What this brew lacks in alcohol it makes up for in 
flavor. Beck’s brewmasters stop the fermentation 
process before alcohol can form, but not before they 
achieve the distinctive full-bodied taste and aroma 
of the finished brew. Light amber in color, Beck’s 
Non-Alcoholic boasts a full, rich, thick head and 
balanced bitterness.

About Braufactum: In 
2009, three German 

beer experts set off to find the best beers in 
the world. They returned to Germany forming the brand 
BraufactuM for a new, fine beer culture. Since then only high-
quality brews, which owe their character to the combination of 
traditional craftsmanship and an innovative approach, are to be found 
in the BraufactuM collection. The finest raw materials combined with 
superior craft beer brewing techniques create a new and sensational 
indulgence. The result is a distinguished range of widely differing 
specialty brews, full of character and special merit.

Braufactum

SOLEYA
Saison  6.5% abv 
The summer atmosphere is reflected in the refreshing 
lightness of this beer. A special saison yeast strain is 
used for this naturally cloudy beer. The typical flavors 
of this yeast, namely green banana, apple and stone 
fruits, form a delightful symbiotic relationship with the 
floral qualities of the Australian Enigma hop variety.

PROGUSTA
India Pale Ale  6.5% abv 
The hoppy aroma can be attributed to the American 
Citra and German Hallertauer Mittelfrüh varieties, 
which complement each other ideally. The sweetness 
remaining after fermentation forms a nice interplay with 
the bitter note. A reddish color with a medium head. 

30 L Keg #30059

30 L Keg #30058

GERMANY Braufactum
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GERMANY Brauerei Aying

50 L keg #35755
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #35761 20/16.9 oz Btl.    #35760

30 L Keg #35765
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #35770

20/16.9 oz Btl.    #35750

In the shadow of the Alps, 
nestled in the 1200 year-old 
village of Aying, Brauerei 

Aying produces a wide range of different styles of beers, more 
than most of the larger breweries in Bavaria. The Ayinger Brewery 
has been owned and operated by the same family since 1878 and 
represents one of the most pleasant and interesting small breweries which 
are typical of Europe. Brewing good beer is the premier duty of Aying, 
and people come from all over the world to sample the wares. In a land of 
wonderful breweries, Ayinger is considered a benchmark of excellence.

Brauerei 
Aying

AYINGER BRAÜWEISSE
Hefeweizen 5.1% abv 13 ibu
Wheat beer has always been known as an elixir or 
tonic, especially if the brewer’s yeast was left in the 
bottled beer. A very popular beer style, in Germany 
and around the world. Pale color, tart in palate, 
“brut” beer with a delicious, inviting wheat body and 
elegant aroma. Finishes with a subtle spicy note.

CELEBRATOR DOPPELBOCK
Doppelbock 6.7% abv 24 ibu
Originally brewed at a monastery in northern Italy, 
"double bock" was quickly introduced by Bavarian 
brewers to compete with bock. Doppelbock names 
end with the suffix "-ator." Profoundly dark, rich elixir 
with a complex fruitiness of roasted malt  
and whole hop flowers. Semi-dry finish.

ALTBAIRISCH DUNKEL
Dunkel Lager 5% abv 21 ibu
Translated to English, the name literally means "Old 
Bavarian Dark Beer." This is the most traditional style 
of beer in Bavaria. Before light beers were introduced 
from the big cities, most village beer—like most village 
bread—was dark, toasty and flavorful. Dark brown with 
a warm sweet aroma. A satisfying malty taste with 
coffee-ish tones and a hint of fruitiness.

BEER - 6.7% ALC./VOL. - 330 mL/11.2 FL. OZ. 
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BAVARIAN PILS
German Pils 5.3% abv 32 ibu
The flavor of a fruitful barley harvest, seasoned with 
noble hops: a brisk golden lager with snappy hop 
aroma and velvety-soft malt flavor, from locally-grown 
barley. A thick creamy head rests atop this brilliantly 
clear, golden elixir. Ayinger Bavarian Pils shows the 
masterful perfection of four classic ingredients 
melded by a family’s generations of brewing skill: 
barley malt; hops; water from an Ice Age aquifer via 
the brewery’s well; and lager yeast.

30 L Keg #35783

50 L Keg #35752  
6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #35751 
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GERMANY Brauerei Aying

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #35762 20/16.9 oz Btl. #35785
30 L Keg #35780

20/16.9 oz Btl.    #35790

AYINGER OKTOBER FEST-MÄRZEN
Oktoberfest/Märzen 5.5% abv 21 ibu
Full-bodied, flavorful March (Märzen) beer brewed  
and lagered to celebrate Bavaria's famous 
Oktoberfest. Served at German beer festivals in 
September and October with roasted chicken, pork, 
and sauerkraut. (Seasonal). Rich, golden color. Slightly 
sweet, malty nose. Medium to big body and alcohol. 
Soft dryness from long maturation.

URWEISSE
Dunkel Weisse 5.8% abv 12 ibu 
A Bavarian specialty.  Dark unfiltered wheat beer. 
Amber in color, dry in palate, very fruity, bursting 
flavor of fruit, apples and even cloves. Extraordinary 
as an aperitif. 

30 L Keg #35749
20/16.9 oz Btl.    #35775

JAHRHUNDERT BIER 
Helles Lager 5.5% abv 24 ibu
A delicious, malty export-style beer that was first 
brewed in 1978 for the 100th anniversary of the 
brewery. Golden, big herbaceous bouquet with a 
soft, medium body and a long lingering finish with 
dry hop tones. 

20/16.9 oz Btl. #35795AYINGER WEIZENBOCK
Weizenbock 5.5% abv 10 ibu
A powerful and astonishing winter seasonal with the 
classic Bavarian Weizen beer aroma suggesting spice 
and cloves, smooth body from wheat; extravagant, 
elegant, pinpoint conditioning. The flavor offers the 
essence of the wheat harvest, fresh-baked bread. 
The finish, fruity yeast melds with warmth and 
suggestions of tropical fruit, cloves and banana.
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20/16.9 oz Btl.    #35830PINKUS UR PILS
Pilsner 5.2% abv 32 ibu
Golden pilsner with bright, elegant bitterness was 
developed in Pilsen, Czechoslovakia, in the mid-19th 
century and German brewers began to brew “pils” 
very soon after. Pinkus Ur Pils, brewed with organic 
malt and hops, has another connection to the beers 
of 150 years ago: no chemical fertilizers or pesticides 
are used to produce the malt and hops.

GERMANY Brauerei Pinkus Müller

The Pinkus-Muller 
Brewery traces its 
origins to the family’s 

arrival in the Northern Germany town of Munster in 1816. 
At that time, Johannes Muller and his wife Friederika Cramer 
started a brewery and a bakery. Since their arrival there have been 
150 breweries in Munster. Only Pinkus remains. Today, the fifth and 
sixth generation of the family operate the famous Pinkus-Muller Pub/
Brewery. So dedicated to quality is Pinkus, that they are the world’s 
first brewery to brew with only organically grown barley malt and 
whole hop blossoms. Pinkus Brewery is certified organic by USDA-
accredited ABCERT GmbH.   www.merchantduvin.com

Brauerei 
Pinkus Müller

20/16.9 oz Btl.    #35835

20/16.9 oz Btl.    #35840

PINKUS HEFE-WEIZEN
Weisse   5.1% abv 20 ibu
Wheat beer is a Bavarian specialty. In the 16th century, 
the Electors of Bavaria declared beer made from 
wheat to be a monopoly of the state, which remained 
for centuries. Very light in body and color. Crisp, dry, 
spritzy, and refreshing unfiltered beer. Clean ale-yeast 
aroma and flavor, without the characteristic yeasty 
spiciness of a Bavarian wheat beer.  

PINKUS MÜNSTER ALT
Münster Altbier  5.1% abv 20 ibu
Alt is the German word for "old" or "ale" and this style 
is certainly among the earliest. Today, it is a specialty 
of Westphalia, in Northern Germany. Pale, golden color 
with excellent, herbaceous aroma, delicate fruit-acid 
palate, and long dry finish. Cured ham, sweetbreads, 
lasagna, as an aperitif with a dash of flavored syrup 
(raspberry, lime or cherry), light breads, croissants, 
pizza, corn tortillas. Serve in thin, delicate, straight 
glasses garnished with fresh fruit.
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4/6/12 oz Btl. #30002

4/6/12 oz Btl. #30001

GERMANY Clausthaler/Dortmunder Actien-Brauerei

Clausthaler, a pioneer among 
non-alcoholic beers, stands as 

a synonym for great-tasting alcohol-free beer like no 
other brand in the world. The wide range of Clausthaler products 
illustrates the brand‘s commitment to the dynamic market segment of non-
alcoholic beers. Today, Clausthaler is exported to more than 50 countries in the 
world, making the brand a true global player.   us.clausthaler.com

Clausthaler

CLAUSTERHALER PREMIUM
Non-Alcoholic Beer > 0.5% abv
From the very beginning we have been brewing 
Clausthaler with our own special method. This is 
how we earned our reputation as the “Beer among 
non-alcoholic brews.” Clausthaler has a crisp taste, 
is smooth in character and complemented by an 
elegant dryness.

CLAUSTERHALER DRY HOPPED
Non-Alcoholic Beer > 0.5% abv
Clausthaler Dry Hopped, the world’s first dry hopped 
N/A, is also the world’s first unfiltered N/A with 
cascade hops! Our innovation is full-bodied and 
hoppy, with hints of malty caramel. Crisp citrus 
notes complete the taste of this delicious dry 
hopped N/A.

DAB is the original beer 
from Dortmund. For more 
than 100 years it has been 

brewed in the city of Dortmund. The name DAB originates from the 
initials of the brewery (Dortmunder Actien-Brauerei) and represents the world 
famous Dortmunder beer type ever since. Characterized by its bright golden color, 
smooth natural taste and its outstanding taste and quality, DAB is enjoyed by 
connoisseurs the world over. DAB. Das Dortmunder Original.   www.dab-beer.com

Dortmunder 
Actien-Brauerei

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #30060 4/6/16.9 oz Btl. #30050

4/6/16.9 oz Btl. #30051

5 L Can #30052

50 L Keg #30053DAB
Dortmunder Export 5% abv
DAB Dortmunder Export is the finest example of 
the special bottom-fermented blond lager. It is a 
harmoniously balanced, crisp and easy-to-drink 
beer with pleasingly gentle notes of hops and malt. 
A very well-rounded taste profile with a soft and 
elegant texture.

DAB DARK
Dunkel Lager 4.9% abv
A dark beer of premium-class and most popular in 
its region: these dark brown to black beers have a 
mild-roasted malty character without the associated 
bitterness. As specialty beers, they have a full body 
with a gently enhanced malty flavor and an aroma 
with low to moderate levels of sweetness. Hop 
bitterness is low to medium in character.
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GERMANY Einbecker Brauhaus A.G.

The oldest still existing 
document to prove sale 
of Einbecker beer dates 

back to April 23, 1378. During the 14th and 15th centuries every 
citizen in the town of Einbeck had the right to brew beer and by 1616 
there were 742 citizens that owned brew houses (aka. brauherren), and 
the first bock-style beer in the world was brewed in the town of Einbeck.  
In 1749 the town of Einbeck combined all the brewing rights and the 
Einbecker brauhaus was created. In 1851 the beer was bottled for the first 
time. The bottles ever since had the same unique shape significant of all 
Einbecker beers.    www.einbecker-brauhaus.de

Einbecker 
Brauhaus A.G.

30 L Keg #26095

30 L Keg #36083

50 L Keg #36087

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36082

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36081

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36086

2/5 L Can #26091

2/5 L Can #26090

UR-BOCK DUNKEL
Dunkel 6.5% abv
The original bock beer, brewed in the home of bocks:  
Einbeck, Germany.  A classic Autumnal bock with a 
tawny color, strong malt character, and clean finish. 

MAI-UR-BOCK
Maibock  6.5% abv
This traditional Spring bock is designed to have 
a more refreshing, bright character than its Fall 
cousin. Hops and malt duel for attention in the 
palate, followed by a dry finish.  

BRAUHERREN
Pilsner 4.9% abv
Sale of Einbecker beer dates back to 1378.  By 
1616, there were 742 Einbeck “brauherren” – 
citizens that owned brew houses.  This example  
of a pilsner is sublime.

30 L Keg #26093
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36088

EINBECKER SCHWARZBIER
Black Beer 4.9% abv
Pilsner and dark roasted malts impart a virtually 
opaque color to the Black Beer. It's distinctive palate, 
reminiscent of bitter chocolate, dry toffee and coffee, 
it's restrained richness, and hoppy, dry finish may 
be compared to the fruitiness of its top-fermenting 
English companions - stouts and porters.
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GERMANY Franziskaner

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #26092

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #36101AINPÖCKISCH HELLER BOCK 
Heller Bock 6.7% abv
Ainpöckisch beer, mentioned in documents since 
1378, is a completely natural, unfiltered Bock 
beer specialty from the town of Einbeck, home of 
the historic Bock beer style. Brewed according to 
traditional recipes with generous additions of hops, 
left completely unfiltered.

EINBECKER NON-ALCOHOLIC
Non-Alcoholic Beer  0.3% abv 
The non-alcoholic offering from Einbecker Brauhaus.  

Franziskaner is the 
largest-selling, imported 

German wheat beer in the USA.  The name of 
Franziskaner can be traced back to the oldest privately-owned 
brewery in Munich. It was founded in 1363 in the heart of town by a 
brewer named Seidel Vaterstetter. Being located next to a Franciscan 
monastery, it took on the name by which it is known today: Franziskaner.

Franziskaner

50 L Keg #10997FRANZISKANER HEFE-WEISSBIER
Hefeweizen 5% abv
This unfiltered wheat beer has a natural cloudy 
appearance. A crisp, distinctive, extremely refreshing 
taste with a hint of clove. The higher carbonation 
content gives this beer a sparkling champagne feel.  

4/6/12 oz Btl. #10991

20/16.9 oz Btl. #10984

2/12/12 oz Btl. #10995

EINBECKER WINTER-BOCK 
Doppelbock 7.5% abv
An Amber red color with a big malt-sweet chocolate/
molasses nose including notes of dark fruits. It has 
a full malt – fruity character (plums, cherries), well 
balanced with Hallertauer hops.  It has a perfect 
balance of malt sweetness and hoppy dryness.

30 L Keg #26094
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #26096
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GERMANY Friesisches Brauhaus zu Jever/Gaffel

In its long, eventful and thrilling history of more 
than 150 years, the Friesian Brewery in Jever, 
has become what it is today – one of the top ten 
breweries in Germany with one of the most up-to-date 
production facilities worldwide.   www.jever.de

Friesisches Brauhaus zu Jever

JEVER PILSENER
German Pilsner 4.9% abv 
For 150 years, in the Friesland region of northern 
Germany, the Jever Brewery has used only pure 
Friesian spring water and fresh Hallertau hops in 
a beer that has become prized around the world 
for its distinctive palate and crisp, dry finish. Jever 
has a clean and refreshing taste that compliments 
almost any food. 

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #10471
50 L Keg #10470

The democratic spirit of the 
Gaffels, trade unions that 

overthrew the patrician government of Köln 
(Cologne), is alive today in the Gaffel brewery, whose beers 
delight and satisfy the palates of beer lovers from every walk of life.  
This Kölsch style of beer, a cold-fermented, lightly hopped ale, has quickly 
gained popularity with U.S. brewers as a smooth, refreshing and flavorful 
alternative to pilsners and lagers, though by decree, only beer made in 
Köln can truly be called Kölsch.  Gaffel has perfected this style to the point 
that, despite limiting production exclusively to Kölsch beers, it is one of the 
top ten draft beer producers in all of Germany.   www.gaffel.de

Gaffel

GAFFEL KÖLSCH
Kölsch 4.8% abv
This beer combines the smoothness of a lager with 
the subtle fruitiness and floral qualities of an ale to 
produce a remarkably light and refreshing beer that 
must be tasted to be appreciated. The complex, 
delicate flavors and aromas of Gaffel make it an 
ideal complement to virtually any cuisine.  

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #10473
50 L Keg #10474
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GERMANY Georg Schneider & Sohn

The Schneider brewery 
was established in 1872 
when Georg Schneider 

purchased the right to brew wheat beer from King Ludwig II. Up 
to that point wheat beer could only be brewed by the Bavarian royal 
family. He purchased and brewed the brauhaus in Munich, and the Weisses 
Brauhaus in Kelheim. This second brewery has been used to brew wheat 
beer since 1607 and is therefore the oldest continually operating Weisse Beer 
brewery in the world.   www.schneider-weisse.de 

Georg Schneider 
& Sohn

SCHNEIDER WEISSE
Bavarian Hefe-Weizen 5.4% abv
This world-classic Bavarian Hefe-Weizen is rich is 
clove, banana, and vanilla flavors.  A rich, creamy 
head tops this dark rust-colored brew.  Less citrusy 
than most wheat beers, this one is slightly sweet 
and incredibly satisfying.  Unpasteurized, unfiltered, 
and bottle-conditioned.

SCHNEIDER HOPFEN WEISSE
Bavarian Hefe-Weizen 8.2% abv
This dry-hopped weizen combines the best of 
American ingenuity with the traditions of Bavarian 
brewing. A collaboration between Schneider Brewery 
& Garret Oliver of Brooklyn Brewery, this brew offers 
rich mango flavors and a nice Saphir hop character.

SCHNEIDER WIESEN  
EDEL-WEISSE ORGANIC
Oktoberfest Weizen 6.2% abv
USDA-certified "organic" wheat beer from Bavaria. 
This full-bodied brew is lighter in color than 
traditional hefe-weizens with more citrus, peach, 
and clove flavors. Lighter in color than many, it is 
a bit higher in alcohol. Refreshing & warming. No 
lemon wedges, please! 

20 L Keg #36772

20 L Keg #36786

50 L Keg #36768

50 L Keg #38620

20/16.9 oz Btl. #36705

AVENTINUS WHEAT DOPPELBOCK
Weizen Doppelbock  8.2% abv 
The world's archetypal weizen doppelbock. The 
addition of chocolate malt gives this brew incredible 
richness that complements the traditional weizen 
flavors of clove & banana.  This is the world's oldest 
top-fermented wheat double-bock, created in 1907.  
Unpasteurized, unfiltered, and bottle-conditioned of 
course! 

20 L Keg #36711 50 L Keg #36713
20/16.9 oz Btl. #36710

20/16.9 oz Btl. #36707

20/16.9 oz Btl. #36785
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HOFBRÄU ORIGINAL
Helles Lager  5.1% abv
Typical smooth Munich “Helles” Lager.  Classic style 
and highly drinkable. Tasting notes from Beverage 
Testing Institute: Clean, whole grain toast and clay 
aromas follow through to a dry medium-to-full body 
with excellent balance of lightly honeyed malt and 
astringent citrus and earth accented hops on the finish.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #10952
50 L Keg #10950

20/16.9 oz Btl.    #10951

2/5 L Can    #10964

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #10969
50 L Keg #10966HOFBRÄU DUNKEL

Dunkel 5.5% abv
The archetypal Bavarian Beer.  A delicious dark 
amber Lager. Tasting notes from the Beverage Testing 
Institute: Rich dark copper color.  Aromas and flavors 
of toasted pumpernickel, almond butter and clay with 
plush medium-to-full body and cascade of cocoa, 
lemon and earthy hop on the sumptuous finish. 

GERMANY Hofbräu München

Necessity is the mother of invention. 
In 1589, the Bavarian Duke Wilhelm 
V founded the Hofbräuhaus München 

to save money because expensive beer had to be imported to meet the 
exacting standards of his court. With the Hofbrauhaus, the Bavarian Court got 
their own brewery to produce this brown ale.  The Hofbrauhaus today is an 
institution, one that has gained worldwide fame that no other catering establishment 
can equal.  This unique beer hall serves 1.5 million litres of  Hofbrau Munchen beer 
to some 1.8 million visitors a year.  Hofbräu… The beer of Bavarian Kings!   
www.hofbraeu-muenchen.de/en

Hofbräu 
München

20 L Keg #36714
24/11.2 oz Btl. #36715

AVENTINUS EISBOCK
Eisbock 12% abv
Partially freezing beer and removing the resulting 
frozen water results in this ‘concentrated beer’ style 
– Eisbock.  An intense dessert beer, derived from 
the classic Aventinus weizen doppelbock.  

VINTAGES
AVENTINUS VINTAGES
The world's oldest top-fermenting wheat 
doppelbock and the archetype of the style, this 
brew was created in 1907 at the Weisse Brauhaus 
in Munich. Individually-wrapped & dated.  

20/16.9 oz Btl. #38604

20/16.9 oz Btl. #38709

20/16.9 oz Btl. #23634

20/16.9 oz Btl. #38702

20/16.9 oz Btl. #38630
VINTAGE 2010

VINTAGE 2008

VINTAGE 2011

VINTAGE 2009

VINTAGE 2012
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4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #10953
50 L Keg #10956

20/16.9 oz Btl.    #10955
HOFBRÄU HEFE WEIZEN
Hefeweizen  5.1% abv
The world’s first Bavarian Hefe Weizen from 1602 with 
a monopoly for 200 years.  A refreshing very quaffable 
Hefe with fruity flavor, sparkling with rich foam.  
Aromas of banana taffy and banana bread, delicate 
citrus and spice follow through on a crisp entry to a 
dryish-medium body with a good depth and a tangy 
wheatgrass, grain and citrus rind accented finish. 

GERMANY Hofbräu München

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #10968
50 L Keg #10957HOFBRÄU MAIBOCK

Maibock 7.2% abv
Hofbräu Maibock has the longest pedigree of all 
Munich’s Bocks. Its aromatic flavor and alcoholic 
content of approximately 7.2% by volume makes it 
one of the best creations from Hofbräu’s brewing 
kettles. Hofbräu Maibock marks one of the high 
points in the beer-lover’s calendar!

HOFBRÄU OKTOBERFEST
Märzen 6.3% abv
The same type and golden color served at the Munich 
Oktoberfest. Tasting notes from the Beverage Testing 
Institute: Brioche, toasted nut, lemon, and clay aromas 
follow through on a lively entry to a dryish medium-full 
body with plush carbonation and baked apple and 
citrus accent. Gold Medal Winner rated 94.

50 L Keg #10965 
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #10961 2/5 L Can #10963

HOFBRÄU VARIETY
Variety Pack
A 12 pack of Hofbräu's finest selection of beers. Each 
package contains Hofbrau Original, Hofbrau Dunkel, 
and Hofbrau Hefe Weisen.

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #10973

HOFBRÄU DELICATOR 
Doppelbock 7.5% abv
A Hofbräu Brewery specialty with limited availability and 
only in draft in a few selected establishments such as 
the BIERHAUS. It falls into the category of double bock.  
However, this is not your typical bock beer. It has a pale 
color since only pilsner type malt is being used. Instead 
of the high fruitiness found in typical bock beers,  it 
has a dryer, hoppier and smooth drinkability finish.  

SEASONAL, CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY. 

50 L Keg #10970 
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GERMANY Klosterbrauerei Ettal

Since 1330 the monastery “Kloster Ettal” has 
lived and worked in accordance with the 
Holy Rule of St.Benedict. The monastery’s 
own businesses - its brewery and distillery & farming - 
have provided the funds to sustains its centuries old buildings, 
art treasures and educational facilities since 1609.   
www.klosterbrauerei-ettal.de

Klosterbrauerei 
Ettal

ETTAL DUNKEL
Dunkel 5% abv
This brewery is one of the last remaining authentic 
German monastic breweries still operated and 
managed by its “true” owners:  the monks of the 
Holy Rule of St. Benedict.

ETTAL CURATOR
Doppelbock 9% abv
The famous doppelbock whose recipe dates back 
to the monastery’s 1330 establishment. Back my 
popular demand!  The monastery was begged to 
rebrew this original recipe, and here it is.

ETTAL HELL 
Helles Lager  5.2% abv
A perfect ‘session beer’ this golden brew starts off 
sweet then finishes with a delicate dryness.

20/16.9 oz Btl. #23721

20/16.9 oz Btl. #36820

20/16.9 oz Btl. #23722

30 L Keg #23779

30 L Keg #36821

HOFBRÄU SOMMER
Keller Bier 5.1% abv
A Hofbräu Brewery specialty with limited availability 
and only in draft in a few selected establishments 
such as the BIERHAUS. Naturally cloudy, unfiltered 
with a fine delicate aroma ideally for the warmer 
summer months.  A delicate fruitiness and light 
hoppy aroma. 

50 L Keg #10975
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Andechs Brewery and 
Monastery - Brewing Beer  
by the hand of Monks since 

1455. Located on the Holy Mountain above the eastern shore 
of Lake Ammersee in the middle of Upper Bavaria’s Five-Lakes 
Region, Andechs Monastery is easily visible from far away. For more 
than half a millennium it has been a cherished destination for pilgrims. 
At present, over 40,000 pilgrims per year travel to the Holy Mountain 
to pay homage to this spiritual site. The Monastery’s largest business 
enterprise is the Andechs Brewery. It is exclusive property of the 
Benedictine Monks of Saint Boniface of Munich and Andechs. Through 
their Brewery endeavor they are able to fund the entire pastoral, 
cultural and social commitments of the Abby.   www.andechs.de/en

50 L Keg #11751
20/16.9 oz Btl.    #11750

ANDECHS DOPPELBOCK DUNKEL
Doppelbock  7% abv
Soft, toasty and a touch of dried fruit accompany a 
pronounced caramel flavor in Doppelbock Dunkel. 
Full bodied and velvety, rich with a malty aroma, this 
beer enjoys a recognizable sweetness, garnished by 
roasted cocoa notes and a slight hop bitterness. 

50 L Keg #11736
20/16.9 oz Btl.    #11735

ANDECHS VOLLBIER-HELL
Helles Lager 4.8% abv
Pleasantly tangy, this beer has a light and soft body. 
The mild sweetness blends well with a velvety-soft hop 
bitterness. In the finish, it is smooth and harmonious. 
A product of traditional multiple mashing, Andechser 
Vollbier Hell presents a bright straw yellow and clear 
gleaming look that cannot fail to fascinate. 

50 L Keg #11746
20/16.9 oz Btl.    #11745

ANDECHS WEISSBIER DUNKEL 
Dunkelweizen 5% abv
This beer boasts a chestnut color, served with a very 
creamy, fine-poured foam crown. Weissbier Dunkel 
has a harmonious interplay of fruit flavors including 
banana and pineapple, followed by subtle caramel 
and chocolate tones.  Light caramel sweetness 
combines harmoniously with a fine hop bitterness.

50 L Keg #11741
20/16.9 oz Btl.    #11740

ANDECHS WEISSBIER HELL
Hefeweizen 5.5% abv
This beer boasts distinctive fruit flavors such as 
banana and honeydew melon followed by cloves. Very 
tangy and refreshing, the Andechs Weissbier Hell has 
soft body. The finish reveals a balance of slight honey 
sweetness and an elegant acidity with a subtle hop 
bitterness that quickly form a harmonious after-taste. 

GERMANY Kloster Andechs

Kloster 
Andechs
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Situated only a few 
miles walking distance 

from the Czech boarder, in the middle of the 
beautiful Oberpfalzer forest lies the picturesque little town 
of Moosbach. We are especially proud to have our own natural 
water reservoir which is over 40 meters deep. We have the most 
latest sophisticated computer technology but also the old but famous 
Bavarian know-how and tradition for brewing and making beer to 
its perfection. All of our beer is brewed under the accordance of the 
Bavarian Law of Purity enacted since 1516. Our beers are brewed 
with only the best and purest ingredients.   www.moosbacher.com

GERMANY König Ludwig/Moosbacher

Our expertise in the brewing 
business can be traced back  
to 1260. Over the centuries, the 

brewing know how, quality management and brand management 
have been developed and fine-tuned within the Wittelsbach family, the 
Royal Family of Bavaria. König Ludwig International is headed and 
controlled by HRH Prinz Luitpold von Bayern. Our Royal Bavarian beers  
are made from family recipes which have been fine-tuned over the centuries.   
www.royal-bavarian-beer-selection.com

König 
Ludwig

Moosbacher

KONIG–LUDWIG WEISSBIER
Weisse 5.5% abv
The specific selected yeast gives the “Weissbier” 
the unmistakable taste of diverse fruity beer flavors. 
A special brewing process with traditional bottle 
fermentation results in a particular bubbly, naturally 
cloudy “Hefeweissbier”.

MOOSBACHER KELLERBIER
Kellerbier 5.4% abv
Dark golden-brown hue. Pours with a foamy white head. 
Spicy aromas follow through on a medium-bodied 
palate with a creamy mouthfeel and dry, toasty finish 
showing a hint of hop character. An all natural dark 
beer which is brewed from an old recipe handed down 
from our ancestors. it is fine filtered, spiced with the 
finest hops and lavish malt. It has a full-bodied aroma.

MOOSBACHER SCHWARZE WEISSE
Schwarze Weisse 5% abv
Dark wheat beer with a dark golden-brown hue. 
Amber hue with a spicy toasted malt flavor. 
Fermentation occurs with yeast in the bottle.  
Non-filtered beer. Pours with a foamy-like head.

4/6/12 oz Btl. #12937

20/16.9 oz Btl. #22563   

20/16.9 oz Btl. #22564   

50 L Keg #12935
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GERMANY Privatbrauerei Heinrich Reissdorf

The town of Cologne, the 
namesake for Koelsch, not 
only has more breweries 

than any other city in the world. Koelsch, which has been brewed in 
Cologne and outlying areas since before 1300, furthermore has a brewers guild 
(founded in 1396) that mandates certain parameters for its brewing and protects the 
appellation worldwide. These days Reissdorf Koelsch has almost reached a “cult status” 
with beer connoisseurs around the world looking at it as a “well preserved secret”. Top 
fermentation lasts for about eight days with another four weeks of cold conditioning 
following. Founded on October 4, 1894 by Heinrich Reissdorf and his wife Gertrud in the 
historic “Severinsviertel” of the city of Cologne the Reissdorf Brewery has established 
itself as the pre-eminent brewery of the classic “Koelsch”.   www.reissdorf.de

Privatbrauerei 
Heinrich Reissdorf

REISSDORF KÖLSCH
Kölsch 4.8% abv
Designed to be pale of color, and soft on the palate, 
this Kölsch beer is restrained on fruitiness, with a 
delicate dryness in the finish. "Reissdorf Koelsch" 
is a "session style" beer served in its typical 7 oz. 
glass in the wee-hours after work.

20/16.9 oz Btl. #23515

6/4/16.9 oz Can #23828

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #23517

2/5 L Can #23516

50 L Keg #36762
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For over 125 years, the 
Possmann family has 

made traditional German apple wine and 
apple juice in the manner first handed down by Phillipp 
Possmann in 1881. Today, Possmann holds true to a spirit of Old 
World craftsmanship and a dedication to quality. Possmann’s fine 
wines and juices are now available to our friends in the United 
States.   www.possmann.com

Possman

PURE CIDER
Cider  5% abv
The uncompromisingly perfect hard apple cider from 
Kelterei Possmann Frankfurt Germany. Possmann 
Pure Cider has a perfect balance of rich apple flavor 
while not to sweet and finishing dry. The flavor comes 
from our unique source of apples which are harvested 
exclusively from the Hessen region of Germany. These 
country apples provide a uniquely rich apple flavor. 

6/4/12 oz Btl. #20603
30 L Keg #20600

GERMANY Possman

POSSMANN 1881
Sparkling Apple Wine  8% abv
Possmann 1881 is a sparkling apple wine, pressed 
from a private selection of fine wines, apples, and 
enhanced by an elaborate, two-fold fermentation 
process, the same method used in the production 
of champagne. Made from an old secret recipe 
from past generations of the Possmann family. The 
taste is refreshing, harmonious and fruity. A taste 
experience of a special kind.

FRANKFURTER ÄPFELWEIN
Apple Wine  5.5% abv
Frankfurter Apple Wine Possmanns flagship product 
that has made the company the most recognized 
apple wine producer in Germany. The Frankfurter 
Apple Wine is a crisp, clear wine with the distinct 
harmony of a tart wine with fruit flavor of the apple. 
Fully fermented with 5.5% alcohol by volume, the 
apple wine contains no additives.

HEISSER MULLED CIDER
Mulled Cider  5.5% abv
Heisser Apple Wine (hot apple wine) is a must 
during the winter and Christmas season. It is an 
aromatic drink based from apple wine with the 
following spices added: Cinnamon, Clove, Lemon 
and Sugar. This traditional recipe is very popular 
during the colder seasons in and around Frankfurt. 
5.5% alcohol by volume.

6/750 mL Btl. #20602

6/1 L Btl. #20605

6/4/11.7oz Btl. #20606 6/1 L Btl. #20607
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GERMANY Professor Fritz Briem

Dr. Briem, an expert in lactobacillus fermentation, 
is a former instructor at the famed Weihenstephan 
Institute; he also taught at the Siebel Institute in 
Chicago. He now runs a small test-batch brewery at which he 
recreates historic styles for B. United International.     
www.bunitedint.com

Professor 
Fritz Briem 

1809 BERLINER-STYLE WEISSE
Berliner Weisse 5% abv 
Much more complex & fruity than the traditional 
Berliner Weisse, this historic recipe is rich with 
a combination of fruitiness and lactic tartness.  
The wort is not boiled; it is heated up to boiling 
temperature then transferred to open fermenters 
and pitched with both yeast and lactic acid bacteria.  
Available in draft as "Special Order" .

13TH CENTURY GRUT BIER
Gruit  4.6% abv
An herbed beer, brewed only with small amounts of 
pollinated wild hops, that incorporates rosemary, bay 
leaves, caraway, ginger, anise, and gentian.  Based 
on a recipe from the 13th century that pre-dates the 
Reinheitsgebot. 

GRODZISKIE
Grätzer  4% abv
Grodziskie is a Sour Smoked Wheat Ale that was brewed 
in the 1900’s in East Prussia and dates back to as early 
as the 15th century. This historic version is brewed 
according to the German Purity Law with air-dried barley 
malt and beech smoked wheat malt then hopped with 
Perle and Saaz. A sour mash is created using the old and 
forgotten technique called “Digerieren”. Finally, a three 
month aging and maturation process creates a complex 
sour, smoky and heavily hopped wheat ale.

20/16.9 oz Btl. #36581

6/16.9 oz Btl. #23869

20/16.9 oz Btl. #77713
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GERMANY Radeberger Exportbierbrauerei/Schöfferhofer

Radeberger Pilsner owes its provenance to 5 
ambitious founders who shared a common goal: 
to brew a special beer that would put everything 
else in the shade in terms of flavor and palatability. From the 
moment the brewery was set up in 1872, Radeberger Pilsner has  
only ever been brewed in the town of Radeberg, not far from Dresden 
(Saxony, Germany) – at the first German brewery to have committed 
itself to brewing Pilsner-style beer only – and continues to uphold this 
tradition to the present day. Right from the start, nothing but the softest 
brew water from the brewery’s own wells has ever been used to produce 
Radeberger Pilsner. It lends the beer its unrivaled, palatable character. 
www.radeberger.com

Radeberger 
Exportbierbrauerei

RADEBERGER PILSNER
Pilsner  4.8% abv
Full-bodied and harmoniously balanced with a slight, 
bitter hop character. The beer presents with a brilliant, 
pale-gold color and an above-average head retention. 
A combination of highest quality hops, pure extreme 
soft water from the brewery’s own well and lively 
carbonation offer a delightful and unique texture. There 
are light floral notes with a hint of green field herbs.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #30000 2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #29996

4/6/16.9 oz Btl. #29994

20 L Keg #29993 50 L Keg #29998

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #30055 2/12/11.2 oz Can #30062
20 L Keg #30056

4/6/16.9 oz Can #30054

50 L Keg #30057

The brand name of 
Schöfferhofer comes 

from the Mainzer Hofbierbrauerei brewery ‘Zum 
Schöfferhof’, which merged with the Binding and Frankfurter 
Bürgerbräu breweries after World War I. Schöfferhofer was first 
brewed in 1978 – the first wheat beer to be produced outside Bavaria. 
The brewhouse was the Binding-Brauerei in Kassel, later Binding 
Brauerei Frankfurt.   www.schofferhofer.us

Schöfferhofer

SCHÖFFERHOFER GRAPEFRUIT
Hefeweizen Radler 2.5% abv
Schöfferhofer Grapefruit is the perfect balance 
of citrusy sweetness and tangy grapefruit coming 
together to create a unique taste experience. 
Discover what makes it the leader of a whole new 
kind of alcoholic beverage.
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GERMANY Spaten Münich

One of Germany's most successful 
breweries, Spaten is deeply rooted  
in Munich's venerable beer-brewing 

tradition, yet it remains modern and dynamic. Spaten has been a 
leading exporter of German beer for more than a century. We played a 
crucial role in establishing the present superior worldwide reputation for 
German beer. The basis of our continuously expanding export figures was a 
healthy pioneering spirit that led us to set up a network of committed import 
partners at an early date.   www.spatenbeer.com

Spaten 
Münich

SPATEN OKTOBERFEST
Märzen 5.9% abv
Our Oktoberfest Beer, created in 1872, is the world's 
first Oktoberfest (Ur-Maerzen) beer, brewed for the 
greatest folk festival in the world. No Oktoberfest may 
begin until the Mayor of Munich taps the first keg of 
SPATEN Oktoberfestbier. Amber in color. This medium 
bodied beer has achieved its impeccable taste by 
balancing the roasted malt flavor with the perfect 
amount of hops. Having a rich textured palate with  
an underlying sweetness true to tradition. 

4/6/12 oz Btl. #10983
50 L Keg #10432

50 L Keg #10430

30 L Keg #10431

SPATEN PREMIUM LAGER
Bavarian Lager 5.2% abv
This beer is our specialty. In 1894 Spaten became 
the first brewery in Munich to produce this brand of 
light lager. Golden in color with a well-balanced hop-
flavor. The full rounded body is a superb balance 
between hops and a malty sweetness. 

4/6/12 oz Btl. #10980

4/6/12 oz Btl. #10981

2/12/12 oz Btl. #10994

SPATEN OPTIMATOR
Bavarian Doppelbock 7.2% abv
The classic German dark beer; bottom fermented 
'Doppel Bock'. Full bodied with a deep dark color and 
rich roasted malt flavor.
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GERMANY Tucher

The history of the Tucher Bräu 
started in the year of 1672 with 

the “Freiherrlich von Tucher’schen Familie” 
(the family of the Barons of Tucher), an ancient patrician 
family who settled in Nuremberg already in the 11th century. In 
1855, when the independent city of Nuremberg had long since become 
part of the Bavarian Kingdom and Tucher was the very first Brewery 
entitled to call itself the Royal Bavarian Brewery of Wheat Beers, a 
roaring success began with the purchase of just this Brewery. The 
new owners introduced into their factory the steam technology and 
started exporting their kegged beer beyond the Bavarian border. The 
Moor’s head, which since the year 1300 has been an important part 
of the coat of arms of the von Tucher family, was incorporated in the 
brewery’s trademark.   www.tucher-usa.com

Tucher

TUCHER HELLES HEFE WEIZEN
Hefe Weizen 5.35% abv
A traditional, high fermented Bavarian yeast beer 
specialty with an accentuated wheat beer flavor and 
high vitamin B contents. Natural yeast cloudiness due 
to top fermentation. A sparkling, refreshing and thirst-
quenching product. 

TUCHER KRISTALL WEIZEN
Kristalweizen 4.7% abv
A light colored, crystal clear wheat beer specialty 
without yeast, top fermented, very sparkling, 
refreshing, thirst quenching, with high natural  
CO2 content. Very tasty! 

TUCHER DUNKLES HEFE WEIZEN
Dunkel Weiss  5.4% abv
A light colored, crystal clear wheat beer specialty 
without yeast, top fermented, very sparkling, 
refreshing, thirst quenching, with high natural  
CO2 content. Very tasty! 

20/16.9 oz Btl. #11950

20/16.9 oz Btl. #11952

20/16.9 oz Btl. #11954

4/6/12 oz Btl. #11956
50 L Keg #11951
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24/11.2 oz Btl. #36556

24/11.2 oz Btl. #36085

24/11.2 oz Btl. #28159

GERMANY Uerige Hausbrauerei

Built in 1632 and 
converted to a brewpub 
in 1862, Uerige Brewery, 

named for the cranky owner, Wilhelm Cuerten, has established 
the Duesseldorfer interpretation of Altbier as the classic of the style. 
After the building was completely destroyed in World War II, the new 
owner, Rudi Arnold began reconstructing the brewpub in 1945. In 1949  
he finished and in 1976 the Schnitzler family took over the company.  
www.uerige.de

Uerige 
Hausbrauerei

UERIGE “CLASSIC” ALT
Altbier  4.7% abv
The world-classic Düsseldorfer Altbier, one of 
Germany’s great beer styles. This German ale is 
noted for its spicy hop aroma, firm malty middle, and 
dry finish. Beautifully balanced and a perfect pairing 
with pork dishes. Flip-top bottles.

ALE
PRODUCT OF 

GERMANY

4.5 % ALC./VOL.

11.2 FL.OZ

Code

Bottled on

UERIGE STICKE
Altbier 6.5% abv
Brewed only twice each year, this “secret” alt has 
more hops and malt than the ‘classic’ Uerige. Dry-
hopped. Flip-top bottles. 

UERIGE DOPPELSTICKE
Altbier  8.5% abv
Even more hops & malt, this altbier is brewed by 
special request only once each year. This beer 
approaches a barley wine style in complexity.  
Full-bodied and bold.  Flip-top bottles.  
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GERMANY Warsteiner

Nine generations of  
the Cramer family have 

accompanied the Warsteiner brand on its 
journey. More than 250 years ago the success story of 
Warsteiner began. To this very day the exceptionally soft water 
builds the basis for an extraordinary beer brewed according to 
pilsner style whereby the quality unconditionally reigns supreme. 
The latest analysis methods, innovative measurement procedures 
and the uncompromising adherence to the obligations of the 
German Purity Law of 1516 sees to a constant premium quality  
in the barrel, bottle and can.    www.warsteiner.com

Warsteiner

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #12916 2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #12915WARSTEINER DUNKEL
Dunkel 4.8% abv
Thanks to the best ingredients this dark refreshes 
like a true lager beer. It has a rich smooth taste and a 
lingering slightly sweet aftertaste. The delicate aroma 
and extraordinary coloration resulting from a careful 
barley malt roasting process.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #12905

24/11.2 oz Can #12909 6/4/16.9 oz Can #12912 

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #12906
WARSTEINER PREMIUM VERUM
Pilsner 4.8% abv
Enjoy this world-class international premium pilsner. 
Unique: the slightly tart taste experience. Exceptional: 
the top quality of the ingredients. Inimitable: the 
exquisite premium character. Pleasantly light: thanks 
to especially soft brewing water. 

50 L Keg #12911

WARSTEINER WINTER
Winter Lager 5.6% abv 20 ibu
A seasonal, full-bodied winter beer with a warm and 
rich copper-red amber color. A satisfying malty taste 
sensation masterfully balanced with subtle hoppy 
bitterness. A perfect fit for celebrating the Winter season

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #12913 

WARSTEINER OKTOBERFEST
Märzen 5.9% abv
Exceptionally mild and smooth taste experience. 
Pleasantly light with a slightly malty aroma. Well-balanced 
flavor with a uniquely soft hoppy aftertaste. Amber-
colored and with a steady fine-poured head. Alcohol by 
volume 5.9%. Brewed according to the German Purity 
Law with no additives, preservatives, or chemicals.

WARSTEINER GRAPEFRUIT
Radler 2.5% abv
A beer mix (shandy style) consisting of 50% beer 
and 50% grapefruit soft drink. Clean, crisp and 
refreshing. Combining the best of brewing tradition 
and fruitiness. The perfect refreshment in the 
summertime and beyond.

50 L Keg #12926
4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #12924

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #12918

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #12925

6/4/16.9 oz Can #12919
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HOLLANDIA
Pilsner 4.25% abv
One of the best Holland has to offer. A pilsner beer 
brewed in traditional manner and with constant 
dedication to the highest quality. Beer made 
especially for people who enjoy the free life and take 
the time to do so. A pure Dutch product, that tastes 
good, and looks fresh. 

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #22070 6/4/14.9 oz Can #22033

HOLLAND Bavaria

In 1719 the Bavaria century 
began in on a small farm 

where it remained in to the 19th century. 
Laurentius Moorees was the founder of the company,  
which has remained in the hands of the same family ever since. 
As a family business it has remained loyal to its customers and has 
provided their products all over the world.   

Bavaria
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ITALY Birra Baladin

Our search for the world’s most 
unique beers has brought us to 
Piozzo, right outside of Torino, Italy.  

In this village of 1,000 inhabitants, directly across from the town hall, 
lies Le Baladin, an extremely unusual brewpub and microbrewery. “Baladin” 
is a French term referring to a “traveling minstrel.” The owner, Teo Musso, 
thought that this would be a fitting name for his brewery as the townspeople are 
known for moving around, especially between Italy and France. Upon visiting 
the brewery and meeting Teo, one finds that he is a very entertaining minstrel 
and has, thus, chosen the perfect name for his place.   www.baladin.it

Birra 
Baladin

NORA
Spiced Beer 6.5% abv 
The brewmaster Teo Museo worked with the 
best artisanal breweries in Europe to develop his 
expertise, and his Nora showcases this well. Based 
on an ancient Egyptian recipe, this beer uses very 
little hops. Instead he adds ginger, myrrh, and orange 
peel to give the beer its spiciness. Unmalted kamut 
is used as a grain. 

SUPER BALADIN
Tripel  8% abv 
The Super Baladin is the masterpiece of the brewery 
and is most often the favorite among the customers 
at Le Baladin. It originated from an old recipe created 
toward the end of the 9th century following the style of 
the Belgian abbey beers. It is similar to a Belgian triple. 
The twist with this beer is that an English yeast strain is 
used for primary fermentation. Afterwards, it is bottle-
conditioned for two months using a Belgian strain. 

WAYAN
Saison 5.8% abv
This saison is made with 17 different ingredients 
including spelt, rye, wheat, oats, and many different 
spices.

XYAUYÙ
Barleywine 13% abv
Their very special brew from Le Baladin. This barley 
wine is intentionally subjected to oxidation using the 
Solera method of maturation, similar to fine ports & 
sherries. The result is an incredibly rich and beautiful 
beverage. Rare and precious.

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23294

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23433

30 L Keg #23323
6/25.4 oz Btl. #23327

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23312

6/16.9 oz Btl. #77700

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23317

4/50.8 oz Btl. #23180

4/50.8 oz Btl. #23816

4/50.8 oz Btl. #23820

1/3 L Btl. #23815

1/3 L Btl. #23817

1/3 L Btl. #23318
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4/16.9 oz Btl. #23437LUNE + TERRE 
Barrel-Aged Barleywine  12% abv
A selection of very special barrel-aged barley wines.
Lune is matured in white wine barrels, Terre in red wine 
ones. Included are one bottle Lune 2010, one bottle 
Lune 2012, one bottle Terre 2010, one bottle Terre 
2012.

ISAAC
White Ale 5% abv
A glass draws you in with the creamy head, the hazy 
and light apricot hue and a scent of yeast and citrus 
fruits fade into spiced harmonies of coriander and 
orange peel. ISAAC is perfect for an aperitif or with 
fresh foods and summer dishes. Fresh to the palate 
with a light body, smooth and drinkable.

AL-IKSIR
Belgian Strong Pale Ale  10% abv
The beer pours with a thick head. The complex nose 
showcases almond and tropical fruit sentiments. As 
the intense scrubbing bubble hits the tongue malty 
flavors and aromas of baking spices spread through 
the mouth. It’s finish is dry and very warming from 
the high alcohol.

SUPER FLOREALE
Triple  8% abv
This version is Super Baladin dry hopped with American 
hops. Teo dry hops Super along with adding an 
extremely late addition of hops to the boil. 

6/750 mL Btl.    #23362BALADIN SIDRO
Italian/French Cider 4.5% abv
A combination between the French-Belgian tradition 
and the typical apple juice of Piedmont, Italy. Baladin 
Sidro is the product of the spontaneous fermentation 
of apples. Fresh and genuine, its color is clear and 
with a fine perlage. It smells of flowers and spring 
meadows, and leaves a delicate and persistent taste.

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23293

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23433

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23539

6/25.4 oz Btl. #36808

4/50.8 oz Btl. #23813

1/3 L Btl. #23812

ITALY Birra Baladin
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CEDRATA
Soda 
A journey searching for the taste of times gone by. A 
taste that our memory has registered but has been 
hiding for a very long time. This is Cedrata Baladin. 
Just water, natural brown sugar, lemon juice, carbon 
dioxide and the infusion of Calabria citrons from 
Diamante, which give it all its aroma and flavor. 
Cedrata Baladin is produced with simple and selected 
ingredients and contains no colorings or preservatives.

GINGER
Soda 
Ginger Baladin belongs to the new line of alcohol-
free drinks with no artificial coloring or preservatives 
launched by Baladin on the Italian and international 
markets in 2010. Its ingredients are simply water, 
natural brown sugar, lemon juice, carbonation and the 
unmistakable infusion of herbs, zests of bitter and 
sweet oranges from Gargano PGI, spices and vanilla 
which give the drink its distinctive aroma and flavor.

SPUMA NERA
Soda 
Spuma Nera, or “dark Spuma” as it was once called, 
may be considered the “mother” of chinotto. We 
have chosen to go back to the traditional recipe: 
citrus myrtifolia, the red part of rhubarb roots, vanilla 
and an orange zest infusion. Of course, no artificial 
coloring or preservatives are added.

COLA
Soda 
“Cola Baladin” is a soft drinks which contains no 
coloring or preservative and is produced with the kola 
nuts bought from the Kola Slow Food Presidium” in 
Sierra Leone, and part of the revenues from the its 
sales will be donated to the Slow Food Foundation for 
Biodiversity to support the Presidium project. The use 
of these nuts means that this new Baladin drink has 
a rather “unusual” color for a cola: IT’S RED! 

12/11.2 oz Btl. # 23934   

12/11.2 oz Btl. # 23935   

12/11.2 oz Btl. # 23936

12/11.2 oz Btl. # 23936

ITALY Birra Baladin
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ITALY Birrificio Almond’22

Almond’22 is a small 
micro brewery on the 
green hills of Pescara 

in Abruzzo, Italy. The building hosting Almond’22 is from 
the late 19th century. In 1922 old women worked here pealing 
almonds to produce the world wide famous confetti of Sulmona. 
This gave them the idea to name their brewery ”Almond’22”. 
Furthermore, bottle conditioned beer has an amazing and complex 
evolution as time passes. The spices and raw cane sugars come 
from the fair trade and are carefully selected; the honeys come 
from the green mountains and hills of this region. Pure spring 
water from the mountains near Farindola is used to brew. 
www.bunitedint.com

Birrificio 
Almond’22

TORBATA
Smoked Ale 8.7% abv 
This bottle-conditioned Italian specialty is brewed 
with chestnut honey, organic orange peel, organic 
cane sugar, and 5% peat-smoked malt. Pure spring 
water from the mountains near the brewery is used.

PINK IPA
Italian Style IPA 6.2% abv
Italian IPA brewed with Pink Peppercorn, Apricot color 
with golden reflections. The nose has hints of passion 
fruit, pink grapefruit and peach. The herbal character 
on the palate and bitterness are well balanced with 
notes of sweet malt. A very refreshing beer that pairs 
well with charcuterie.

NOA
Barleywine 10% abv
This ale is dark orange in color with bright red 
highlights. It has a delicate nose that will evolve 
significantly with aging. The mouth feel is warm and 
elegant with a long herbal finish.

AWÀ
Pale Ale 5.6% abv
Awà, "look" in local dialect, was inspired by the hearty 
peasant cuisine of the frugal Abruzzo mountain region. 
It is brewed with indigenous heirloom grains (black 
winter emmer & red spelt) and sun drenched orange 
peel from Abruzzo'z southern neighbor Calabria. Awà 
is an elegant ale that perfectly reflects the beauty 
of the Abruzzo region and stands up well to Italy's 
hartier dishes like meat spiedini, same pasta with ragu 
sauces baked fish w/olives and tomatoes etc. ...

12/12.7 oz Btl. #23689

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23796

12/12.7 oz Btl. #23680

3/4/12 oz Can #23965 

30 L Keg #23747
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HIBERNUM
Italian Tripel 9% abv 
Hibernum is Almond22's Italian interpretation of a 
Tripel. Beautiful yellow-golden appearance and a 
compact persistent white head. Citrusy, fresh and 
spicy in the nose. The elegant palate and long dry 
finish make this beer very enjoyable. 

MAXIMA
Strong Italian Ale 6.9% abv
Ale brewed with honey, characterized by its abundant 
creamy, velvety head and an intense golden color. 
The fresh, fruity and floral hops elegantly balance  
the sweet flavors of malt and honey. 

12/12.7 oz Btl. #23717

12/12.7 oz Btl. #23716

FARROTTA
Belgian Pale Ale  5.7% abv
It contains a high percentage of organic spelt, giving it 
a silky texture and a distinctive flavor. Organic acacia 
honey from beekeepers in Abruzzo is added during 
the cooling process before the primary fermentation. 
A blend of European and American hops give this beer 
its, Aos unique flavor which balances harmoniously the 
pleasant citrus and sweet peach and mango aromas 
which are so typical of Farrotta.

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23877 

ITALY Birra Baladin
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ITALY Birrificio Barley

Birrificio Barley was an idea started by two 
partners: Isidoro Perra Nicola Mascia. Barley 
opened its doors in 2006 in Maracalagonis 
(CA). It is a small craft brewery with the creative idea of 
producing beers that would be served on tables in parallel to wine.     
www.barley.it

Birrificio Barley

FRISKA
White Ale  5% abv 
Brewed using malted & unmalted barley, malted 
& unmalted wheat, and spiced with coriander & 
orange peel.

SELLA DEL DIAVOLO
Italian Amber Ale 6.5% abv
Warm and vinous in the palate with an appropriate 
dryness giving it a good balance between sweet 
fruity, roasted, slightly smoked notes and a long,  
dry, very bitter aftertaste.

TOCCADIBO
Strong Golden Ale 8.4% abv
Deep golden color with creamy and white foam. Clean 
and dry in the nose with strong but not overwhelming 
alcoholic notes soon followed by triumphant and rich 
fruity notes of peach and apricot, well balanced by 
aromatic hop notes with a hint of chive. 

BB10
Barleywine 10% abv
Brewed with a boiled wort of Cannonau red wine 
grapes, orange peel, and white candi sugar. Aromas 
of caramel, cocoa, dried plum, cherry  with rich flavors 
such as caramel, chocolate, liquorice, plums, and figs.

6/750 mL Btl. #38713

6/750 mL Btl. #38650

6/750 mL Btl. #38651

12/12.7 oz Btl. #38710

12/12.7 oz Btl. #38649

12/12.7 oz Btl. #38653

12/12.7 oz Btl. #38657
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ITALY Birrificio Del Ducato

Giovanni Campari, the 
brewmaster of Birrificio 
Del Ducato, is part of Italy’s 

second generation of Italian craft brewers. Like many in Italy, 
and like our own microbrew pioneers a couple of decades ago, he 
started as a homebrewer. However, with a degree in Food Science and 
Technology, he wasn’t starting from scratch. After graduating he had 
initially worked with sourdough bread, coffee roasting, and the like, 
but says he was “fascinated by the fermentation process, and brewing 
provided an excuse to realize the theories” he had studied in school. 
www.birrificiodelducato.it/en

Birrificio  
Del Ducato

VERDI IMPERIAL STOUT
Imperial Stout 8.2% abv 
An Italian interpretation of Imperial Stout, this one 
is brewed with a bit of hot chili.  The brew is not 
spicy, but the pepper lends a rich depth that nicely 
balances the chocolate overtones.

NUOVA MATTINA
Saison 5.9% abv
An Italian interpretation of the saison style, this is 
brewed with chamomile, coriander, ginger, green 
peppercorn, and a bit of licorice.  Oats, wheat malt, 
and rye malt are also used.  90 Points by Wine 
Enthusiast magazine (September, 2009). 

VIA EMILIA
Dry-Hopped Pale Lager 4.8% abv
Dry-hopped with fresh hop cones of Tettnang 
Tettnanger and Tettnanger Hallertau during the 
entire time of maturation (4 weeks).

SALLY BROWN BARACCO
Coffee Stout 5.9% abv
This beer is a variation of SALLY BROWN and a result 
of the collaboration with Torrefazione Baracco in 
Parma. The nose is notably marked by coffee aromas 
from the high elevations of the Equatorial regions. 
Fragrant malt roasts harmoniously mingle with coffee 
exotic aromas. The mouth has a velvety body with 
hints of caramel, cappuccino and smoked flavor.

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23629

16/11.2 oz Btl. #28185

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23752

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23628
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ITALY Birrificio Del Ducato

CHIMERA
Belgian Dark Ale   8% abv
This beer draws inspiration from the great Belgian 
Abbey beers. With the color of a friar’s robe, it has 
aromas of caramel and alcohol preserved fruit 
(pear, plum and morel) with light roasts. The mouth 
is warm and complex with an unexpected dry finish.

LA LUNA ROSSA
Sour Ale 8% abv
A blend of different beers, some of which are 
barrel aged up to 2 years with morel and amarena 
cherries. Intense amber with ruby highlights, the 
nose is extraordinarily complex with fruity aromas of 
morel and amarena cherry perfectly blending with 
subtle ethereal notes, acetic and lactic flavors and 
hints of oxidized malts. Very little carbonation. 

BACIAMI LIPSIA
Italian Sour Ale  4.5% abv 
A sour ale that is a blended of several barrels that 
are 9 months old (these barrels were inoculated 
with lactobacillus) with a new beer that is brewed 
with Himalaya pink salt. The blend then is aged 
again - but the result is a super crisp citric beer 
with a slight hint of salt in the finish that lingers. 

FRAMBOZSCHELLA
Sour Ale w/Raspberries 8% abv 
This beer has been directly fermentation in wooden 
barrel with a small addition of lactic acid bacteria. 
After cooling the wort was transferred directly into 
old used Italian wine barrels (from Piedmont, Sicily 
and Emilia Romagna). These are the same barrels 
that house the fermentation of Chrysopolis (Del 
Ducato's Lambic) within which a distinct microflora 
has not been established. 

16/11.2 oz Btl. #28186

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23854

6/750 mL Btl. #23446

16/11.2 oz Btl. #23448

30 L Keg #23748

BEERSEL MATTINA
Saison/Lambic Blend 6.2% abv
A blend of Nuova Mattina and Oud Beersel refined 
for at least 12 months in bottle. It has a surprisingly 
citrus nose of leather, cellar and animal with hints 
of dried flowers and honey. Lasting and sapid in the 
mouth with a sour finish that always makes the lovers 
of this blend smile.

12/11.2 oz Btl. #36107
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BRETTPEAT DAYDREAM
Rauchbier/Sour Blend 6% abv
This beer is a blend of a rauch beer aged in used 
old Scotch barrels for a period of over 2 years, 
blended with another beer fermented in wood with 
Brettanomyces and a young beer brewed with 
some peated malt. Notes of horse blanket, citrus 
and spices, then we have a sort of lactic sourness 
surrounded by a smooth smoked end.

OUD BRUNELLO
Oud Bruin 7% abv
This beer is a collaboration with Oxbow Brewing, 
Maine and is a tribute to the fabulous Oud Bruin of 
lost times. Fermented directly into used barrels of 
Brunnelo di Montalcino, this beer is beautifully tart, 
displaying subtle notes of Brunello wine, oak, plums, 
dark sugar, and black currants.

VIEILLE VILLE
Saison 6% abv
Cheerful and crisp, Vieille Ville Saison is golden  
yellow and opalescent with fine bubbles. 
Brettanomyces yeast prolonged activity during 
secondary fermentation makes it particularly foamy 
with an abundant head and decisive carbonation, an 
easy escape from the bottle…

CHRYSOPOLIS
Lambic 5% abv
Italian Lambic made with 65% pilsner malt and 35% 
wheat. During boil he adds aged hops. After cooling - 
they transfer the wort directly into the red wine barrels 
The barrels are so old that the wine characteristics 
does not remain in the barrel but instead it is just the 
vehicle for spontaneous fermentation. The barrels are 
aged for at least 12 months before he starts to blend. 

KOJI IL RISO
Italian Ale w/Koji 4% abv
Hybrid of beer and sake made   from malted barley, 
wheat and rice, flavored with Japanese green tea and 
jasmine flowers and fermented with the technique 
of "simultaneous saccharification and fermentation" 
( SSF ) which is the same as the sake using both 
strains brewing the koji mold used for the production 
of " rice wine " Japanese.

MY BLUEBERRY NIGHTMARE
Imperial Stout 9.5% abv
An extension of Birrificio Del Ducato's Verdi Imperial 
Stout — My Blueberry Nightmare is a stout brewed 
with hot chili, then aged for 2 years in oak barrels 
with blueberries.

16/11.2 oz Btl. #38624

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23753

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23834

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23094

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23762 12/11.2 oz Btl. #23763
BLACK KOJI WHITE & YELLOW KOJI

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23782

ITALY Birrificio Del Ducato
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ITALY Birrificio Del Ducato

DEL DUCATO TORRENTE
Pale Ale 7% abv
Torrente’s alluring aroma draws you in with notes of 
ripe citrus, peach, tropical fruit and pine. The beer 
is soft on the palate and develops progressively with 
waves of overripe tropical fruit, citrus and pine. This 
culminates with a pleasantly dry and herbaceous 
bitterness.

12/11.2oz Btl. # 23892   
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ITALY Birrificio di Como

Il Birrificio di Como makes beer using an entirely natural 
method, rejecting both filtration and pasteurization. Skillful 
master brewers lovingly follow the whole production 
process, starting with the heating of the barley malt in cooper-lined vats. 
wwww.buintedint.com

Birrificio 
di Como

BIROLLA
Chestnut Ale  6.5% abv 
Malthus Birolla is a chestnut ale brewed with roasted 
chestnuts and honey harvested from local thorn 
tree and chestnut trees. The roasted chestnuts 
are added to the wort and the thorn tree honey & 
chestnut tree honey are added to maturation tank.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #77740
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ITALY Birrificio Grado Plato

Birrificio Grado Plato is located in the Italian 
region of Piedmont, close to Torino.  Brewer 
Sergio Ormea established his brewpub there 
in 2003 to combine extraordinary food with eclectic, 
adventurous beer.  The specialty of the house is snails! 
www.gradoplato.it

Birrificio Grado Plato 

STRADA SAN FELICE
Chestnut Ale 8% abv
This amber colored beer is brewed with locally 
grown chestnuts, all of which are from the famous 
chestnut-growing region of Piemonte. The chestnuts 
are dried over a wood-fire before being incorporated 
into the beer. This pairs well with traditional autumn 
and winter cuisine such as game and stews. 

CHOCARRUBICA
Oatmeal Stout 7% abv
A top-fermenting oatmeal stout creation of deep 
black color. The addition of Venezuelan cocoa beans, 
carob from the island of Sicily, and large amount 
of oats gives this unusual Italian creation its silky, 
chocolate, and roasty character.  This beer pairs well 
with chocolate desserts, but also with seasoned 
cheese.

CANTUS CAELI
Blended Beer 10.5% abv
Mead wort, beer wort and Wine wort are fermented 
together. Local Piemontese honey is used for the mead 
wort and local Piemontese Castelnuovo Don Bosco 
wine grapes are used for the wine wort. The beer wort 
consists of barley malt and a very small amount of 
Magnum hops. Top-fermenting beer yeast is used for 
fermentation. After fermentation in steel tanks Cantus 
Caeli is matured in oak barrels for four months.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #38658

6/16.9 oz Btl. #23684

6/24.5 oz Btl. #38645

6/24.5 oz Btl. #38655

12/16.9 oz Btl. #38647
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ITALY Birrificio Italiano

Just east of Turin, in 
Marinone outside of 
Como, Agostino Arioli 

and his brother Stefano founded Birrificio Italiano brewpub 
and restaurant in 1997 with 8 other partners. All beers sold on 
premises are house beers and most are bottom fermented. Agostino 
designed and had built locally his 3 hl brew house. All his beers are 
uniquely Italian - they are variations on classic beer styles. Today’s 
capacity is around 700hl.   www.birrificio.it

Birrificio 
Italiano

CASSISSONA
Fruit Beer 6.5% abv
Exuberant, effervescent, sweet Cassissona, the 
beer with a punch, has a rich, complex fruity aroma 
- primarily black currant - besides other innovative 
and intense flavors and scents.

TIPOPILS
Pilsner 5% abv
Beautiful to look at (it can have a luscious 
white, creamy head) and taste, Tipopils is quite 
well-balanced. It has an inviting aroma of malt, 
fresh hops, banana and yeast, and a dry flavor 
characterized by an irresistible "bitterness" that turns 
into a persistent and pleasant bitterish aftertaste. 

LA FLEURETTE
Spiced Ale 3.8% abv
An amazingly complex beer, for its low alcohol 
strength. Brewed with whole roses & violets, 
elderberries, black pepper, and honey.  

SCIRES
Sour Cherry Beer  7% abv
When attenuation reaches 50%, this beer is blended 
with a combination of old and young sour beer 
that were fermented with lactic acid bacteria, wild 
yeast and black sweet cherries. The fermentation 
continues and the natural sugars from the malt are 
cherries are converted to alcohol.

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23140

30 L keg #23745

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23710

6/25.4 oz Btl. #38652
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ITALY Birrificio Loverbeer 

At Birrificio Loverbeer we 
cherish knowledge and 
experimentation. We strive 

to make beers that are special, sometimes pushing “extreme” 
beers with perfectly-balanced flavors and aromas; beers that can 
surprise even the most curious palate. 
www.loverbeer.com

Birrificio 
Loverbeer 

MADAMIN
Sour Ale 5.7% abv 
Top fermented OAK AMBER ALE, fermented and 
matured exclusively in oak barrels. Made from 
a recipe inspired by the Belgian Ales. The name 
"Madamin" is a piemontese word meaning "young 
married lady".

BEERBERA
Sour Ale  
Aged in Barbera Wine 8% abv
Fresh, vinous and fruity notes clearly caught in the 
nose then confirmed in the palate stating a strict 
link between spontaneous beer and wine worlds. 
This successful challenge will give us a brave, 
original beer but above all easy drinkable despite its 
complexity, thanks to an appropriate watery body.

BEERBRUGNA
Sour Ale  6.5% abv
This beer is inoculated by wild yeasts 
(Brettanomyces included) and lactic bacteria. Small, 
dark and very sweet Damaschine variety plums, 
also called Ramassin in Piemontese dialect, are 
added in steeping to restart a new fermentation to 
characterize the product.

DAMA BRUNA
Oud Bruin 6.7% abv
Fermented in oak vats, and matured 12 months in oak 
barrels. The brewers tribute to the Oud Bruin style. 

8/11.2 oz Btl. #28166

6/12.7 oz Btl. #28167

6/12.7 oz Btl. #23902

6/12.7 oz Btl. #23906

FOR FAN
Wild Sour Apricot Ale 8% abv
For Fan wild sour ale with apricots is brewed only once 
a year with fresh fruit and matured in oak barrels for 
12 months. The Round Apricot of Costigliole, an ancient 
variety of apricots from Piedmont, is the characterizing 
fruit of this beer inspired by Fruit Lambic. For Fan is 
fermented thanks to lactic bacteria and wild yeasts. The 
apricots are added after a maturation of 12 months 
in French oak barriques to activate an additional 
fermentation.

6/375mL Btl. #23890 
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ITALY Birrificio Loverbeer 

MARCHÈ 'L RE
Imperial Coffee Stout   8.5% abv
Imperial Stout matured for 12 months in oak barrels 
with coffee, rhubarb, saffron, gentian, and cinchona. 

NEBIULAN– A
Italian-Style Gueuze 8% abv
The brewmaster's tribute to Gueuze.  The beer is 
a blend of three vintages (2009, 2010, 2011) of 
his Biére du Lambic with Nebbiolo grapes used for 
Barolo wine.

D’UVA BEER
Sour Ale 8% abv
A complex beer with great finesse and elegance 
getting three different souls. The fruity one got hints 
of strawberries, raspberries and red currant flavors, 
the citric-sour one with slight bitter lemony notes 
and the more tricky one which is characterized of 
off-flavors to be discovered. Despite the presence of 
sharp peaks of astringency, a "warming" mouthfeel 
could be felt after each sip.

8/11.2 oz Btl. #23802A RENNA GLÜH
Wild Ale 8% abv
Can be enjoyed cold, but is meant to be heated.  
Flavors & aromas of sweet spices, orange peel, 
cherry, anise, and elderflower. 

6/12.7 oz Btl. #23794SELVACIDULA DE L'OUVRIER
Wild Ale 4.8% abv
This beer, inspired to ancient ales, is fermented 
in oak vats due to wild yeasts extracted from the 
BeerBera house beer. English noble hops give typical 
notes of one of the most beloved beer styles of 
Belgium. Light amber color, cloudy with vinous, lactic 
and fresh notes in the nose. Never overwhelming 
sourish citric and malic flavors along with a bitter 
taste give freshness and fruitiness.

6/12.7 oz Btl. #23907

6/12.7 oz Btl. #23800

8/11.2 oz Btl. #28165
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ITALY Birrificio Montegioco

The Birrificio Montegioco 
was born in 2005 from the 
creative mind of Riccardo 

Franzosi and his passion for brewing. He first started brewing 
the “wonderful drink” for its simple appeal to staff and  numerous 
friends. And subsequently he has decided to transform his best creations 
from a hobby to an actual business.   www.birrificiomontegioco.com

Birrificio 
Montegioco

DEMON HUNTER
Amber Ale 8.5% abv
Demon Hunter is an intense ale, clearly inspired by 
Anglo-Saxon style. In the glass it has a beautiful deep 
amber color with ruby highlights and a persistent 
head. Aromas are reminiscent of chestnut trees, 
mature plums, grapes and caramel, some honey 
flavors. Individual paper-wrapped bottles. 

REX GRUE
Spiced Ale 7.5% abv 
A top-fermented beer, brewed with Sage.  The nose 
is intense and full, with distinct herbal aromas, 
along with floral, pepper and sweet tobacco notes. 
In the mouth there are sentiments of wildflower 
honey and fruit notes, dried figs especially. 
Individual paper-wrapped bottles.

QUARTA RUNA
Ale with Peaches 7% abv 
Quarta Runa is a bright, hazy orange golden ale 
brewed with fresh local Volpedo peaches. The 
peaches are added during fermentation when the 
activity of the yeast reaches the maximum vigor.  
Individual paper-wrapped bottles. 

DRACO
Barleywine with Blueberries 11% abv
This ale has blueberries added during maturation!  
Dark red in color, with a persistent head.  Complex 
nose with a fine, bitter finish. Individually paper-
wrapped.

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23484

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23476

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23481

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23480

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23788 6/25.4 oz Btl. #23490

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23478
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ITALY Birrificio Montegioco

TIBIR
Fruit Beer 7.5% abv
Brewed with Timorasso grapes and wine yeast. The 
vinous notes of the grape prevail in the nose and give 
great complexity. Champagne flutes are recommended 
for serving, which show the golden color and honeyed 
highlights. Very elegant and refined. Individual paper-
wrapped bottles. 

RUNA BIANCA
White Ale 4.5% abv
Golden with a dense and long lasting head. It has a 
very intense fragrance with defined coriander and 
orange peel perfumes, with honey and yeast notes. 
The very soft lemon taste in the mouth is this beer’s 
distinguishing mark.  Individual paper-wrapped bottles.

BRAN 
Stout Porter 8.5% abv
The nose is intense, with toasted notes of soy sauce, 
coffee, mocha, tobacco, a hint of balsamic vinegar 
and a hint of tropical fruit. In the mouth it is soft, with 
a strong hint of licorice and caramel, accompanied 
by hints of mint and cocoa beans. The balsamic like 
structure makes it quite fresh and relative easy to 
drink. The finish is hoppy and herbaceous. Dedicated 
to the lovers of the “dark," Bran ages well.

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23819

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23477

6/25.4 oz Btl. #23479
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ITALY Birrificio Troll

The brewpub Birrificio Troll lies in the heart of the serene 
mountains. The wooden stove burns during the cold 
winters and the fresh breeze from the sea cools the guests 
during the summer. It is in this atmosphere that the beer is brewed from 
tradition and in search of synergy with nature. Using only local ingredients and 
combining them with ancient recipes has led to new creations. Sun, snow, streams & 
forests, music, peace and joy are the emotions in our beers and our dishes. To health!!! 
www.birratroll.it

Birrificio 
Troll

SHANGRILA
Spiced Ale 8.5% abv
The first creation from Birrifico Troll, it is a dark amber 
brew with persistent head. Shangrila is brewed with 
a variety of Himalayan spices including coriander, 
cumin, garlic, paprika, ginger, cardamom, saffron, 
peppers, and anise. An exotic brew that is a natural 
pairing with Indian cuisine.

PALANFRINA
Spiced Ale 9% abv
The Fall Seasonal from Birrificio Troll, this 9% ABV 
ale is brewed with wild chestnuts.  This tawny brew 
is great with pungent cheeses. 

DAU
Saison With Spices 9% abv
The Dau is a mythological animal that lived in the 
Alps; It is a kind of champois, but with a pair of legs 
that are shorter on one side of the body than on the 
other; that’s why Dau is easy to catch by hunters. He 
used to live high up in the mountains. 

GEISHA
Barleywine 12% abv
Brewed using a special wine yeast and is matured for 
over 12 months.

12/12.7 oz Btl. #23913
30 L Keg #23881

12/12.7 oz Btl. #23397

6/750 mL Btl. #23345

6/750 mL Btl. #23482

6/750 mL Btl. #23385
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TRE FONTANE
Tripel 8.5% abv
Thanks to the discovery of an ancient beer recipe, the 
monks of the abbey begain brewing Tre Fontane using 
surrounding eucalyptus as a spice. Several years of 
intense work have refined the tripel and Tre Fontane 
Tripel was awarded the “Authentic Trappist Product” 
brand.

12/11.2oz Btl. #37285 

ITALY Abbazia delle Tre Fontane

The Abbey of the Tre 
Fontane is located in 
Rome in the sacred place 

where the martyrdom of St. Paul occurred in 67 AD. The 
Abbey takes its name from the three fountains which miraculously 
appeared where the head of the apostle hit the ground in three locations 
after he was beheaded. Hence the name, Tre Fontane.   www.globalbeer.
com/brewery/tre-fontane

Abbazia delle 
Tre Fontane
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ITALY Pausa Café

Pausa Café© was established in 2004, 
with its headquarters in the, Lorusso e 
Cotugno, penitentiary in Turin, Italy. It 

was founded on a small set of principles. Firstly to support good 
social and economic development and sustainable practices, while giving 
special attention to help the more disadvantaged in both the North and South of 
the world. Secondly to promote a fair trade network based on the partnership 
between producers, manufacturers and consumers, allowing the producers to 
be closer to the consumer in order to improve food quality and increase the 
efficiency of the supply chain, improve food quality and increase the efficiency 
of the supply chain.   www.pausacafe.org

Pausa 
Café

TAQUAMARI
Hefeweizen 4.7% abv
The TAQUAMARI was liberally inspired by the "weizen" 
beer style, but interpreted in a totally original fashion 
with the use of Tapioca, Quinoa, Amaranth, and 
Basmati Rice. The beer is cloudy and smooth, typical 
of a weizen; but the non-traditional cereals add an 
incredible freshness and exotic notes resulting in a 
totally original flavor.

TOSTA
Barleywine 12.5% abv
A full bodied beer that warms and relaxes the 
senses. It has a dark color, brightened by ruby 
highlights. The nose is intense and the taste is 
slowly revealing and full of surprises.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23630

6/750 mL Btl. #23911
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JAPAN Echigo Beer Co./Orion

As an industry leader with 
beginnings as a brewpub, 
ECHIGO BEER is Japan's first 

microbrewery. Our goal is to popularize a type of beer not familiar 
to the Japanese people. In 2000, we won the gold prize at the Millennium 
Competition held in the U.K. as well as the gold prize at the Monde Selection 
held in Belgium. In 2009, ECHIGO BEER again won the gold prize at the Monde 
Selection in Belgium and won the second prize at the Australia International 
Beer Competition.

Echigo  
Beer Co.

ECHIGO STOUT
Stout 7% abv
This dark coffee-like brew is an American Stout 
made to the 100% malt Irish Stout standards. Echigo 
Stout is brewed twice as long as other beers, giving 
it a mellow, rounded flavor and a creamy head. 
Complements seared bonito, stewed pork, sweets 
that are not too sugary, etc.

KOSHIHIKARI ECHIGO RICE LAGER
Rice Lager 5% abv
Brewed using German malts and hops, along with 
the famed Koshihikari rice from Niigata Prefecture. 
Echigo Koshihikari is clean and simple yet packed 
with a delicious rice flavor. Complements sushi, 
sashimi, yakitori served with salt, etc.

ECHIGO PREMIUM RED ALE
Red Ale 6% abv
Echigo Premium Red Ale is both complex and 
refreshing, and it has a refined citrusy aroma with 
a well-balanced bitterness and sweetness.  The 
beautiful crane design represents the Japanese 
culture and culinary style that influenced this beer.  
Complements fried shrimp, marinated octopus, etc.

12/11.2 oz Btl. #11135

12/11.3 oz Btl. #11139 24/11.8 oz Can #11144 

24/11.8 oz Can #11143 15/17 oz Btl. #11138

Orion Beer Company was 
founded in 1957 during 
the American occupation 

in Okinawa.  It is the 5th Largest Brewery in Japan. They 
emphasize recycling in every part of the brewing process 
including bottles to the delivery crates.   

Orion Beer 
Company

ORION DRAFT LAGER
Lager 5% abv
Characterized by a crisp and refreshing taste with a 
light and long-lasting head, this beer is particularly 
well-suited to the warm, subtropical climate of its 
origin. Brewed with Hallertaurer hops from Germany 
and malt carefully selected from the highest quality 
European and Australian varieties, Orion Beer is sure 
to satisfy.

12/21.4 oz Btl. #11136

24/11.3 oz Btl. #11137 4/6/11.8 oz Can #11142
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JAPAN Kiuchi Brewery

The Kiuchi Brewery was 
established in 1823 by Kiuchi 
Gihei, the headman of Kounosu 

village. His family was collecting rice from farmers as land taxes 
for the Mito Tokugawa family. He began his brewery with the idea of 
using the remaining rice stocks in the warehouse.  KIKU (chrysanthemum) is 
a crest of the imperial household, and SAKARI means ‘property’.  Mikio Kiuchi 
inherited the brewery legacy in 1950. It was the time when the sake industry 
flourished as the rapid growth of Japan’s economy after the World War II. 
Although many sake breweries started mass producing low quality sake due 
to increased demand, Kiuchi Brewery maintained their policy of pursuing the 
best quality of sake with the optimum ingredients and craftsman-ship.  
www.kodawari.cc

Kiuchi 
Brewery

HITACHINO NEST WHITE ALE
Witbier 5% abv
The beer from Japan’s most prestigious brewery is 
rapidly becoming a classic, and no wonder! In the 
style of the Belgian witbiers, this ale is brewed with 
coriander, orange peel, and nutmeg. Delightfully 
refreshing, mildly hopped, with a complex flavor. A 
perfect beer best served with fish dishes. 

HITACHINO NEST REAL GINGER ALE
Pale Ale w/Ginger 7% abv
This pale ale is infused with fresh ginger root for 
a medium-body, riotous flavor. An intriguing mix 
of ginger-spiciness and malt-sweetness, it is best 
served with Asian cuisine.

HITACHINO NEST RED RICE ALE 
Red Ale 7% abv
Brewed with a naturally red-colored rice, this ale is 
most intriguing and complex.  Notes of strawberry, 
olive, and bacon dominate.  Tastes of sake & malt 
carry flavor of this un-pasteurized specialty from 
Japan.

HITACHINO NEST WEIZEN
Weizen 5% abv
This beer is the brewer’s version of a Bavarian Hefe-
Weizen. Classic flavors of clove, banana, and vanilla 
with a touch of hops and toasted wheat.

12/24 oz Btl. #23663

12/24 oz Btl. #23706

12/24 oz Btl. #23669

12/24 oz Btl. #23661

30 L Keg. #23657
24/11.2 oz Btl. #23662

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23667

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23668

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23660

20 L Keg #23568
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JAPAN Kiuchi Brewery

HITACHINO NEST SWEET STOUT
Milk Stout 3.5% abv
This dark stout has the unfermentable sugar lactose 
added, as is traditional with milk stouts.  This 
sweetens the brew, and provides a cream-in-your-
coffee flavor.  Sweet with chocolate, coffee, and 
roasted notes.

HITACHINO NEST  
JAPANESE CLASSIC ALE
Japanese IPA  
Aged in Cedar Casks 7% abv
Japan’s version of the hoppy beers that America 
loves. This brew is made with traditional British hops 
and aged in Akita cedar barrels. Bottle-conditioned, it 
presents a fine creamy head. Unique aromas of cedar 
combine with flavors of white pepper and woodiness.

HITACHINO NEST  
COMMEMORATIVE ALE
Eisbock  9% abv
Hitachino Nestbeer Commemorative Ale is brewed 
in the tradition of a true Eisbock where the brew is 
concentrated by allowing the water to freeze (but not 
the alcohol) and then the water is removed. Enjoy 
Kiuchi's Hitachino Commemorative Ale while you 
forget the worries and troubles of the old year!

HITACHINO NEST ESPRESSO STOUT
Imperial Stout 7.5% abv
Brewed with espresso beans, this new creation 
explodes with coffee, chocolate, and black roast 
flavors. A hint of vanilla & dark fruit make this a 
most impressive stout.

HITACHINO NEST XH
Belgian Brown Ale 7% abv
Strong Belgian Brown Ale matured in distilled Sake 
barrels and then maturation in stainless steel 
tanks: for 3 weeks. 

12/24 oz Btl. #23666

12/24 oz Btl. #23704

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23665

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23705

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23702

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23656

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23653
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JAPAN Kiuchi Brewery

HITACHINO DAI-DAI
Indigenous Pale Ale  6.2% abv
Hitachino Nest DaiDai is a very unique brew, 
“Kiuchi/Hitachino” philosophy with highly focused 
notes of orange/mandarin, quite dry in the finish.
Kiuchi Brewery uses a special, very rare type of 
orange called “Fukure Mikan”.

HITACHINO NEST ANBI
Wheat Ale 7% abv
Anbai means ‘salty plum’ and refers to the perfect 
balance of tartness & saltiness. This wheat beer is 
brewed with both a locally grown sour plum (ume) and 
seaweed salt (moshio). A perfect balance of flavors in 
a unique brew!

HITACHINO NEST SAISON DU JAPON
Saison 5% abv 16 ibu
This unique saison is brewed with Koji-kin which is 
a vital ingredient to create sake, and fermented by a 
combination of sake yeast and Belgian saison yeast. 
Fragrant yuzu juice is added at the very end of the 
fermentation to keep the fresh flavor. This beer has 
a distinctive sweet flavor of rice koji and a natural 
acidity caused by the fermentation with an aromatic 
kick of Yuzu citrus.

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23749

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23744

30 L Keg #77703

HITACHINO NEST ANCIENT NIPPONIA
Golden Ale 6.5% abv
A few years ago, Mr. Kiuchi acquired 16 seeds of 
a forgotten strain of barley from the Department 
of Agricultural History in Japan. He planted those 
seeds and after the first harvest, planted all new 
seeds again and did the same the next year, and 
the following year...

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23172

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23416

HITACHINO NEST YUZU LAGER
Pale Lager 5.5% abv
Hitachino Nest Yuzu Lager pours a clear golden 
straw hue, with a white persistent head. Aromas 
of freshly picked Yuzu fruit are complimented by 
a soft, but citrusy backbone. On the palate you 
are greeted by a pleasant maltiness with a bright 
Yuzu character. The beer finishes with a subtle 
hoppy bitterness with the fruit character lingering 
throughout. Extremely refreshing and drinkable. 

6/4/11.8 oz Can #23964 
30 L Keg #23949
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JAPAN Sapporo

Sapporo, the oldest beer 
brand in Japan, was first 

brewed in Sapporo, Japan in 1876 by the 
German trained lager brewer Seibei Nakagawa. From 
the beginning, Sapporo was a favorite among beer lovers – a 
crisp, clean taste they  appreciated and an advanced brewing 
process they respected. Sapporo Premium beer was brought to 
the U.S.A in 1964.    www.sapporobeer.com

SAPPORO PREMIUM LIGHT 
Light Lager     3.9% abv
Abundantly using select aroma hops, Sapporo 
Premium Light has a gentle, smooth, and elegant 
flavor. Although low in calories, this natural light beer 
never disappoints thanks to the great flavor inherited 
by Sapporo Premium.

4/6/12 oz Btl. #41011 12/20.3 oz Btl. #41017 

SAPPORO RESERVE 
Pale Lager     5.2% abv
Served in our iconic can, Sapporo Reserve is made 
with only the finest beer ingredients. This is one 
World-Class lager with a fuller body and a more 
intense complexity.

4/6/12 oz Btl. #41010 12/22 oz Can #41009

SAPPORO PREMIUM 
Pale Lager     5% abv
With lush use of aroma hops, Sapporo Premium 
has an amazingly crisp taste, refreshing flavor, and 
refined bitterness to leave a clean finish. Whether 
in our iconic silver can that is long loved by our 
American fans, in bottles, or on tap, Sapporo 
Premium Beer can be enjoyed on any occasion.

4/6/12 oz Btl. #41006

12/22 oz Can #41008

1/6 bbl #41012 1/2 bbl #41013
2/12/12 oz Btl. #41007

12/20.3 oz Btl. #41005

Sapporo

SAPPORO BLACK 
Schwarzbier 4.3% abv
Sapporo Premium Black is a new black lager brewed
with roasted dark malts that give it a robust flavor 
to pair with the clean finish consumers expect from 
Sapporo. Bold, smooth and delicious, this is the world-
class dark lager beer lovers have been waiting for.

12/22 oz Can #41018 
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DEATH BECOMES YOU 
Amber Ale 5.5% abv 30 ibu
With a nice copper color and creamy head, this rich 
and pleasant ale is perfectly balanced between 
soft toffee and caramel notes with a floral-hoppy 
bitterness. It has a semi-dry finish with subtle  
coffee notes.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #15115

DEATH RIDES A PALE
Blonde Ale 5.6% abv 18 ibu
This Blonde Ale has a rich golden color with 
excellent balance. With a medium body, mild 
caramel sweetness and a soft pleasant bitterness. 

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #15105

HOP ON OR DIE 
India Pale Ale 6.8% abv 83 ibu
This full-bodied beer has a copper color with rich 
malt tones perfectly balanced between a smooth 
and delicate sweetness and just the right amount  
of bitterness. Great hop/floral aromas.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #15125

IMMORTAL BELOVED
Hefeweizen 5.5% abv 12 ibu
Wheat Beer with a golden color and a delicate 
balance of banana esters and clove phenolics.  
Excellent medium body and moderate bitterness.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #15110

For 3,000 years the Aztecs 
honored the deceased in an 
annual celebration called Day 

of the Dead. The ceremony would involve using parts of the 
skeleton, most commonly the skull where relatives would place 
native Marigolds in the eye sockets to reflect the life that once  was 
present. Today, this festive holiday is a celebration of life. Many 
celebrants decorate in the joyful colors of the Mexican roots, paint faces 
and sing to wake the dead. Day of the Dead Beer is made to celebrate 
life and honor the traditions of this great holiday! 

Day of the 
Dead Beer

MEXICO Day of the Dead Beer
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THE NECROMANCER
Stout 5% abv 15 ibu
Nice chocolate cinnamon and clove aroma, with 
notes of Roasted malt and Hints of coffee. Rich dark 
chocolate flavor followed by subtle spicy notes, well 
balanced with roasted malt flavors. Medium body 
with medium carbonation and slightly dry finish. 

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #15104

PAY THE FERRYMAN 
Porter 5% abv 18 ibu
This porter has a beautiful dark brown color with red 
highlights. A full body beer with rich roasted malt and 
chocolate notes. Finishes with a good hop, creamy 
toffee and caramel followed by delicate coffee notes 
and smooth chocolate aftertaste.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #15130

QUEEN OF THE NIGHT 
Pale Ale 4.8% abv 30 ibu
This Pale Ale has an amber color with a medium 
body. Pleasant floral aromas with a distinctive 
bitterness and great character.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #15120

MEXICO Cervecería Azteca

CHILI DEVIL 
Chili Lager 5% abv
This unique brew is bright pale golden yellow in color. 
It’s very aromatic, with a distinctive great, green chili 
in vinegar aroma, with a lightly sweet background. The 
flavor is pleasantly hot chili in vinegar accompanied 
with the light sweet grain character. It has a very light 
bitter finish, medium body and good carbonation.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #15135

Cervecería Azteca
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NORWAY Klostergarden

ALSTADBERGER
Alderwood Smoked Ale 6.5% abv
An ancient Norwegian recipe with smoke malt. A British 
dry ale yeast is used, which makes this beer kind of an 
oddity. Really traditional on one hand, but not so much 
on the other. The malting is done on a nearby farm. 
Alstadtberger has a distinct alderwood-smoked flavor 
following kilning on an open fire, balanced with a good 
caramel sweetness and a rich malt body.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23850

Klostergarden is a small farmhouse brewery  
on the island of Tautra. Here, the traditional 
Stjordaisol malts are prepared as they have 
been for 2000 years. They are steeped for 4 days, then dried 
over fire for 20 hours using a slow burning wood called Alderwood.  
www.buintedint.com

Klostergarden
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4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #22052 2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #22053

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #22051

2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #22055

SAN MIGUEL CERVEZA NEGRA
Dark Lager 5% abv
Cerveza Negra has roasted malty notes which 
extends to its taste. It is full-flavored and full 
bodied. Bitterness is moderate but still smooth. 

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #22050SAN MIGUEL PALE PILSEN
Pilsen  5% abv
San Miguel is a well-refined and balanced beer with 
a smooth medium dry finish that is both pleasing 
and refreshing in quality.  It is the #1 beer in 
Southeast Asia.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #22054SAN MIGUEL LIGHT
Light Lager  5% abv
Hottest light beer in the country with only 100 
calories; less filling to let you party all night  
while staying sexy all the time.

PHILIPPINES San Miguel

Manufacturer of the world 
famous beer is San Miguel 

Corporation, the largest food, beverage and packaging 
company in the Philippines. It has about 25,000 employees in 90 major 
facilities in the Philippines, Southeast Asia, China and Australia. San Miguel 
Beer dominates the Philippine beer market, and is a leading brand in Asia and  
the Pacific.    www.sanmiguel.com.

San Miguel

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #22056 2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #22073

4/6/16.9 oz Can #22074 

RED HORSE
Malt Liquor 8% abv
Red Horse Beer, the Philippines’ first extra-strong 
beer, is a full-flavored beer is marketed as having  
"the right kick and taste for the action-oriented 
individual."
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12/16.9 oz Btl. #10946

6/4/11.2 oz Can #10943 6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #10945CRABBIE’S ORIGINAL  
ALCOHOLIC GINGER BEER
Ginger Beer 4.8% abv
Brewed with a unique recipe containing real ginger 
and a secret blend of spices carefully selected 
from Asia. Using a “sleeping” process that takes 
a minimum of 6 weeks which gives Crabbie’s this 
delicious spicy flavor. Ideal to drink all year round—
refreshing in the summer and warming in the winter. 

12/16.9 oz Btl. #109486/4/11.2 oz Btl. #10947CRABBIE’S SPICED ORANGE  
ALCOHOLIC GINGER BEER
Ginger Beer 4.8% abv
For more than 200 years CRABBIE'S has shipped its 
ginger from the Far East - following in the pioneering 
footsteps of the first Scots Merchant Adventurers - 
hence our distinctive Elephant Trade Mark. Following 
a secret recipe, the steeped ginger is matured for 8 
weeks. Its then combined with real Orange Extract 
giving a deliciously zesty flavor.

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #10944CRABBIE’S RASPBERRY 
Ginger Beer 4.8% abv
Crabbie’s Raspberry is carefully crafted from a recipe 
using the finest ginger which is cold steeped for up to 
six weeks, combined with exotic spices and blended 
with Scottish raspberries, to create a refreshing, 
raspberry-ginger flavor.

SCOTLAND Crabbie’s

Over 200 years ago in the 
Edinburgh port of Leith, 

John Crabbie & Co. was established. They went on 
to become world famous by producing products celebrating the 
taste of ginger. This delicious tasting and very refreshing soft drink 
captures the same passion for ginger. A gingerific choice for all good bars, 
restaurants and retail outlets.   www.crabbiesgingerbeer.com

Crabbie's
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SCOTLAND Harviestoun Brewery

Ken Brooker formerly with 
Ford in Dagenham established 
Harviestoun Brewery in 1985 

in a 200 year old stone byre near Dollar, Clackmannanshire, 
Scotland. The Brewery uses untreated natural spring water from the local 
Ochill hills. The original plant was put together from a number of sources, but 
in 1991 a new custom-built plant with a 10 barrel brew length was installed. 
Harviestoun now serves 70 outlets in central Scotland as well as wholesaler 
customers throughout Britain.   www.harviestoun.com

Harviestoun 
Brewery

BITTER & TWISTED
Bitter 4.2% abv
The Supreme Champion Beer of Britain, 2003. This 
is a sharp, blond beer with a superb fresh hop profile 
of honey, grapefruit, and spice. A multiple award-
winner, and a stellar bitter.

OLD ENGINE OIL
Black Ale  6% abv
A near-black brew with a silky-smooth, rummy aroma 
and coffee-ish palate. A suggestion of the darkest 
chocolate make this eminently drinkable. The beer is 
sweetish, yet perfectly balanced with hop bitterness. 

OLD ENGINE OIL ENGINEER’S RESERVE
Black Ale  9% abv
Intensely flavored but ridiculously smooth, this is 
our fabulous Old Engine Oil brewed up to 9% ABV. 
Originally created as the base of our award-winning 
Ola Dubh, our master-brewer enjoyed it so much he 
felt it deserved its own release. Rich, dark chocolate 
threatens to overwhelm the palate but is beautifully 
balanced by a hoppy bitterness. 

12/16.9 oz Btl. #23581

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23580 6/4/11.2 oz Can #23857

12/11.2 oz Btl. #38615

30 L Keg #23591

30 L Keg #23602
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SCOTLAND Harviestoun Brewery

OLA DUBH AGED IN HIGHLAND PARK  
12 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT  
SCOTCH WHISKEY 
Wood-aged Black Ale  8% abv
Old Dubh (or “Black Oil”) is a collaboration between 
Harviewstoun Brewery and Highland Park Distillery. 
Based on Old Engine Oil, this deliciously rich, dark, 
8.0% beer is the first ale to be aged in malt whiskey 
casks from a named distillery with traceable casks and 
numbered bottles. This whiskey was awarded a Double 
Gold medal at San Francisco World Spirits Competition 
2007; it lends balance, smoothness and subtle smoke.

OLA DUBH AGED IN HIGHLAND PARK  
16 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT  
SCOTCH WHISKEY
Wood-aged Black Ale 8% abv
This whiskey received the accolade “Best in Class” 
at the International Wine & Spirits Competition 
2006; it extends a finish which is rich, long, smoky 
and medium sweet.

OLA DUBH HIGHLAND PARK  
18 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALT  
SCOTCH WHISKEY 
Wood-aged Black Ale  8% abv
Matured in barrels previously used for aging Highland 
Park 18-year single malt scotch.

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23641

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23646

12/11.2 oz Btl. #23642
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SCOTLAND The Orkney Brewery

The Orkney Brewery was 
founded in April 1988 by 
Roger and Irene White. It 

is housed in a Victorian Schoolhouse in the remote, but magical 
Island of Orkney off the tip of northern Scotland. In 1995 the Brewery 
was extended and new equipment introduced in order to meet the 
demand for the Brewery’s line of beers. Orkney is steeped in history, and 
its archaeological delights bring people from all over the world to gaze 
in wonder at the perfectly preserved Neolithic dwellings and beautiful 
buildings. With clear skies and clean seas they are one of the last 
strongholds of unpolluted land and water in Europe.  
www.orkneybrewery.co.uk

The Orkney
Brewery

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27005
20 L Keg #27006SKULL SPLITTER

Scotch Ale 8.5% abv
A Scottish robust ale with a distinctive flavor. It is 
named for Thorfinn Hausakluif (Skull Splitter), the 
Seventh Viking Earl of Orkney. The Orkney Islands lie 
off the northern tip of Scotland at latitude 60 North. 
For 600 years they were ruled by the Viking Earls 
who owed allegiance to Norse Kings.

RED MAC GREGOR
Scottish Ale 5% abv 
Roger White, the brewer is a descendant of the 
MacGregor Clan and thought that this distinctive 
beer was appropriate to name after this proud 
and ancient Clan. It is a reddish colored beer and 
has been crafted using the finest ingredients with 
a delicate balance of hop and malt. It has a very 
distinct hoppy nose with malt undertones.

DARK ISLAND
Brown Ale  4.6% abv
It is a dark and mysterious beer with a uniquely 
distinctive taste. Dark Island is a ruby port wine 
color and has been described as having a distinctly 
chocolate, nutty malt taste. The Dark Island label 
depicts the mysterious Ring of Brogar which resides 
in the Orkney Islands and dates from about 2,000 
B.C.  It is a ring of 27 standing stones which are 
inscribed with runes and ogham. It is not known  
how or why it came to be there.

12/16.9 oz Btl. #27307

12/16.9 oz Btl. #27304

6/4/11.2 oz Btl. #27002
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SCOTLAND Traquair

20/16.9 oz Btl.    #35807TRAQUAIR HOUSE ALE
Scotch Ale 7.2% abv 26 ibu
A pure-malt ale that can accompany or replace pure-
malt whiskey. The original 18th century recipe was 
discovered by Peter Maxwell Stuart, 20th Laird of 
Traquair, in the mid 1960’s. Deep reddish-golden in 
color; full, velvet-like body; medium dry and powerful, 
with an earthy hint of peat character. 

1 PT. 0.9 FL. OZ.

ALE  FERMENTED IN OAK BARRELS

Barley wine-style “Scotch 
ale” produced in a tiny 

brewery at Traquair, the oldest inhabited 
house in Scotland. Dating back to 1107 it was originally a 
hunting lodge for the kings and queens of Scotland. Later a 
refuge for Catholic priests in times of terror the Stuarts of Traquair 
supported Mary Queen of Scots and the Jacobite cause without 
counting the cost. Today Traquair is a unique piece of living history 
welcoming visitors from all over the world.   www.traquair.co.uk

Traquair 

1 PT. 0.9 FL. OZ.

ALE BREWED WITH 
CORIANDER AND FERMENTED 

IN OAK BARRELS

TRAQUAIR JACOBITE ALE
Scotch Ale 8% abv 23 ibu
Brewed to celebrate the anniversary of the 1745 
Jacobite rebellion the ale proved to be so popular 
it has become a permanent addition to the range. 
Based on an eighteenth century recipe the ale is 
spiced with coriander which gives a remarkably 
fresh aftertaste.

12/16.9 oz Btl.    #35808

TRAQUAIR
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Since the 8th Century CE, "sidra natural" (natural apple 
cider) has enjoyed a rich history in Asturias, Spain; an 
area boasting the longest, continuous cider tradition 
anywhere in the world. Sidra maker, Martínez Sopena Hermanos, 
while a relative newcomer compared to much of the region, produces 
incredible sidra natural following in the footsteps of this 1,300 year old method. 
www.sublimeimports.com

Martinez 
Sopena 
Hermanos

EL GOBERNADOR
Sidra Natural 6.5% abv 
El Gobernador Sidra Natural is made from only fresh 
apples and naturally occurring yeasts and other 
micro organisms and bacteria found on the skins of 
the apples. It is allowed to ferment spontaneously in 
wooden barrels, and only very lightly filtered. Roughly 
one kilo of fresh apples goes into each bottle. El 
Gobernador is a wonderfully complex cider, having 
aromas and flavors of green apples, olives, and onions, 
musty, damp earth, a distinct funkiness, acetic acid 
tartness, and savory umami.

6/700 mL Btl. #47063

Cerveses DeDues is born 
of the third generation of 
a family devoted in soul to 

high quality food. The company is set in a behavior of 
sustainable development of the territory where it integrates,  
to make an authentically natural product of ‘haute gastronomy’.    
www.dedues.com

12/12.7 oz Btl. #23080DE DUES TOCATTA
Smoked Ale 11% abv
DeDues Tocatta ingredients are 50% pale ale barley 
malt and 50% whiskey malt. All of them clear malts, 
that would give a blond color to the beer. Instead 
of that, Tocatta has been boiled for 25 hours so all 
sugars get caramel color and taste. Mashing process 
is done to empower low fermentable sugars. The 
final beer is sweet without adding sugars. 

SPAIN Cerveses DeDues Martinez/Sopena Hermanos

Cerveses 
DeDues
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MATEO Y BERNABÉ 25 SANTIAGO
Spanish Strong  
Dark Belgian Ale 7.5% abv 20 ibu
A spectacular Spanish Strong Dark Belgian Ale, 
brewed with barley and wheat malts, cinnamon, pink 
peppercorns, nutmeg, and a dark brewer’s candy sugar. 
It’s reddish brown in color, has a molasses-like flavor 
and sweetness, dark, dried fruitiness, and an overtone 
of the aforementioned spices; lush and full-bodied.

6/16.9 oz Btl. #47002

MATEO Y BERNABÉ 29 DANIEL
Robust Porter 8% abv 27 ibu
Brewed and then aged for 11 months in spent La Riojan 
wooden red wine barrels, 29 Daniel is reminiscent of 
a Flander’s Red. A wonderful light funk and tartness 
in the nose and on the palate. Creamy, nearly luscious 
mouthfeel balanced by spritzy carbonation. Wood 
tannins and vinous. Prunes and dried dates. Cacao, 
light coffee, and dark pumpernickel raisin bread. 

6/16.9 oz Btl. #47067 

MATEO Y BERNABÉ 21 MATEO
Spanish Wheat Ale 5.5% abv 20 ibu
An excellent Spanish Wheat Ale brewed with 50% 
ale and 50% hefeweizen yeasts, and 20% unmalted 
wheat. 21 Mateo has flavors and aromas of banana, 
clove, vanilla, and orange citrus, a white-pepper bite; 
frothy and grainy texture, light body, crisp, dry, and 
effervescent.

6/16.9 oz Btl. #47001

www

www.mateoybernabe.com Tel. +34 600 333 179

MATEO Y BERNABÉ 11 BERNABÉ
Spanish Golden Ale 6% abv 25 ibu
A wonderful Sparkling Golden Ale, a perfect aperitif. 
11 Bernabé is a golden-copper color, has a sparkling 
white-wine like notes and spritziness, orange-like 
citrus, and a dry, crisp finish. 

6/16.9 oz Btl. #47000

MATEO Y BERNABÉ 7 FERMIN
Spanish Red Ale 5.8% abv 30 ibu
A lovely Spanish Red Ale brewed exclusively with locally 
grown La Riojan hops, a beer literally steeped in the La 
Riojan terrain, imparting regional aromas and flavors. 
7 Fermín is an earth beer with a palate pleasing 
bitterness, fruit tones, light spiciness, and solid malt 
backbone; effervescent, medium body, dry finish. 

6/16.9 oz Btl. #47066

Mateo Y Bernabé are changing the 
La Rioja region of Spain into a land 
of great beer. Alberto Pacheco, chef 

and artisan brewer, provides the inspiration for Mateo Y Bernabé, 
the first and only brewery in the area. His dream is to create beers of La 
Riojan identity with recipes steeped in tradition, each coming with its own 
characteristics of wonderful aroma, flavor, and mouthfeel.  
www.sublimeimports.com

SPAIN Mateo y Bernabé

Mateo y 
Bernabé
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SPAIN Moritz

MORITZ
Pilsner 5.4% abv
Moritz contains refreshing hop aromas very pleasant 
to the palate. The traditional addition of this bitter 
flower gives to the beer a great body and a special 
character. The soft malt notes are refined by the 
balanced yeast during the fermentation process 
controlled at low temperature.

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #22567 

More than 150 years have gone 
by since Louis Moritz arrived in 

Barcelona from Alsace and launched a new beer. 
The young Louis Moritz arrived in Barcelona from Alsace more 
than 150 years ago. This is when the Moritz adventure started, a new 
beer which was born in the Ronda Sant Antoni, in Barcelona. A true novelty 
which survives to this day and is a fusion of great tradition and modernity.    
www.moritz.com

Moritz
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Rafa Suñer and Sergio Iborra, longtime 
friends and socarrats, sought to create a beer 
having only a few distinct requirements: to be 
brewed according to tradition, with the best ingredients, in 
small batches, and to be “mel de romer.” We believe they hit their 
mark. Rosemary herbaceousness balanced by the subtle sweetness 
of rosemary honey in a solid golden ale, the result is a refreshing 
concept based on the millennial old stock, a benchmark for food 
pairing beers, or what we like to call a “gastro ale.”  
www.sublimeimports.com

Premium Beers 
from Spain

SPAIN Premium Beers from Spain

LA SOCARRADA
Golden, Gastro Ale Brewed  
w/Rosemary & Rosemary-Honey 
6% abv 20 ibu
This “gastro ale” (that is to say, an ale brewed specifically 
to be served and enjoyed with food), screams to be 
paired with a meal. La Socarrada is brewed with 
rosemary and rosemary honey, English Challenger hops, 
and a pilsner/amber malt blend; bottle-conditioning 
provides additional effervescence and an opaque pour. 

20/11.2 oz Btl. #47005
30 L Keg #47007

9/750 mL Btl. #47006

ER BOQUERŌN
Golden, Gastro Ale Brewed  
w/Mediterranean Seawater 
5.6% abv 20 ibu
Brewed with purified sea water, this otherwise very 
simple golden ale is neither salty, nor sour like one 
might expect. Aromas and flavors of a soda bread, chic 
peas, and caramel, herbaciousness of chamomile tea 
and alfalfa, a savory, umami richness, and a crisp, dry 
finish; a veritable feast for the beer geeks, yet highly 
accessible to all. 

12/11.2 oz Btl. #47004

CA#CRV#

12/750 mL Btl. #23757
30 L Keg #38666GURUTZETA SAGARDOA

Basque Cider 6% abv
Gurutzeta cider is one of the few producers that has 
earned the seal from GORENAK, an organization
in the region that grants its seal only to ciders of 
the highest quality. In order to earn the Gorenak 
seal, producers undergo rigorous sensory tests and 
chemical analysis of their ciders to assure the liquid 
is of the best quality. Another objective of GORENAK 
is to promote 100% of the production of local 
varieties of apples between the producers.

Sidrería Gurutzeta is located in Astigarraga, the heart of 
the cider tradition in Spanish Basque Country, just south 
of the seaside town of San Sebastian on the Bay of Biscay.
Jose Angel Goñi has been running the cider house since 1979 when his 
father passed on the business to him.   www.bunitedint.com

Sidrería 
Gurutzeta
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The name Carnegie originates from David Carnegie Jr., 
third generation of a Scottish family, who chose to work 
as merchants in the Swedish harbor city of Gothenburg 
as an alternative to get their hands chopped off by Queen Mary Stuart 
in connection with royal feuds. His Porter brewery was the first industrial 
brewery in Sweden.  The brewery later merged with the Pripps brewery, which 
went on to become the largest brewery in Sweden.   www.pripps.se

Ab Pripps 
Bryggerier

SWEDEN Ab Pripps Bryggerier

CARNEGIE PORTER
Porter 5.5% abv
A Swedish beer classic, this black rich porter has 
strong roasted flavors. A chocolate character adds 
a bit of sweetness which is balanced by a nice hop 
addition. This brew presents a heavy, yet smooth, 
body. Ideal for aging up to 10 years.

24/11.2 oz Btl. #23541
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SWITZERLAND Brasserie des Franches-Montagnes

6/12.7 oz Btl. #38626 6/750 mL Btl. #38674ABBAYE DE ST. BON-CHIEN
Abbey Style 10% abv
l'Abbaye de Saint Bon-Chien is a unique ale aged 
in wooden casks which have been used for several 
years before to age Merlot, Merlot Cabernet, Whiskey 
and then Grappa. It manages to merge into L'Abbaye 
all the complex aromas of a vintage red wine along 
with the delicate harmony and flavors of the wood 
and its former contents. 

Brasserie des Franches-Montagnes (BFM) is nestled in 
the Jura Mountains in Northwest Switzerland. Started 
in 1997, and has been one of the pillars of the Swiss 
craft beer renaissance ever since. BFM's range of bottle-conditioned, 
top and bottom-fermented beers is as staunchly original as our region. The 
Franches-Montagnes (ancient French for "Free Mountains") are part of the Jura 
Mountains, along the North-Western Border of Switzerland. The region has been 
for centuries famous for its watches made by master craftsmen, a tradition still 
very much alive, but which has been joined over the years by some of the most 
advanced research facilities in the watch making field.   www.brasseriebfm.ch

Brasserie des 
Franches-Montagnes

ABBAYE DE SAINT BON-CHIEN,  
GRAND CRU
Barrel-Aged Abbey Ale 10% abv
A single-barrel matured version of Abbaye de 
St. Bon-Chien. A blend of barrel-aged ales that 
transcends the boundary between beer and wine.  
Complex, with every vintage being a different 
expression of the brewmaster's talents.

LA MEULE
Belgian Blonde w/Sage 6% abv
Unpasteurized and unfiltered, they represent the 
resurgence of artisanal Swiss brewing techniques.  
This blond ale is no exception, being brewed with 
the herb sage!  Deep yellow with shades of bronze, 
it presents a tight creamy head.  Intense hoppy nose 
followed by herbal flavors and a long, bitter finish. 

BIERE AMBREE PARFUMEE  
AU TARRY SUCHONG (B.A.T.S.)
Specialty Brew  6% abv
Brewed with Lapsong Tarry Suchong, smoked tea 
from China. 

6/12.7 oz Btl. #36824

20/11.2 oz Btl. #36835

20/11.2 oz Btl. #23775
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SWITZERLAND Brasserie des Franches-Montagnes

LA DOUZE
Gose  6.5% abv
12th year Anniversary Brew, a Swiss-style Gose.

SQUARE-ROOT-OF-225TH  
ANNIVERSARY SOUR HISTORIC SAISON
Saison 5% abv
Brewed for BFM's 15th Anniversary! Belgian style 
saison matured in third use Abbaye de Saint Bon  
Chien barrels for 4 months.

LA QUATORZE (XIV)
Swiss Wheat Doppelbock  12%
14th Anniversary brew! A weizen bock ale brewed with 
coffee beans.

CUVÉE ALEX LE ROUGE
Imperial Stout  10% abv
This jet-black beer used vanilla, tea leaves, and pepper 
to complement its roasted notes. Unpasteurized & 
unfiltered, it is presented in 11.2oz flip-top bottles.  
Cuvee Alex La Rouge is a 10% imperial stout brewed 
with vanilla, pepper and tea. Unpasteurized & unfiltered.

CUVÉE DU 7ÉME
Anniversary Brew  7.5% abv
This amazing beer was created the day we
commemorated the 7th anniversary of the Brasserie
des Franches-Montagnes. The opening days, held
every year on the first Saturday of November, are the
opportunity for the brewer to devise a new recipe.

SPIKE & JÉRÔME’S
Rye Barleywine 10% abv
Barley wine made with 20% rye, 80% malted barley, 
aged in rum barrels. Made for the "Un Mare di Birra" 
beer cruise. A collaboration with Terrapin Brewing.

20/11.2 oz Btl. #23924

20/11.2 oz Btl. #23173

20/11.2 oz Btl. #38670

20/11.2 oz Btl. #36571

20/11.2 oz Btl. #36595

20/11.2 oz Btl. #23923

30 L keg #23615

30 L Keg #33233

6/750 mL Btl. #38637

6/750 mL Btl. #23074
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THAILAND Boon Rawd Brewery/Chang Beer

The Chang beer brand was launched 
in 1995 and remarkably, within only 
four years, it became the number one 

selling beer brand in Thailand, achieving a market share of more 
than 50% by 1999.  It is still Thailand’s #1 Beer today!  The word “Chang” 
translates as elephant—an animal known for its superior strength and mental 
capacity.   www.changbeer.com

Boon Rawd Brewery, Thailand’s 
first brewery, was founded in 
1933 by Phraya Bhirom Bhakdi. 

For over 80 years, the privately owned company has become a 
renowned beer and beverage producer, managed by 3rd and 4th generations 
of the descendants of the founder together with professionals from different fields. 
The Royal Garuda that appears on every bottle of Singha products is a Thai Royal 
Warrant, the highest honor in Thailand awarded to businesses and organizations, 
was granted to Boon Rawd Brewery on October 25th, 1939, for its exceptional 
service and commitment to the economic and social development of the Thai 
Kingdom.   www.singhabeer.com

Chang 
Beer 

Boon Rawd 
Brewery

CHANG
Lager 5% abv
The complex aroma is a smoky, peaty blend of sweet, 
green apples and full-bodied vanilla. The color is an 
absolutely mouth wateringly rich, golden honey.  A 
truly unique flavor, it is beautifully balanced and the 
mild maltiness combines with a hoppy character to 
create a beer that is smooth, crisp, but most of all, 
incredibly refreshing. The perfect accompaniment for 
flavorful and spicy Asian foods.

24/11.2 oz Btl. #11601

12/21.3 oz Btl. #11600 2/12/11.2 oz Btl. #11614

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11602

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #11607

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #16000

30 L Keg #11608SINGHA
Pale Lager 5% abv
A 100% barley malt lager brewed with German 
Hellertau, Perle and Saaz hops. Singha has a light, 
sweet bready aroma. The palate is medium-bodied 
with crisp bitter hops on the finish. Singha is the  
#1 selling Thai Beer in the U.S.A.

LEO
Pale Lager 5% abv
Introduced in Thailand 20 years ago, Leo quickly 
became the #1 selling beer in Thailand. Locals 
often refer to Leo as Thailand's best kept secret. 
Leo is smooth and easy to drink. It is crafted from 
Australian spring barley, Thai rice, imported  
German hops and artesian water.
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TURKEY Efes Beer

Efes Beer Group, is among 
the top ten brewers in 

Europe and employs state of art technologies 
in its breweries from Adriatic to China. The group employs 
more than 6.138 people and has an annual production capacity 
about 18 million hecto liters. The flagship brand of the EBG, Efes 
Pilsener has earned a rightful reputation for quality, thanks to 
a production process carried out for years without the slightest 
compromise to the highest standards in 9 different production sites. 

Efes Beer

EFES PILSENER
Premium Lager 5.1% abv
"Efes Pilsen" has become synonymous with beer in 
Turkey since 1969 with nearly 80% market share. 
It is a lager beer with 5% alcohol by volume. Efes 
Pilsener is the flagship brand of Efes Beverage 
Group and is also produced in Russia and Romania 
and exported to over 30 countries all over the 
world including UK, Germany, USA and Japan. 
Efes Pilsener symbolizes joy and fun in life, those 
special/ happy moments, relaxation and conviviality. 

EFES ZERO
Non-Alcoholic Beer 0% abv
Efes Non Alcoholic Malt Drink is a refreshing drink 
for the people who prefer not to consume alcohol.

HALAL

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #25000

4/6/11.2 oz Btl. #25008

20/16.9 oz Btl. #25061

4/6/16.9 oz Can #25063

Louis Glunz Beer Inc. is the leader in 
supplying quality imported ales and 
lagers to the Chicago area. Our 
catalog provides a variety of styles 
from around the globe. These beers 
were innovations in their day and 
have been re�ned to perfection. 
Impor ts were the inspiration for 
today’s craft beer revolution and 
are the standard by which other 
beers are judged. These beers are 
unique to the region where they are 
brewed, with local water sources, 
ingredients, yeast and bacteria 
providing nuanced flavors that are 
difficult to replicate elsewhere. 
Treat yourself to a timeless classic 
or rediscover a forgotten style.

TRADE
TRADITION

A
N
D

Dear Valued Partner,
We invite you to browse our vast 
selection of import brands that span 
the globe. These breweries represent 
the forefathers of brewing that date 
back to kings and queens and times 
of old. Their individual stories span 
generations within the art of brewing 
and often played a major role in their 
country’s history. We are proud to 
carry on their tradition in the United 
States by offering you their fine 
products. 

Thank you for choosing Louis Glunz 
Beer, Inc. to service your business 
with our fine products. We are proud 
to provide you with distinctive 
choices in Chicagoland.

Jack Glunz, CEO

independent • craf t • tradition

7100 N. CAPITOL DR. • LINCOLNWOOD, IL 60712 • P: 847.675.9500 • F: 847.675.5678 • www.glunzbeers.com

OF

FINE BEERS

Treat yourself to a timeless classic 
or rediscover a forgotten style.



Louis Glunz Beer Inc. is the leader in 
supplying quality imported ales and 
lagers to the Chicago area. Our 
catalog provides a variety of styles 
from around the globe. These beers 
were innovations in their day and 
have been re�ned to perfection. 
Impor ts were the inspiration for 
today’s craft beer revolution and 
are the standard by which other 
beers are judged. These beers are 
unique to the region where they are 
brewed, with local water sources, 
ingredients, yeast and bacteria 
providing nuanced flavors that are 
difficult to replicate elsewhere. 
Treat yourself to a timeless classic 
or rediscover a forgotten style.

TRADE
TRADITION
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Dear Valued Partner,
We invite you to browse our vast 
selection of import brands that span 
the globe. These breweries represent 
the forefathers of brewing that date 
back to kings and queens and times 
of old. Their individual stories span 
generations within the art of brewing 
and often played a major role in their 
country’s history. We are proud to 
carry on their tradition in the United 
States by offering you their fine 
products. 

Thank you for choosing Louis Glunz 
Beer, Inc. to service your business 
with our fine products. We are proud 
to provide you with distinctive 
choices in Chicagoland.

Jack Glunz, CEO
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Treat yourself to a timeless classic 
or rediscover a forgotten style.
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